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evidence as a whole. This study therefore aims at elaborating a method for identifying water-temples
among other fonts and wells in Sardinia, and applying it to produce an inventory. A theoretical
discussion of definable criteria for assessing possible cult status in this context precedes an evaluation
of the investigable wells and fonts reported in the island. Buildings found to lack cult correlates are
noted in an Appendix, while buildings presenting them are inventoried in a Catalogue. A concluding
discussion of the results considering spatial, temporal and cultural aspects follows, leading to a new
perspective regarding the genesis of the Sardinian water-temples.*
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di criteri definibili per valutare l'eventuale status cultuale nel contesto precede una valutazione degli
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Kriterier för att identifiera förhistoriska vattentempel bland andra arkeologiska lämningar på
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anmärkningsvärda fyndkategori som helhet. Denna studie syftar därför till att utarbeta en metod för att
identifiera vattentempel bland andra funter och brunnar på Sardinien, och tillämpa den för att skapa en
inventering. En teoretisk diskussion av definierbara kriterier för att bedöma eventuell kultstatus i
sammanhanget föregår en utvärdering av de studerbara brunnar och källor som har rapporterats på ön.
Byggnader som befunnits sakna kultkorrelat noteras i ett Appendix, medan byggnader som uppvisar
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background and aims
Sardinia is heavily characterized by the remnants of its pervasive Nuragic culture, which inscribed the
entire landscape with thousands of megalithic buildings exclusive to this large island – second in size
only to Sicily in the Mediterranean, measuring some 270 km from north to south and some 145 km
from west to east. The tower-houses called nuraghi were built mainly in the Bronze Age, and of an
original 9000 or so,1 some 7000 of these massive tholos structures still stand in variable states of
preservation. Many are surrounded by villages of stone huts, and there are also such villages without
nuraghi. Some 800 large, collective graves called Giants' tombs accommodated the burial needs of the
Nuragic communities2 and served as their ritual centers. Non-funerary cult sites seem to have come into
being only when settlements had reached their full extent, at the end of the Bronze Age and the
beginning of the Iron Age.3 They include megaron-temples (named for their similarity to better known
Aegean buildings),4 ritual saunas,5 rotundas,6 circular vestibule-shrines7 and water-temples (special
structures built on wells and fonts). Some scholars believe all of them may have accommodated one
and the same cult, implying an island-wide religion expressed in water rites.8
The present study focusses exclusively on water-temples proper, defined here as individual cult
buildings centered on wells (stone-lined shafts or chambers dug to various depths to capture
subterranean water) and on fonts (superficial stone basins or chambers for collecting spring-water).9 A
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Contu 1994. Nuraghi are trunco-conical tholos towers, originally 10–25 meters tall, with one to three storeys. The
oldest date to ca. 1700 BC (G. Webster 1996, 87). Many were incorporated into complexes with more towers and a
courtyard (see f. ex. Moravetti 2012 for photographs of most types).
Bagella 2007. Giants' tombs are large stone long-cists or gallery graves fitted with front stelae some 2–4 meters tall
in the center of an exedra-shaped forecourt: see Fig. 5 for an aerial photograph.
This period is characterized by considerable change in the island: significant alterations in settlement pattern, for
example, suggest pervasive upheavals in Nuragic social/political organization; see Lilliu 1987b and c; Webster
1996; F. Campus et al. 2010 among others. Extra-insular contacts were also part of this development; see below.
The megaron layout is, however, well attested for the Sardinian Copper Age. But it was in the Late Bronze Age–
Early Iron Age that new megaron-shaped buildings carried ritual connotations: some 12–15 of these temples are
known, some of which yielded votive deposits including bronze figurines (see Cappellini 2011).
These are small, isodomic round huts with close-fitting benches around a smoothly carved monolithic basin, and
they sometimes include vats and shower spouts; see Salis 2013 for a review. They occur in certain hut
conglomerates apparently associated with metal-working, and currently number about 15 with an additional six or
so indicated by the characteristic basins found out of context. The interpretation of them as ritual saunas is not
unanimously accepted, but appears the most convincing to date (Paglietti 2009).
Rotundas are isodomic enclosures currently numbering seven or so, see Lo Schiavo 2000 and Derudas 2007.
These are circular huts with vestibules, currently counted to but a handful, see Fadda 2013, 25.
Moravetti 2012, 47–48; Fadda 2013, 13. In this view, which remains to be substantiated, temples without water
sources would have had large jars, vats or cisterns to supply the water needed for rituals.
In some instances, this distinction is somewhat arbitrary. Many wells are dug to reach deep water veins, and their
shafts have no paved floors or conch basins. But other installations, usually called wells because of their shafts,
function more or less like fonts: they let in ground-water by seepage, and have paved floors or conches to prevent
its loss. Variously called pozzi sacri, fonti sacre and templi a pozzo, all these installations are called water-temples
here, as this term has a comprehensive, plain descriptive value for cult locales with natural water sources within. It
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methodology will be developed for identifying such temples among other edifices for fonts and wells in
Sardinia, and applied to produce an inventory. Results and observations will then be discussed in terms
of spatial, temporal and cultural aspects, with the aim of better defining the contours of this significant
body of evidence, and proposing a reconstructive scenario regarding its origins. The chronological
frame is pre- and protohistoric: the monuments under study are datable to periods preceding the
Carthaginian rule instated in Sardinia in 509 BC10 and commonly used to mark the island's entry into
written history.
Although water is a common component of rituals world-wide, Sardinian water-temples seem to
represent a unique phenomenon, neither previously known in the island nor closely comparable to
anything similar elsewhere in the contemporary Mediterranean.11 The implied underlying ritual is
usually called il culto dell'acqua, the water-cult, but without specific connotations. Its origins are
unknown,12 but its social and economic functions were considerable, perhaps even central to social
developments in Iron Age Sardinia.13 So far, specific identification criteria have not been proposed for
the recognition of the temples built to accommodate it, and they are consequently estimated to very
variable numbers (see below). The common view of their general development follows the work of
Antonio Taramelli, who in 1914 spoke of an "evolutionary perfectioning"14 among the monumental
wells and fonts he discovered during his years as superintendent archaeologist for the island. The
proposal was later embraced by the influential Sardinian professor Giovanni Lilliu, who established the
idea that crude buildings preceded in time those built with greater precision, suggesting that the process
of building more and more of them led to higher degrees of architectural refinement. Such a more or
less linear evolution was envisioned to have taken place between the Late Bronze Age, where Lilliu
assigned polygonal structures, and the Early Iron Age, to which he referred isodomic examples.15
This suggestion met with a general consensus, although very little firm evidence has been brought
to bear upon it. The lack of identification standards has prevented both relative chronologies and
effective counts from being established. The first lacuna, that of a lacking timeline, is compounded by
the fact that some monuments are affected by decay, alteration or destruction to such an extent that
they are nearly illegible, and many others have not been investigated systematically or furnished any
does not, however, refer to cult contents or beliefs; i.e. it is not implied that water was itself an ”object” of worship.
10 Polybius 3, 22–23. The terms pre- and protohistory are not differentiated in this study, primarily for simplicity.
11 See discussion below, in Section 1.2.
12 M.A. Fadda has suggested, however, that a drought in the Late Bronze Age raised the status of water to a sacred
element in itself (2011, 94; eadem 2013, 11). Several problems pertain to this proposal (see Section 3.3). For
instance, while there are indications of climatic instability in the early first millennium BC (Lai 2009), there is also
evidence of severe droughts in two preceding periods (2850–2600 BC and 2350–2200 BC; Lai 2012, 298) without
anything like a cult of water ensuing. To Taramelli, such a cult seemed wholly insufficient as an explanation to the
phenomenon expressed in the monumental wells (1914, 395); F. Nieddu also suggests a wider scope (2008, 21–22).
13 Some sanctuaries around water-temples became formidable centers for interaction and exchange; see f. ex. Lilliu
1987c; Webster 1996, 188–190; Fadda 2013.
14 Taramelli 1914, 346.
15 Lilliu 1958; idem 1963; idem 1982, 168; idem 2006, 68.
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data. For some of those which have been excavated, results are largely unpublished, while available
reports for others range from spare notes to full monographs: this very range in documentation also
makes comparison or periodization difficult. The second lacuna, that of a count, also follows from the
lack of identification standards, and is similarly conditioned by the variable state of both monuments
and documents – and further hampered by the intrinsic difficulty of the concept of cult status. It is
often felt that remains of water-temples can be recognized intuitively, but criteria which consciously or
not are used to do so have rarely been expressed. At the same time, some archaeological literature in
Sardinia now features imaginative illustrations of presumed past activities in water-temples, although it
is not known what the so-called water-cult consisted of (and much less what its underlying beliefs may
have been).16
At this point, a return to the observable material record may help solidify the ground for future
understandings. It is to this end that the present study aims at elaborating a methodology for identifying
water-temples, and applying it to produce an inventory. Following some introductory and
contextualizing notes (Section 1), a theoretical development of criteria for assessing cult status in extant
sites will ensue, based on Colin Renfrew's work (Section 2). All investigable wells and fonts reported for
prehistoric Sardinia will then be evaluated in terms of defined cult correlates. Buildings lacking them
will be discussed along with undeterminable cases in an Appendix, while buildings presenting them will
be mapped and listed in a Catalogue. This inventory will name, situate and, where possible, illustrate the
monuments, and briefly describe their architecture, settings, interventions and finds (Section 5). Overall
results will be discussed in Section 3, and questions will be addressed regarding spatial, temporal and
cultural aspects, mainly: what might be suggested by geographical circumstances? What may be gleaned
from the sparse chronological data? Which material cultures are represented in the water-temples? In
conclusion, a new perspective will be proposed regarding the origins of the water-temples.
1.2. Previous studies and Mediterranean context
Of all ancient and prehistoric wells and fonts reported in Sardinia, some cannot be studied, some can
but have not been studied, some have been studied but not published, and some have been studied and
published, either in their own right or as parts of other investigations or surveys. The first of these sites
to be discovered in modern times was found at Abini in 1865 (Catalogue entry no. 35).17 It quickly
became famous – not for the badly ruined remnants, but for the wealth in bronze deposits, among
which there were hundreds of swords and intricately cast statuettes known since as bronzetti.18 Several
16 The ancient writer Solinus stated that Sards performed water rituals for healing broken bones and eye disease and
for trials by ordeal (4.6–7): this is often quoted and applied to the prehistoric water-cult, despite the fact that
Solinus wrote in the 3rd century AD and cannot be considered a useful source for prehistoric circumstances.
17 When referred to hereafter, Catalogue entries will usually be indicated only with their numbers in bold-face (35).
18 Hundreds of weapons, statuettes, personal ornaments and copper ingots came from Abini; see Taramelli 1931a.
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other wells and fonts were found and excavated in the early 20th century through the pioneering efforts
of Antonio Taramelli, who also recognized a replication of some features in several edifices across the
island.19 Although partially absent at Abini, the combination of a paved vestibule, a covered staircase
and a covered water-chamber, first observed by Taramelli at the sanctuaries of Santa Vittoria-Serri (48)
and Sant'Anastasia-Sardara (54),20 was soon thought of as a ritual canon and still is, even if some
monumental wells and fonts differ from this scheme in some respect.
In 1958, Giovanni Lilliu listed 31 monuments he called well-temples,21 illustrated by a map adding
another two in 1963.22 Since then, some of these structures have been found to hold neither wells nor
fonts, while many new reports have been made. In 1999, Ercole Contu noted 40 pozzi sacri and 36 fonti
sacre without, however, naming or situating them.23 In 2005, G.M. Meloni published a list of 136 named
monuments said to be "well-temples and sacred fonts" but including constructions like vats, cisterns
and rotundas as well, several of them Punic and Roman installations.24 In 2006, Lilliu rounded up his
earlier figure to an even but approximate 50,25 and in 2013, M.A. Fadda mentioned 60 pozzi sacri and 59
fonti sacre, without specifications.26 The main reason for this variation is, again, that no explicit definition
of criteria for a methodical constitution of a comprehensive but at the same time discriminating watertemple category has been agreed upon.
Some edifices were, however, always understood as water-temples. Among these, some are built of
moderately shaped stones in polyhedric/polygonal styles which seem to enter easily into the familiar
modes of Nuragic constructions (like Funtana Coberta-Ballao, see Fig. 1 and 56). But other wells and
fonts are isodomic, and some of these are strikingly refined and quite outstanding in the Nuragic
panorama – a much discussed fact in the early years of their discovery: not only did monumental wells
and fonts seem to represent a previously unknown phenomenon; some of them also presented
seemingly uncomparable architecture. This issue became inextricably linked to discussions about their
origin, as early observers attributed them to Punic or Medieval Italian execution.27 Such ideas were
discarded as chronologies became better established. But even today, facing the remains of the often
publicized (but largely unpublished) isodomic well at Santa Cristina-Paulilatino, one might indeed be
overwhelmed by the impression that this building is not Sardinian – or that it is too Sardinian: it replicates
the tholos shape which is so characteristic of the Nuragic experience and expressed in thousands of
nuraghi, but it is executed here with a technique profoundly alien to it (see Fig. 1 and 37).
19 Taramelli 1914, 344; idem 1918, 36 and 41.
20 Taramelli 1914; idem 1918. It is standard practice to indicate Sardinian sites by name followed by a hyphen and the
municipality of pertinence.
21 Lilliu 1958, 283–288.
22 Lilliu 1963, 276–277.
23 Contu 1999, 135 (pozzi [mpl] = wells; fonti [fpl] = fonts).
24 G.M. Meloni 2005.
25 Lilliu 2006, 66–72.
26 Fadda 2013, 13.
27 Zucca 1988, 28.
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Fig. 1: Tholoi. Left: Funtana Coberta; right: Santa Cristina (photos: Aga Khan, Wikimedia Commons).
This circumstance is found also at Predio Canopoli (5) and some other wells evincing extraordinary
construction skills and an ambition toward a symmetrical perfection unknown in the Nuragic tradition.
But today, their striking divergence no longer elicits the puzzlement once expressed by archaeologists
like Lilliu and, before him, by Taramelli, who in 1924 commented on the discovery at Predio Canopoli:
The entire construction [...] is surprising for its incomparable mastery of workmanship: the exactness and
harmony of lines, the accuracy of the cut of the single blocks, the perfection of the connections between
the stones, the regularity of the various courses and the protrusion of each one of them brings to mind an
insuperable technical ability [...] nothing better than this can be seen in any building, ancient or modern.28

Fig. 2: The well at Predio Canopoli, sketched as it was uncovered in 1924 (from Taramelli 1924, 529).

28 Taramelli 1924, 523 (author's translation).
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Since nothing similar could be said of typical Nuragic architecture, it seemed natural to seek origins
outside the island. At the monumental font of Su Tempiesu in north-eastern Sardinia (21), Lilliu would
think of "the Greek isodomic by way of Semitic"29 influence, and of Etruscan impulses;30 later on
widening his scope to a "derivation from Greek or Etruscan-Italic architecture, or Greek-Punic
Sicilian".31 For Taramelli, the isodomic shaft at south-central Santa Vittoria (48) was the result of
"teachings from overseas"32 – Greek, Phoenician33 or "Canaanite".34 The discovery of a double-axe
shrine of apparent Cretan inspiration near the well at Santa Vittoria added to the 'foreign' impression.35
But the general line of thought – looking eastwards for origins – came mainly of a scholarly habit of
the times, of comparing aesthetic impressions and of reading ancient texts which imply Aegean origins
to some Sardinian tholoi.36 Importantly, however, both Taramelli and Lilliu maintained that the essence
of the phenomenon was thoroughly Sardinian: it was just draped, as it were, in "Greek breath".37
Notions of eastern teachings waned in the generations following these old masters, as they were
increasingly thought of as overly affected by a classicist admiration for all things Greek, a sentiment
considered incompatible with newer approaches favouring theories on autochtonous origination. It also
seemed like the monumental wells and fonts could pre-date foreign influx to the island if considered en
masse with polyhedric examples as the oldest. For the proposal of an evolution from crude to fine,
polyhedric to isodomic, Bronze Age to Iron Age stayed intact, while the architectural divergence among
the buildings was toned down until they were regarded as a homogenous Nuragic category. But it has
proved very difficult to explain the strong impression of otherness imparted at wells which stand in
particularly striking contrast to their surroundings – like Predio Canopoli (5) and Santa Cristina (37):
[...] so balanced in proportion, so sophisticated in the terse and precise interior paraments, so studied in the
geometric composition of its parts, in one word so rational as to make it impossible to believe, at first sight,
that [...] it was expressed by Nuragic art before any prestigious, historical civilizations were established on
the island.38

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
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38

Lilliu 1958, 280.
Lilliu 1958, 227–233.
Lilliu 1963, 281.
Taramelli 1914, 429; see also idem 1931, 115.
Taramelli 1914, 346.
Taramelli 1922, 330–332.
In a circle of stalls at the sanctuary of Santa Vittoria-Serri (48), one of the round stone huts contained a plinth which
appeared to have held up the pillar and double-axe found next to it (see Taramelli 1931b, 30–42; Zucca 1988, 60).
Double-axes for use are not uncommon in Nuragic contexts but this setting was clearly ceremonial and, to the
classicist-inspired excavators, reminiscent of Minoan cults.
The pseudo-aristotelian treatise De mirabilis auscultationibus speaks of Sardinia's ”fine buildings arranged in the
ancient Greek style, and among others domed buildings, finely carved” (Arist., De mir. 100); Pausanias elaborates
on prehistoric Aegean immigrations to Sardinia (10.17.2–9) along with Libyan and Iberian inputs noted also by
Solinus (4.1–2) but without specific reference to buildings.
Lilliu 1958; idem 1982, 162; Taramelli 1918, 98; for the ”Greek breath”, see Lilliu 1963, 282.
This is how Lilliu (2006, 72; author's translation) expressed his lingering puzzlement even at the end of his career.
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Today, with the archaeological chronology in a state of fluctuation in the island (see below) and with
extra-insular influence attested ever earlier, it would again be possible to accommodate the first reaction
of early archaeologists who looked elsewhere for origins to the water-temples, or at least the isodomic
examples, before being convinced of a Nuragic genesis. But while the Mediterranean panorama is
certainly vast and varied, it provides little in the way of solid data in this regard. There was exchange of
some sort between Sardinia and the Aegean in the Late Bronze Age, perhaps especially in the 13th
century BC when Nuragic pottery appeared at Kommos in Crete,39 and Mycenaean pottery appeared at
nuraghe Antigori-Sarrok (and, in very small amounts, elsewhere in Sardinia).40 A general similarity
between Minoan, Mycenaean and Nuragic tholoi is easily observed – as is, however, also the important
functional distinction that characterizes the Aegean edifices as tombs, while Sardinian tholoi were
reserved for the living. A similarity between the stepped staircase ceilings in Sardinian wells and those at
Tiryns and at Aghia Irini in Keos has also been noted, but seems generic.41
Still in the Late Bronze Age, however, more intense and prolonged contacts with Cyprus are
attested by the circulation in Sardinia of numerous oxhide ingots mainly of Cypriot copper, and some
Cypriot smithing tools, and by finds of some Nuragic materials in Cyprus. The extent and nature of the
interactions are not clear: Sardinian archaeologists tend to magnify this evidence while other scholars
are more cautious in their interpretations.42 It would seem clear, however, that Cypriot exchanges did
bring about the introduction to Sardinia of specific techniques such as bronze casting with the lost wax
method.43 Perhaps ashlar masonry styles were also part of such transfers: while not fully developed in
Sardinia at this time, isodomic techniques were already established in Cyprus.44 In any case, Levantine
influence was probably significant in Cyprus in this regard from the 12th century BC on, as island ports
became crossroads for westward ventures and routes which apparently remained viable for centuries.45
Along this continuum, in the Early Iron Age, Sardinia entered fully into the routes of Phoenician
seafarers travelling from the Levant and/or by way of Cyprus (and perhaps Crete) towards Iberia, at
times in joint venture with Euboean tradespeople. Such movements are attested at several Sardinian
sites, for example the 9th century BC Nuragic-Phoenician station at the Nuragic village of Sant'Imbenia
on the north-west coast, and by Cypriot, Phoenician and Greek material (imported and imitated) here

39 Watrous et al. 1998. There was Cypriot material at Kommos as well, see Bernardini 2010, 43.
40 For Mycenaean, Cypriot and Cretan pottery at Antigori, as well as local copies of it, see Russell 2011, especially
pages 171–172. For a synthesis on Mycenaean finds in Sardinia, see Lo Schiavo & A. Usai 2012, 277–279. Some
amber found in Sardinia is thought to have come by way of the Aegean but it is not clear when; see Section 3.2.2.
41 Locci 2010, 89; see the rest of Locci's article for a synthesis of Aegean and other comparisons.
42 Bernardini 1993; Lo Schiavo 2012; Bernardini & Zucca 2012; Cappellini 2011, 44–49, vs. Russell 2011, 266–268.
43 Lo Schiavo 2012, 15; Guzzo 2011, 38.
44
There is an instance of isodomic flooring in Cyprus which is similar to the unusual application at Predio Canopoli
(5), as well as other ashlar masonry (see Hult 1983 generally, and specifically pages 74 and 109: fig. 2 for the
flooring). In the bath-house at Hala Sultan Tekke, the use of molten lead for sealing joints was also evinced, a
practice common in Sardinian water-temples – where the lead was, however, molten into the form of clamps.
45
Bernardini 1993, 41–43.
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and in other island locations.46 Correspondingly, Nuragic materials of this date have been unearthed in
Phoenician contexts in Iberia.47 Significantly, some 15 of the bronzetti found in Sardinia, several of them
in wells, are Phoenician products,48 and strong Phoenician influence is recognized in part of the
Nuragic statuette repertory.49 It has even been suggested that Phoenician ship-building expertise may
have played a part in the remarkable well-construction at Santa Cristina (37), and that the distinct
keyhole-shape of its plan may relate to the sign of the goddess Tanit.50
Connections were also established between Sardinia and Villanovan and later Etruscan
communities. Interactions across the Tyrrhenian Sea are evinced by numerous Nuragic bronzes from
mainland sites (notably bronzetti depicting boats), and characteristic Nuragic pottery.51 The same type of
brocca askoide, a typically Nuragic oblique pitcher, has been found at Vetulonia and Populonia – and at
Khaniale Tekké in Crete, where it may have arrived by way of Phoenician-mediated trade.52 Vice versa,
some Villanovan and Etruscan imports have been found in Sardinia.53 It has furthermore been
suggested that the use of L-shaped building blocks in some Sardinian fonts and vats may compare to
Villanovan installations (see below, Section 3.2.3),54 and similarities between Nuragic and Etruscan
tholoi are easily observed – again, however, with the same functional distinction of funerary vs. nonfunerary destination as in the Aegean instance.
Interestingly, Sardinia's neighbouring islands Sicily and Corsica have so far provided no
comparisons for the water-temple phenomenon. Some ritual deposits at freshwater springs are attested
in Sicily from the Late Bronze Age on, but did not involve architecture (with rare exceptions in early
historical times).55 In later Greek and Punic cultural spheres in Sicily, springs could be thought of as
doorways or routes to a netherworld, associated with the cult of Demeter and Kore.56 This was also the
case at Punic water-shrines in early historical Sardinia, where rituals increasingly focused on healing.57
The notion of springs as doorways to a supernatural sphere is, however, evinced also in the much
46 Bernardini 1993; Bernardini et al. 1997; Bernardini 2010. For a brief note on Levantine/Cypriot-style so-called
pilgrim's flasks in Sardinia, see Lo Schiavo et al. 2012, 23. For Euboean contingents, see also Guzzo 2011, 51–53.
47 Bernardini & Zucca 2012, 68–69; Botto 2013, 198–202.
48 Bernardini & Botto 2010. Four Phoenician bronze statuettes are from Santa Cristina, two from Nurdole and one
each from Santu Antine and Camposanto (see 37, 26, 42 and 13). A Phoenician bone figurine for a handle was
found at Predio Canopoli (5), and Phoenician glass at Gremanu (36).
49 Bernardini & Botto 2010, 35–36; ibid 44; Madau 2002, 338; Fadda 2013, 64 and 165.
50 Santillo Frizell 1992. Tanit-worship was previously thought to have been introduced to Sardinia by Punic groups
and is attested in numerous 4th–3rd century BC contexts (see Stiglitz 1999). Recently, however, an amulet depicting
the Tanit sign (a triangle surmounted by a circle) was recovered in an Early Iron Age context at a megaron-temple
sanctuary and foundry in eastern Sardinia, suggesting it was an older Phoenician symbol (see Fadda 2012, 66).
51 Lo Schiavo et al. 2012; Guzzo 2011, 53–54. This pottery was also frequently imitated at Vetulonia and Populonia.
52 Ferrarese Ceruti 1991. An earlier type was unearthed in Lipari; others have been found at Mozia, Carthage and in
Iberia (commonly in contexts with Phoenician connotations); see Lo Schiavo et al. 2012; Bernardini & Zucca 2012.
53 Fadda 1991; Madau 2002. Some of the amber in Sardinia was probably brought there by this route as well.
54 Fadda 2013, 98. L-shaped blocks are also part of the anomalous, partially rectilinear nuraghe Alvu-Nulvi not far
from the isodomic well of Irrù (8). An exploration of this monument, so far unstudied, might prove very interesting.
55 Collin Bouffier 2013, 59.
56 Collin Bouffier 2013, 54.
57 Garbati & Peri 2008; see also Appendix below.
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earlier Hittite empire.58 At its capital Hattusa (Bogazköy) stands one of only two known buildings
outside Sardinia which are closely comparable to the water-temples. It is a font with a squared waterbasin and a rectilinear facade with an architraved opening and a descending staircase, and dates to an
unspecified time in the Bronze Age.59 The other comparable edifice is at Garlo in Bulgaria, where a well
of probable but uncertain Late Bronze Age date shows strong similarities to some polyhedric wells in
Sardinia.60 But little can be made of these architectural parallels in view of the considerable distances
involved and the apparent isolation of the two instances, in the absence of convincing connecting data.
Today, most scholars consider Sardinian water-temples to be indigenous, Nuragic expressions of a
native cult. Their estimated numbers fluctuate very considerably, and the question of why they were
built – another way of asking where they came from – is no longer asked, despite the fact that it was
never answered. But simply acknowledging the fact that water-temples appeared en masse at a certain
time, for unknown reasons, and only in Sardinia, seems unsatisfactory. It is hoped that the present
investigation may clarify the contours of the phenomenon and suggest plausible lines of interpretation
and inquiry within a better defined area of study.
1.3. Chronology and terminology
The archaeological chronology of Sardinia is currently the object of laborious debates and significant
divergence among scholars, warranting a brief excursus here. Dates reported in Sardinian studies before
the 1980's are relative at best and seldom useful, since they are rarely calibrated or cross-checked by
cultural comparison. Between the 1980's and 2000, an outline proposed by Giovanni Lilliu was
commonly used, positing the Early Bronze Age at 1800–1500 BC, the Middle Bronze Age until 1300
BC, the Late Bronze Age until 1100 BC and a Final Bronze Age until 900 BC, when the Iron Age
followed and closed with the Carthaginian conquest approximated to 500 BC.61 Recent elaborations of
this scheme are manifold, however, and have among other things brought about the unfortunate
circumstance that dates for the same monument, artifact or period may vary among publications, not
only due to publishing date but also to contrasting opinions and choices among authors.
Efforts in the field have so far not led to much clarification. Radiocarbon dating was rarely used in
Sardinia until recently, and its gradual acceptance is uneven. Parallel use of calibrated and noncalibrated dates increases the confusion: today, "1000 BC" indicates the Final Bronze Age to some and
the Early Iron Age to others. Further complicating the matter, Nuragic pottery is proving less
diagnostic than previously thought for the centuries bridging the Bronze-to-Iron Age span: in the

58
59
60
61

Erbil & Mouton 2012, 59–60.
Erbil & Mouton 2012, 71–73. The font is partially similar to those of Su Lidone (22) and Su Notante (23).
Mitova-Dzonova 1987.
Lilliu 1987a, 42; idem 2006, 23.
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Phoenician-Nuragic sites of Sirai and Sulci, Nuragic pottery previously considered typical of the Late
Bronze Age has been recovered in contexts from well into the Iron Age,62 bringing about a need to
revise some standard interpretations and to question the usefulness of some ceramic types for dating.
As the chronological framework for Sardinia is currently uncertain, it must be approached with
caution awaiting a wider consensus. This said, it is today commonly accepted to date the beginning of
the Early Bronze Age to 2300 BC, to situate the Middle Bronze Age between 1700/1600 and 1350 BC,
and to divide the Late Bronze Age into phases among which a Final Bronze Age beginning after 1200
BC is considered salient.63 But there is still little agreement on where to end the Bronze Age and begin
the Iron Age, and where to assign some types of material remains.64 The outline recently proposed by
Nicola Ialongo appears convincing, however, and will be defaulted to here. It is based on stringent
comparisons between seemingly reliable stratigraphical sequences and assemblages in Sardinia and in
peninsular Italy.65 His Sardinian sequence for the periods relevant here may be summarized as follows:
Late Bronze Age: 1350/1300–1200/1150 BC
Final Bronze Age: 1200/1150–960/900 BC
Early Iron Age 1–2: 960/900–720 BC
The Sardinian Early Iron Age or Primo ferro is divided into parts 1–4. The passage between 2 and 3 is set
at 720 BC, during the process of Phoenician colonization of coastal Sardinia.66 The remainder of the
Early Iron Age (3–4) ends with the Carthaginian conquest of 509 BC (sometimes approximated to 535,
525, 510 or 500 BC for the archaeological record). Here, the term "Early Iron Age" will denote the
period 960–720 BC (Primo ferro 1–2). Largely outside the present scope, the following Secondo ferro (Late
Iron Age) coincides with the period of Carthaginian rule and acculturation, which came to a close with
the Roman takeover in 238 BC. The many centuries of Roman administration were followed by a brief
Vandal dominion between 456/468 and 534 AD when, among other developments, Christianity spread
across the island. Sardinia was then under Byzantine rule until 1015 AD.
Another brief excursus is warranted for the term Nuragic, because it is used with different
connotations in general literature. It primarily describes all things generated within the more or less
indigenous culture of Sardinia beginning with the Middle Bronze Age and most visibly characterized by
the nuraghi, but it is sometimes used as a chronological marker as well. "Nuragic" is then made
synonymous to "Bronze Age", since it is often assumed that no new nuraghi were built in the Iron

62
63
64
65
66

Pompianu 2010, 5 and 13; Perra 2012, 278–279.
Fadda 2006, 36; Ialongo et al. 2012.
Ugas 2009, 164–165; Usai 2012b.
Ialongo 2011; Ialongo et al. 2012.
See f. ex. Bernardini 2010, 68–70 and 131 for the colonization process. The Phoenician colony of Sulky (SulciSant'Antioco) appears to have been the first to be established in Sardinia, just after the foundation of Carthage or by
790 BC or so. It was followed by a dozen or so colonies and several forts in the subsequent two centuries.
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Age.67 The debate on dating involves the term also because some issues clouding the passage from
Bronze- to Iron Ages hinge on differing interpretations regarding cultural dynamics and identities. As
noted, people in Sardinia entered into mediated or direct interaction with extra-insular groups at that
time – mainly Cypriot, Phoenician and Villanovan. Some scholars feel that the islanders and their
culture were no longer Nuragic after the impact of such contacts, and that the term should not be
applied past the Bronze Age,68 while others feel that it is viable for the island's cultural realities well into
the Iron Age69 and even beyond.70 Here, the term Nuragic will simply be used for the more or less
indigenous culture of Sardinia, as far as that can be recognized, without chronological connotations.
1.4. Theoretical framework and method
Since water-temples were by definition locales which accommodated rites, the issue of ritual must be
addressed at the outset. Communal ritual behaviour is a feature of human life in nearly every society
and period known to us. It pertains to several contexts, notably those of play (games, contests), civic
ceremony (instatements, inaugurations) and religion (worship, rites of passage). To Joyce Marcus, "ritual
has at least eight components": performers, audience, place, purpose, meaning/content, timespan, acts
and food/accessories, all of which can result in material remains.71 Rites moreover tend to be "set" or
"crystallized" acts, well-defined in time and place and characterized by replication.72 When involving
material expression, they therefore have a "greater chance of being traced than many other activities" in
an archaeological record,73 a fact which is evident in the proliferation of descriptions of ritual sites.
Religious ritual is commonly called cult, and differs from secular or civic rituals in that the
addressee or focus of the activities is supernatural.74 Finding distinctive marks of cult in an
archaeological site or repertory is often felt to be easy on intuitive grounds, but inferring extinct
practice from material traces is quite problematic – another fact evinced in many texts and
illustrations.75 To scholars wishing to discern the basis for their intuitive recognition of cult remains, in
order to be able to use and apply it elsewhere with at least some degree of reasonability, theoretical
frameworks were all but lacking until 1985, when Colin Renfrew developed one in the course of his
67 Ugas 2009, 165; Moravetti 2012, 49; Fadda 2013, 20. There is little evidence for this notion, however, as less than
one percent of the nuraghi have been excavated or dated. It is furthermore questionable whether their continued
replication should determine the applicability of the term Nuragic for the rest of the culture; see below and nn. 69–
70.
68 Santoni 2006; Moravetti 2012, 49.
69 Ugas 2009; Bernardini 2010; Usai 2012a.
70 I have myself argued for this latter stance, see Webster & Webster 1998.
71 Marcus 2007, 47–48.
72 Renfrew 1985, 18; Kyriakidis 2007a, 9–10; idem 2007b, 297; Grifoni Cremonesi 1998, 206.
73 Kyriakidis 2007a, 9.
74
Civic rituals can of course include both secular and religious rites, and in some instances (if a queen is worshipped
as a goddess, for example), distinctions may not be discernable (or applicable).
75
It is always good to keep in mind D. Macaulay's 1979 classic Motel of the Mysteries, a satire of facile interpretation.
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work in Greece. His The Archaeology of Cult: the Sanctuary at Phylakopi constitutes a processualist example
of a cult site identification, whose theoretical constituents were abstracted into a guideline for the
recognition of cult assemblages in general. The approach has been criticized for an apparent
contradiction between universalist aims and culture-specific considerations,76 but it was nuanced and
enriched in a seminar some 20 years after its inception77 and still appears to be a useful tool at least for
Mediterranean pre- and ancient history. As it will serve as a theoretical premise to the Sardinian issue at
hand, a summary follows.
Renfrew began by identifying four aspects of ritual: "attention-focussing", "special aspects of the
liminal zone", "presence of the transcendent and its symbolic focus" and "participation and offering".78
From these aspects, 18 behavioural correlates were drawn which might be summed up into several
areas for an easier grasp here: the selection of a special place (extraordinary site and/or building set
apart), the use of special features (architecture, symbols, equipment, facilities), the practice of
worship/offerings, some connection to contemporary mortuary symbolism, and great investment of
wealth/resources.79 Expressions or accommodations for these behaviours can leave material traces like
enclosures, altars, votives and any number of other things and features. For an attribution to religious
rather than secular ritual, in Renfrew's view, there must be "(i) evidence for expressive actions (of
prayer, of sacrifice, of offering etc.); and (ii) some indications that a transcendent being is involved".80
Renfrew also felt that "single indications are rarely sufficient in themselves",81 thus stressing the
importance of contextualization. But single features can indeed suffice for the identification of cult
remains in some instances and contexts: statues and altars recovered in situ are examples of this.
An assemblage pertaining to cult must also "not be explicable in secular terms in the light of what
we know of the society".82 This may seem simplistic, but is in fact a fundamental point: since the sacred
is essentially other than profane, it cannot look profane in its context. It must stand out as
extraordinary in the literal sense of the term. In Sardinia, extraordinariness has indeed often seemed
76 Hodder & Hutson 2003, 241.
77 The Third Cotsen Advanced Seminar at the University of California 2004, edited by E. Kyriakidis as The
Archaeology of Ritual, 2007. Here, Renfrew (as well as Kyriakidis) especially stressed the fact that religious ritual
(or cult) is often not discernable from other rituals.
78 Renfrew 1985, 18; idem 2007, 15: numbers 2 and 3 being exclusive to religious ritual.
79
Renfrew's full list (1985, 19–20) runs as follows (abridged): 1. ”a spot with special, natural associations”; 2. ”a
special building set apart”; 3. Architecture evincing ”conspicuous public display, and exclusive hidden mysteries”;
4. Iconography reflecting ”prayer and special movements”; 5. ”devices for inducing religious experience”; 6.
”attention-focussing devices”; 7. ”cult image” or ”aniconic representation”; 8; ”special facilities for the practice of
ritual”; 9. Evidence of the ”sacrifice of animals or humans”; 10. Evidence of the use of ”Food and drink”; 11.
”votives”; 12. ”Special portable equipment”; 13. ”repeated symbols”; 14. Symbols referrable to deities and myths,
f. ex. ”animal symbolism”; 15. Symbolism related to ”that seen also in funerary ritual, and in other rites of
passage”; 16. Evidence of ”Concepts of cleanliness and pollution”; 17. ”Great investment of wealth […] reflected
both in the equipment used and in the offerings”; 18. Great investment of wealth and resources […] reflected in the
structure itself”.
80
Renfrew 1985, 20.
81 Renfrew 1985, 15; see also Hodder & Hutson 2003, 190–191 on the importance of contextualization.
82 Renfrew 1985, 20; see also Grifoni Cremonesi 1998, 306.
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enough to determine some wells and fonts as cult locales. This was (and is) true also of the megarons
of the Late Bronze- and/or Early Iron Age: they are always interpreted as temples and never as houses
or barns, and the reason is mainly that they are rectangular in a context of thousands of circular
buildings. In Sardinia, rectangularity itself is literally extraordinary, out of the ordinary. The first,
intuitive interpretation of these megarons as ritual locales would, however, have remained speculative
without the evidence of votive deposits found in some of them: the criterion of extraordinariness may
not be self-sufficient, and it always requires scrutiny. But it is nevertheless instructive to apply it.
In the case of fonts and wells, two early 20th century discoveries may serve as interesting examples.
At Su Lidone-Orune (22), Taramelli saw a font with carved blocks very unlike the crude stone of the
nearby nuraghe. These two features, the extraordinary cut of the blocks and the extraordinariness of the
stone itself (different from the bedrock), indicated to him that this font was special.83 The paved
vestibule in front seemed to support this notion, and the case for its special status could later be
strengthened by comparisons to similar fonts with more evident cult correlates. Also at another site,
Coni-Nuragus (43), the fact that the blocks surfacing at ground-level were "regularly squared" made
Taramelli think of a ritual edifice at first sight.84 Here too, the building blocks proved extraneous to the
local geology, leading him to hypothesize that the use of imported stone might itself be a sign of cult
status85 (Renfrew would file both observations under his last correlate: "Great investment of wealth and
resources may be reflected in the structure").86 There was a vestibule and also a staircase at Coni, similar
to the "accurate construction"87 that Taramelli had seen at Santa Vittoria-Serri (48) where abundant
votive deposits had eased his cult attribution. At Coni, he found only one bronzetto (see Fig. 4) and some
beads, but although he thought it meager, it sufficed for a reasonable assumption of a cult status.88
The exercise has wide error margins, however. Facing the font of Su Lidone again (22), a critical
eye would likely see that it is special, but as it had no votive deposit whatsoever, might it not have been
a secular showpiece of a wealthy extrovert living in the nuraghe next-door? The question is valid, but in
this context the answer must likely be no. It would be difficult to argue that a personal exhibition of
prestige would be expressed in the specific architectural language of cult as evinced in known temples,
unless it reflected such a connotation itself.
If a cult site has been recognized as such (shrine, temple, sanctuary), and features or assemblages
similar to those documented are found elsewhere, an identification of the latter as another cult site is
reasonable. Renfrew's ideal scenario begins by finding a type-site: this Step 1, "the identification of a
cult assemblage", would be followed by a Step 2, "the recognition within it of certain specific symbols"
83
84
85
86
87
88

Taramelli 1919c.
Taramelli 1913, 97 (author's translation).
Taramelli 1915, 102.
Renfrew 1985, 20.
Taramelli 1915, 107 (author's translation).
Taramelli 1913, 97.
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and a Step 3, "the use of these symbols to identify as ritual or sacred other contexts".89 Fragmentary
archaeological records will not always accommodate such a seemingly straightforward approach, but it
is a useful starting point. It may seem misguided to speak of starting points here, for a category of
monuments whose first examples were examined more than a century ago, and what follows may even
appear to be a banal exercise. But in the literature of Sardinia, as mentioned above, "water-temples" are
variously counted to 76, 136, 50 or 119;90 many municipalities claim 'their own' pozzi sacri (and up to 300
are quoted by some internet communities). While many of these edifices are called sacred on good
grounds, others are not – and it is mainly the fact that the grounds are not defined that leads to the
confusing numbers. Again, intuitive identification may often prove correct, but it can only be useful if
systematically examined in terms of applicable criteria.
Fortunately, a few Sardinian fonts and wells with so many cult indicators as to leave little room for
doubt about their past status as temples have come down to us in a good state of preservation. Su
Tempiesu-Orune (21) has yielded one of the most fully fledged material records available in this regard,
and will serve as a type-site or template here. It is described below, with Renfrew's Steps 1 and 2 in
mind. His Step 3 will ensue as known reports of prehistoric wells and fonts are followed up as far as
monuments and documents allow, and assessed for defined correlates (see below) with the aim of
identifying water-temples among other edifices for fonts and wells.91 The term 'identifying' should thus
be understood as 'ascribing identity to' these sites based on criteria defined at the outset.

89 Renfrew 1985, 24.
90 Contu 1999, 135; G.M. Meloni 2005; Lilliu 2006, 66–72; Fadda 2013, 13.
91 Scrutinized monuments include those listed in the counts of Lilliu 1958 and 1963, G.M. Meloni 2005, Depalmas
2005; monuments reported in regional surveys (like Moravetti 1993; 1998; 2000; 2005; Basoli 1985; Manunza
1995 and 2008b; M. Campus 2008; Chiasu 2006; Nieddu 2007; Galli 1991a and 1991b; Tanda 1992 and 1996), and
in municipal records of archaeological remains (like P. Melis 2012). Also: monuments reported in Notizie degli
Scavi, Monumenti Antichi, Rivista di Scienze Preistoriche, Bollettino di Archeologia, Nuovo Bullettino
Archeologico Sardo; monuments noted in synthetic works (like F. Campus & Leonelli 2012 and Fadda 2013); in
studies on material categories (like Sebis 1998, Madau 2002 and Ialongo 2011); in conference collections,
guidebooks and elsewhere. For the documentation of specific remains, see the Catalogue entries and the Appendix.
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2. IDENTIFYING WATER-TEMPLES IN SARDINIA
2.1. Su Tempiesu as a type-site
The monuments in question here have been variously affected by use, alteration, partial or complete
dismantling, vandalism and natural phenomena since they were built. Today, some structures are
notably better preserved than others, and the font of Su Tempiesu-Orune (21) was found nearly intact.
It had been sealed by a landslide in the Iron Age, was discovered and partially excavated by G. Davoli in
1953,92 and fully examined and restored in 1981–86 and 1998 by M.A. Fadda.93 The findings are wideranging and well-published, and Su Tempiesu can therefore serve as Renfrew's "Step 1":94 a locale
evidently destined for the practice of cult, with features which can be sought in other archaeological
contexts for the recognition of less well-preserved ruins. What follows is a brief description.
Su Tempiesu is located in the north-eastern highlands above a valley and not far from nuraghe Santa
Lulla (whose name refers to a ruined Medieval chapel nearby). Here, a perennial spring still lets out its
waters in a crack in the mountain slope, in front of which the monumental font was built to house it.
The remarkable nature of the edifice was obvious to its discoverers at first sight: the rectilinear
architecture is dramatically different from that of most ruins in the surroundings and from everything
known of ordinary Nuragic buildings – but some features were reminiscent of traits seen in tombs.95
The edifice once rose to a height of 6,65–6,85 meters at the roof peak. A fallen block with 20
small, carved holes was presumed to have served as an acroterion: 15 of the holes contained molten
lead fixtures and five of these retained parts of bronze swords. The block is thought to have held 20
such swords, 50–70 cm long, points upward, on top of the pent roof. Below, two monolithic arches are
fitted under the ceiling, and an inner facade accommodates the opening and grooved threshold to a
water-chamber under an architrave of sorts with a square niche above. A small, trapezoidal staircase
descends by four steps tightened by lead clamps, under four corresponding steps between sides cut to
an ogival shape (see Fig. 3, right). The circular water-basin within, covered with a tholos, has a diameter
of 90 cm and a small depression in its paved floor. The plan of font and stairs looks like a stereotypical
keyhole in shape (see Catalogue illustration 21) – similar to that at Santa Cristina (37) and some other
sites (see below), but on a smaller scale.

92 Davoli left a thorough account of his intervention, but he also left the field of archaeology soon after. His
excavation of Su Tempiesu was published by his professor, Lilliu, five years later (1958, 216–280).
93 Fadda 1988; Fadda & Lo Schiavo 1992; Fadda 2006, 49–52; Ialongo 2011: 1, 272–296; idem 2, 415–417; Fadda
2013, 47–57.
94 Renfrew 1985, 24.
95 The monolithic arches under the roof reminded Lilliu of those in the Giants' tombs at Pedras Doladas-Scanu
Montiferru and Sa Sedda 'e Sa Cadrea-Sindia (Lilliu 1963, 216) and the slanting/ogival cut of the masonry walls is
similar to that in the tombs of Biristeddi-Dorgali and Bruncu Espis-Arbus (idem 1958, 263). See also below.
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Fig. 3: Su Tempiesu. Left: view; right: water-chamber opening (photos: R. Brix, Wikimedia Commons).
The stone used to build the edifice is basalt and trachyte, with some schist in the roof, whereas the
bedrock on the site holds only granite and schist: the nearest source for the main blocks is some 20 km
away.96 Some internal blocks present knobs thought to have helped in hoisting them into place, and
perhaps retained for aesthetic or symbolic reasons. On each side of the temple, under the sculpted
eaves, are spaces with raised floors. The back of the temple is constituted by the hillside; the front
opens on a rectangular vestibule, paved with trachyte slabs and fitted with small lateral benches. Two
niches are accommodated in the vestibule walls, and a canal runs diagonally across the floor from a
spout in the water-chamber's threshold to a curved wall in front of the temple (see Fig. 3). Here,
another font receives the overflow through a steatite spout into a little chamber similar to that in the
main temple. From here, another canal leads to a rock-cut basin under ground. There are two niches by
the small font, and two shelves in its wall which encloses an irregular space in front of the temple.
In 1953, the excavators unearthed the main temple and parts of the spaces in front. They found a
fragmentary ceramic pot, decorated with a knob, inside the water-chamber. They also found bronze
pins (spilloni) with bead-like heads stuck in between the blocks in the wall,97 and on the vestibule floor
96 Lilliu 1958, 271.
97 These pins or spilloni are mainly weapons rather than ornaments. They are depicted in bronzetti, often folded into
quivers and sometimes attached to the inside of shields (see Fig. 4 for an example of a single pin).
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there were ceramic sherds, bronze stilettos and a dagger, along with a block with carved holes in one
surface. This last is thought to have held a votive assemblage in the same way that the acroterion block
held votive swords.98 But the excavators found little else, and concluded that the community that had
once used the locale must have been poor. This notion was dispelled in the 1980's, when M.A. Fadda
over several years conducted a full excavation of the site and discovered the secondary font and the
lateral rooms under the eaves of the main temple. In the latter, she found bronze daggers, a pin and a
votive sword, and in the vestibule she recovered bronze swords, daggers, pins and buttons. External
trenches yielded bracelets and fibulae (clasps). In the secondary font there were numerous daggers and
pins, necklace elements, rings, bracelets and bronzetti: a pair of human figures, one of them with an
animal slung over his back, a figure with a stick, and one with a beard.99
The bronze repertory is datable to the Early Iron Age as defined by Ialongo to 960/900–720 BC.100
An original date of the edifice itself, if different, would be more difficult to establish. In the 1950's,
Lilliu felt it revealed architectural traits indicating a Late Iron Age date, as the understanding was at the
time, and noted signs of several building phases.101 Today, M.A. Fadda sees three building phases at Su
Tempiesu: a temenos in 1200 BC, the temple proper around 1000 BC, and some renovation and wall
additions before a landslide sealed the edifice around 800 BC.102
2.2. Elaborating cult correlates for Sardinian water-temples
At Su Tempiesu, both the architecture (style, material, layout) and the finds (weaponry, ornaments,
statuettes) make it clear that it is no ordinary fountain. That it specifically served cult purposes can be
inferred from either the material repertory or the architecture alone (see below), and together they leave
little room for doubt. In terms of Renfrew's 18 numbered cult correlates (see n. 79), most are present
here: 1, the site is special in natural terms (for its spring and setting); 2, the building is both
extraordinary and set apart; 3, there is conspicuous display in the row of swords on the roof, and
perhaps a suggestion of exclusive rites in the way the water-chamber is sunken and covered; 6, the
trapezoidal zoom into the water-chamber is attention-focussing; 8, there are facilities for special
practices (benches, dividing walls, secondary font); 9, sacrifice seems implied (in the statuette depicting a
man carrying an animal); 10, the pottery may reflect the use of food/drink; 11, there are material
offerings; 13, there is repetitive symbolism (in the votive weapons); 14, the symbolic weaponry may
relate to worshipped entities/myths; 15, there is some relation to funerary architecture (see n. 95); 16,
pollution control may be implied in the separating walls; 17–18, considerable investment is evinced in
98
99
100
101
102

Lilliu 1958, 240.
Fadda 2013, 55–57; Ialongo 2011: 2, 415–417.
Ialongo 2011: 1, 272; see Fadda & Lo Schiavo 1992 for a contrasting opinion.
Lilliu 1958, 253.
Fadda 2013, 53 and 47.
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both the offerings and the architecture.
But Renfrew's nos. 4, "Worship"; 5, "devices for inducing religious experience"; 7, "cult image" or
"aniconic representation" and 12, "portable equipment"103 are not attested at Su Tempiesu. At some
other wells and fonts, however, aniconic baetyls and carved stone ram's and bull's heads can be
considered cult images – as well as evincing animal symbolism, another cult indicator noted by Renfrew.
But his full list, primarily developed in and for the ancient Greek milieu, is not optimally functional for
the Sardinian context if taken as it stands. For instance, two of the suggested cult correlates that were
not found at Su Tempiesu have proven not to be useful generally: "devices for inducing religious
experience"104 refers to music, dancing and drugs, and while a few bronzetti depict flute players and
perhaps singers, they have not come from water-temples; "Special portable equipment"105 refers to
'special' receptacles and lamps, but in the Sardinian setting, the former would be difficult to distinguish
from wares for food/drink and from votive vessels, and also from stone vats and basins better defined
here as "special facilities" along with other vestibule features. Lamps have been found at very few sites
and do not appear to be 'special', while the undoubtedly special bronze boat-lamps (also very few here)
are considered to be votive offerings like other bronzetti, rather than equipment.
Renfrew's 18 diversified correlates also constitute a somewhat unwieldy list (see n. 79). To better
serve here, it can effectively be synthesized to seven salient indicators adapted for the Sardinian context
(see nn. 106–112), largely based on the features at Su Tempiesu as a Step 1 type-site. The presence of
water and architecture built to capture it (font or well) is a presupposition. To be identified as a remnant
of a cult locale, i.e. here a water-temple, one or more of the following indicators should be present:
1. Special setting (height, shore and/or temenos, sanctuary/area sacra)106
2. Cult images/aniconic representations of supernatural entities (baetyls, stone animal heads)107
3. Special facilities for ritual practice (stairs, vestibules, appointments – benches, niches, vats)108
4. Evidence of animal sacrifice/food offering (burned/butchered bones, bronzetti depicting
preparations for sacrifice, hearths, pits, altars)109
5. Votive offerings (miniature vessels, statuettes, weaponry, ornaments)110

103
104
105
106

107
108

109

110

Renfrew 1985, 19 and above, n. 79.
Renfrew 1985, 19.
Renfrew 1985, 19.
Adapted from Renfrew's nos. 1 and 2: natural sites (here, shores and heights stand out while Renfrew's springs,
caves or groves are not applicable) and buildings set apart (here temene, aree sacre and sanctuaries. A Sardinian
area sacra is a place with more than one monumental installation but less than sanctuary extent).
Renfrew's nos. 7 and 14: cult image/aniconic symbol (here baetyls), and animal symbolism (here carved reliefs).
Adapted from Renfrew's nos. 8, 16 and 6: special facilities for ritual practice, reflections of concepts of
cleanliness/pollution and attention-focussing devices (here stairs, vestibules and appointments like niches, benches
and vats, but not altars, pits and hearths which are considered evidence of sacrifice/offerings; see below).
Adapted from Renfrew's nos. 9 and 10: animal/human sacrifice and food offerings. Human sacrifice is not evinced
in Sardinia. Animal sacrifice and food offerings are distinguishable in votive bronzetti but not necessarily in pits
and hearths. Altars, with and without perforations (for libations?), are taken here as evidence for this correlate.
Adapted from Renfrew's nos. 4, 11, 13 and 17: evidence of worship, votive offerings, repeated symbols and
investment of wealth/resources. For a range of votive objects in Sardinian water-temples, see Table 2 below.
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6. Funerary relation (ogival opening, semi-circular/circular forecourt, apse, horse-shoe shape)111
7. Building investment/display (isodomic masonry and/or imported stone, acroteria,
depth/height exceeding five meters)112
All these correlates are thus indicative of cult practice in the Sardinian context, but while nos. 1–5 can
be considered diagnostic (self-sufficient) in many contexts, nos. 6 and 7 are relative and may require
other correlates to strengthen a case for cult destination.113 Some variation in and among sites is to be
expected, but prehistoric fonts and wells in Sardinia with one or more of the correlates numbered 1–5
above will be considered residues of water-temples (see Catalogue), while those without any such
correlates will be considered installations for ordinary water needs (see Appendix).
2.3. Discussing cult correlates in Sardinian water-temples
With the above cult correlates in mind, along with the prehistoric parameter for this study, a scrutiny of
all currently available reports of fonts and wells in Sardinia leads to the identification of 66 sites, with
archaeological remains of 75 individual locales classifiable as water-temples.114 These sites are listed and
briefly described in Section 5: Catalogue. A survey of their observable cult correlates is summarized in
Table 1,115 and each correlate will be discussed in turn below. First, however, mention must be made of
the premise and inner sanctum of all these monuments: the water chambers, and the water itself.
The water-chambers are generally circular in wells and either circular or squared in fonts. Some
have one or several holes for the collection of water, and all feature one opening for human access.
This is usually fitted with a threshold, in many cases grooved for letting out overflow into a floor canal.
Internally, the chambers are covered by a partially or entirely subterranean or intramural tholos or, in
some fonts, by a flat or stepped ceiling. The 'tholoi' can be large, small, ogival, conical, shaft-like or
nearly cylindrical, and built in polyhedric or isodomic styles – the term tholos is, in fact, very liberally
used to describe water-chambers in Sardinia even where they are not, strictly speaking, tholoi. As a
general construction and shape, however, it should be stressed that the tholos as such has no cult
111

Renfrew's nos. 15 and 6: funerary relation and attention-focussing devices (here, both can be seen in the ogival
openings and the 'embracing' or 'collecting' forecourts; see Section 2.3.6 below).
112 Renfrew's nos. 3 and 18: conspicuous display in architecture, and investment of wealth/resources reflected in it.
113
An example is the font of Li Paladini (3). Its ogival opening can be seen as a reference to funerary modes (correlate
no. 6 here), but hardly as a self-sufficient indicator (diagnostic) of cult practice. In this case, it is the presence of
special facilities (no. 3 here) that is taken to reflect the cult destination of this font. With regards to correlate no. 7
here, judging building investment/display can in some cases be a relatively arbitrary matter.
114
Pits like that at 63.Cuccuru Nuraxi, and secondary fonts like that at 21.Su Tempiesu are not considered separate
temples, but some sites do have several: at 36.Gremanu and 46.Mont'e Nuxi there are three temple buildings
respectively, connected by canals. At 54.Sant'Anastasia there are also three, apparently not connected. At 59.Bau
Crabas, the two temples are distanced by more than 100 meters; this is the case also with the three temples of
62.Matzanni. For the scrutiny process, see n. 91 and Appendix.
115 The numbered monuments in the Catalogue are repeated here, following the geographic rationale of reading the
map of Sardinia from north to south and west to east.
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connotation here – on the contrary: it was the order of the day in the thousands of nuraghi or towerhouses, and it was not used in tombs. Even modest village wells could be covered with simple tholoi,
no doubt to keep children and animals from falling in, and to protect the water from pollution.
The water collected in the chambers and shafts of water-temples is plain and drinkable in nearly all
cases, but it comes from different kinds of sources: surfacing spring-water in fonts, water from deep
aquifers in many wells, ground-filtered rain water in a few wells, and probably river water in one. This
variation is significant, as it suggests that it was not particularity in a water source that led to its
incorporation in cult locales (see Section 3.2.1). As discussed, a font or well presenting one or more of
the cult correlates defined above is considered the residue of a water-temple here. The correlates are
variously attested at the 66 identified sites, as illustrated in Table 1 (numbers correspond to the maps in
Figs. 7 and 8). It must be remembered that some of the variation is due to different degrees of
preservation, investigation and documentation (see the Catalogue for site-specific information).
Table 1: Fonts and wells with specified cult correlates as elaborated above and attested on the sites.
SITE

Special
setting

Cult image Special
/aniconic facilities
rep.

1. Milis

x (shore)

x

2. Sa Testa

x (shore)

x

3. Li Paladini

x

4. L'Aranciu

x

5. Predio Canopoli

x (temenos,
area sacra)

7. Serra Niedda

x (pit)

x

Building
investment
/display
x

x (court)

x

x (ogival
opening)
x (altar)

x

x (bones,
bronzetti)

x

x (ogival
opening)

x

x
x
(sanctuary)

8. Irrù

x (baetyl)

x

x (stone
x
rams' heads)

9. Monzù

x

10. Frades Mereos

x

11. Burghidu

x

12. Sos Nurattolos

Funerary
relation

x

x

6. Su Trambuccone

Evidence
Votive
of sacrifice offerings
/food
offering

x (temenos,
area sacra)

x
x (ogival
opening)

x

14. La Purissima

x

15. Sa Niera

x

16. Funtana 'e Baule

x

17. Arvaras

?

x

x

x

13. Camposanto

x

x (horseshoe shape)
x (Roman)

x

x

x (Roman)

x
x
x (horseshoe shape)
x
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SITE

Special
setting

Cult image Special
/aniconic facilities
rep.

18. Poddi Arvu
(Romanzesu)

x
(sanctuary)

x (baetyls)

19. Untana 'e Deu

x (temenos)

20. Su Lumarzu
21. Su Tempiesu

x (temenos)

Evidence
Votive
of sacrifice offerings
/food
offering

Funerary
relation

Building
investment
/display

x
?

x

x

x

x

x

x

x (bronzetto)

x

x (ogival
opening)

x

22. Su Lidone

x

x

23. Su Notante

x

x

24. Sa Linnarta

x

25. Lorana

x

26. Nurdole

x (set inside
a nuraghe)

x

27. Noddule

x (temenos)

x

x

x

x

x

x (hearths)

x (court,
x
horse-shoe
shape, apse)

28. Su Pradu

x

29. Dugulana

x

30. S'Abba Druche

x

x

31. Su Puttu

x

x

32. Su Cherchizzu

x

33. Uore

?

34. Puntanarcu

x

x
x (apse)

x

35. Abini

x (temenos,
sanctuary)

x (baetyl)

x

x

x

36. Gremanu

x (temenos,
sanctuary)

x? (stone
x
ram's head)

x

x

37. Santa Cristina

x (temenos,
sanctuary)

x

x

x

x (bones,
x
hearth, altar)

38. Mitza Pidighi

39. Cuccuru Is
Arrius

x (shore)

x (Punic
x
stelae/ Tanit)

x (PunicRoman)

x (ogival
opening)

x

x (horseshoe shape,
court)

x (PunicRoman)

x

40. Perda 'e Floris

x

x

x

41. Padenti 'e Baccai

x

x

x

?

x

x

x

x

x

42. Santu Antine

x (height)

43. Coni
44. Orrì

x (shore)

45. San Salvatore

x (height)

46. Mont'e Nuxi

x (height,
temenos, area
sacra)

x (Punic
baetyl)

x

x (Punic)

x

x

x

x (Punic)

x

x

x

x

x
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SITE

Special
setting

Cult image Special
/aniconic facilities
rep.

47. Su Presoni
48. Santa Vittoria

x
x (height,
temenos,
sanctuary)

49. Su Runcu Mannu
50. Sa Breca

Evidence
Votive
of sacrifice offerings
/food
offerings

x (baetyls,
stone bulls'
heads)

x

x (altar,
bronzetti
nearby)

Funerary
relation

Building
investment
/display

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x (temenos)

x

51. Su Putzu

x

x (horseshoe shape,
court)

52. #Is Clamoris

x

x (ogival
opening)

53. ¤Is Clamoris

x (temenos,
river bank)

x

54. Sant'Anastasia

x (temenos,
sanctuary)

x

55. Mitza Nieddinu

x

56. Funtana Coberta

x

57. Is Pirois

x

58. Funtana Crobetta

x

59. Bau Crabas

x

60. Is Molineddus

x

61. Su Musuleu

x

x

x

x (pit)

x

x

x (bones)

x

x

x (horseshoe shape)
x (court)

x (height,
sanctuary)

x

x (bronzetto)

x

63. Cuccuru Nuraxi

x (height,
set inside a
nuraghe)

x

x (bones,
hearth, pit)

x

x

65. Tattinu

x

66. Grutti Acqua

x

x (court)

x

x (ogival
opening)

62. Matzanni

64. Is Arenas

x

x
x

x
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2.3.1. Special setting
This cult correlate refers to a site selection for heights and shores, and/or a building separation within
temene, sanctuaries or so-called sacred areas (special sites with more than one ritual installation; see n.
106). Such placement is evinced at least for 24 temples as far as can be ascertained, and this must be
considered a minimal figure as the variable state of the documentation does not allow for full site
assessment in all cases – a circumstance which unfortunately hampers the discussion of this parameter.
It can, however, be noted that three water-temples are parts of aree sacre with megaron-temples (5, 12,
46), and that eight water-temples are integral to sanctuaries.116 Another four sites present simpler temene
(19, 21, 50, 53) and two water-temples were implemented in nuraghi (26, 63), effectively setting them
apart. Perhaps the apparent isolation of some (16, 20, 49, 55) can also be considered a special setting,
but given the present difficulty in assessing their prehistoric surroundings, it is an uncertain venture.
Generally, however, it is clear that water-temple ruins are found in a very wide range of settings.
The shore-line location of some monuments deserves special mention, however. At Milis (1), Sa
Testa (2), Cuccuru Is Arrius (39) and Orrì (44), water-temples were built on the coasts, far from
settlements (although at Cuccuru Is Arrius, there was preexisting habitation). This has led Angela
Antona, discussing the former two, to consider a direct relationship between the monuments and the
transmarine traffic thought to have intensified at the end of the Bronze Age.117 B. Sanna et al. have
drawn attention to the immediate coastal location of the latter two, with special reference to possible
analogies with coastal sanctuaries in Cyprus which became significant places for interactions at this
time.118 Another four water-temples in Sardinia overlook the sea from a short distance (7, 30, 31, 63).
Several, but not all, of these edifices would have been visible from boats even at a distance.
2.3.2. Cult images/aniconic representations
Cult images or aniconic symbols of supernatural entities, if reasonably identified as such and found in
situ, constitute powerful cult diagnostics and indicate a focus of the rituals. In many parts of the world,
iconography has helped understandings of mythology. Nuragic culture was, however, very largely
aniconic, with the notable exception of the bronzetti and of one single Iron Age cemetery with
monumental statuary.119 Little is known of whether Nuragic religious beliefs involved spirits, divinities
and/or other entities or notions. On water-temple sites, finds which may constitute representations of

116

117
118
119

7.Serra Niedda, 18.Poddi Arvu (Romanzesu), 36.Gremanu, 35.Abini, 37.Santa Cristina, 48.Santa Vittoria,
54.Sant'Anastasia and 62.Matzanni. The unusual arrangement at 26.Nurdole may also represent a sanctuary.
Antona 1994, 34–35.
B. Sanna et al. 2009, 238–239; see also discussion in Section 3.2.1 below.
For surveys of the bronzetti, see Lilliu 2008 and Fadda 2013. For the remarkable cemetery of Mont'e Prama-Cabras
and its many larger-than-life stone statues thought to represent heroic ancestors, see f.ex. Bedini et al. 2012.
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supernatural powers include plain baetyl-stones, present at four sites (7, 18, 35, 48),120 and animal heads
carved in high relief on facade blocks, present at three sites (8, 36, 48). The latter depict rams and bulls,
commonly represented also in bronzetti and perhaps significant in mythology as well as in sacrificial
practice (see below). At some sites, models of nuraghi in variable sizes have been found, some of them
approximating the impression of baetyl stones (see Catalogue illustration 8). Such models have also
been recovered in Nuragic council huts (large, round village huts with benches, central altars and
occasionally thrones) and in some other contexts, and are thought to reflect civic/secular ceremonies
referring to the intrinsic power perceived in the tower-houses themselves or wielded by their dwellers.121
2.3.3. Special facilities for ritual practice
In the present context, this correlate refers mainly to stairs, vestibules and appointments (benches,
niches, vats/basins), attested at nearly all monuments listed in Table 1 and in the Catalogue. In the few
cases where such facilities were not clearly evinced, while other cult indicators were present, the former
can probably be presumed lost as this regards four severely damaged building remains (17, 19, 33, 42).
A vestibule in front of the water-chamber may be thought of as a significant indicator for rites, as
it allows – even suggests – gatherings of people. But a simple forecourt could facilitate fetching water
anywhere, so signs of extraordinariness should be sought: where a vestibule is paved, disproportionate
(very small or very large) and/or especially appointed (with altars, benches etc.), a ritual function such as
officiation may be indicated. This is the case in many monuments examined here, and features include
lateral benches, wall niches, vats/basins, altars/tables, pits and hearths.122 Since the latter three are
indicative of sacrifice, food offerings or ritual consumption, they will be discussed in Section 2.3.4.
Vestibules are thought to have been covered by pent roofs in many instances: Su Tempiesu is the
only site to preserve this in situ, but seven others have yielded blocks characteristic of it.123 Some roofs,
like that at Su Tempiesu, apparently also held acroteria (see Section 2.3.7: building investment/display).
Lateral benches are more commonly part-and-parcel of the vestibules. Find circumstances indicate that
they did not serve primarily as seats but rather as bench-surfaces for the deposition and exhibition of
votive bronzes, with or without base-blocks and lead plugs. Small niches are accommodated in the walls
of several vestibules, in almost all cases on the left side, but none of them have yielded evidence
indicative of their function.124 Heavy but portable stone vats or basins (angular and round) are rare but
120

The baetyl at 45.San Salvatore a Figu is a Punic installation not belonging to the original temple.
A review of nuraghi models (ceramic, bronze, stone; miniature and not) is found in F. Campus & Leonelli 2012; see
also discussion in Nieddu 2007, 21–22).
122 For site-specific examples of furnishings, features and finds mentioned here and below, see the Catalogue entries.
123 7.Serra Niedda, 8.Irrù, 21.Su Tempiesu, 34.Puntanarcu, 35.Abini, 53.Is Clamoris, 62.Matzanni and 48.Santa
Vittoria. The triangular block from 36.Gremanu is usually cited in this respect as well, but does not seem to have
come from a roof. At 42.Genoni, a block with an incision depicting a triangular element was found in the well.
124
At Su Tempiesu (21), three niches are symmetrically (and exceptionally) placed left, right and center; at Su Putzu
121
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have been found at some sites (see 8 and 48). At Irrù (8), it collected water from the vestibule floor
canal. Many vestibules feature such a canal, running from a groove in the water-chamber threshold, no
doubt reflecting abundant waterflows at those locations. The canals cross the floors diagonally or in a
straight line (compare, again, 8 and 48), but a few run beneath the pavement (15, 20 and perhaps 2 and
38). In some cases they lead to secondary fonts or wells (21, 35, 36), large vats/basins (8, 26, 27, 36)
and, in one instance, a pool (18). Several of these special facilities were appointed with votive gifts.
Another significant special facility found in many of these edifices is a covered staircase descending
from the vestibule to the covered water-chamber. This feature effectively focusses attention, to use
Renfrew's terms, and may also indicate practices of "hidden exclusive mysteries […] reflected in the
architecture".125 Water-temple stairs consist of rectangular stone steps numbering anywhere from three
(27, 49) or four (14, 21, 28) up to 40 (1 and 50), commonly under a stone ceiling which mirrors them in
inverted steps, increasing the zooming effect.126 The staircases are generally rectangular or trapezoidal
(but curved in two cases: 7 and 63). The range in size and refinement shows that very variable efforts
went into building them, but their mere presence, even if just in a few steps, will be regarded here as a
cult correlate. This stems from several observations. First, in the case of wells, the staircases do not
necessarily facilitate fetching water (at Lorana-Orune [25], for example, it is so narrow and steep as to
be barely practicable), but they always represent a considerable labour expense.127 Second, some fonts
feature small staircases without any practical function, like at Su Tempiesu (21), where the few steps are
further highlighted by a little ceiling of sorts reflecting them (see Fig. 3), as is common in water-temples
with deep wells (see n. 126). The functional obsolescence of the stairs in this and other superficial fonts
is taken to indicate that their significance was rather symbolic (or aesthetic). Third, descending stairs are
not found in ordinary buildings in this context. In Nuragic villages, the very few huts which present
them are some council huts and, rarely, shrines.128 Other buildings are entered on ground level and by
ascending stairs. It is thus concluded here that the act of descent was associated with ritual in this
context. This is not to say that monuments without descending stairs cannot be temples, however:
megaron-temples and some water-temples lack them (notably Irrù, 8), as do Nuragic tombs.
2.3.4. Evidence of animal sacrifice/food offerings
Burned/butchered animal bones, bronzetti depicting apparent preparations for sacrifice, hearths, pits
and altars can all be considered indicative of sacrificial practices and/or food offerings (and/or ritual
(51), there are three niches on the left (as you enter); 20.Su Lumarzu, 24.Sa Linnarta and 27.Noddule present one
niche each on the left (as you enter), while only Su Presoni (47) has a wall niche on the right.
125
Renfrew 1985, 19 (no. 3).
126
See Catalogue illustrations for 2, 21, 37, 45, 47, 50, 54, 56, 57, 62, 63.
127 This important observation was made already by Taramelli at Santa Vittoria-Serri (1914, 344).
128 The council house at Palmavera (Moravetti 2012, 147) is entered by a few descending steps, unlike the other huts;
at Duos Nuraghes-Borore, the only hut with entrance steps is Structure 9, a village shrine (Webster 2001, 67–70).
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consumption). As noted in Table 1, burned animal bones were found at four sites (7, 38, 56, 63, not
counting sites with historic evidence). At Serra Niedda (7), the assemblage revealed a selection for ribs,
crania and horns, while at Funtana Coberta (56), only very small animals had been burned, apparently
at very high temperatures. Bronzetti which seem to depict preparations for animal sacrifice were found at
three sites. In one from Serra Niedda (7), a small ram is led forth on a leash by an armed man; in one
from Su Tempiesu (21), a lamb is carried on a man's back, and in one at Santa Vittoria (48, but from the
building adjacent to the water-temple), a piglet is held upside down. Other bronzetti from there, and
from Serra Niedda (7) and Matzanni (62), depict figures proffering what seems to be bread. Hearths
were identified at three other sites (27, 38, 63), the latter two with burnt animal remains in situ. Stonelined pits are documented at four sites (2, 48, 54 and 63): at Santa Vittoria (48), it yielded plentiful
fragments of light-coloured pottery, and at Cuccuru Nuraxi (63), pottery was mixed with animal bones
and sea-shells and thought to reflect ritual consumptions. Altars were found in three monuments: at
Predio Canopoli (5) and Santa Vittoria (48), they are small, perforated installations (for libations?), while
the court at Mitza Pidighi (38) presents a large slab or table with cup-like cavities in the upper surface.
2.3.5. Votive offerings
Votive deposits of variable size and importance, from a few fragments to large amounts of relatively
well-preserved materials, are known from 33 water-temple sites.129 These deposits include an array of
non-functional artifacts130 found in or in direct association with the temples – which they also
effectively define as such. Their greatest significance relates to cult content and economy, as they reflect
both acts of worship and relative resource investments, and these issues fall outside the scope of the
present study. But votives also denote cultural and chronological horizons for the water-temple
phenomenon as such. A brief survey is therefore given in Table 2, summarizing and differentiating the
contents of known votive deposits, while Fig. 4 illustrates commonly recurring bronze votives:
weaponry, ornaments and figurines (bronzetti). Two of the votive deposits are exclusively of historic
dates: at La Purissima (14) it is Roman, and at Cuccuru Is Arrius (39) it is Punic and Roman. As this
study focusses on the evidence of the original water-temples, these deposits are not included in Table 2.
Likewise, at sites which held both prehistoric and historic deposits, the data summarized here pertains
to the former (the incidence of coins is thus not presented below; nor are Punic or Roman clay figures,
but they are noted in the Catalogue entries).
129 Among the other sites, some were found robbed; others are not excavated and it is not known whether they preserve
any deposits. The same is unfortunately true for some excavated sites where no results are published, notably
12.Sos Nurattolos and 34.Puntanarcu.
130 Some (but not most) of these objects may have been functional elsewhere, but were not made for practical use in
the context where they were found, and probably or certainly placed there for symbolic reasons. Stone hammerheads may represent an ambiguous category: they are thought to have been used for shaping the building blocks of
the water-temples. Whether they were purposefully deposited there afterwards, or accidentally dropped, is not clear.
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Table 2: Fonts and wells with known prehistoric votive deposits, and contents by category.
SITE

Exceptional Weaponry132 Ornaments133
pottery131

1. Milis

x

x

2. Sa Testa

x

x

Figurines:
a=bronzetti;
b=ceramic

Metal as
such134

Tools135

x

x

x (wooden)

5. Predio Canopoli

x (a)

7. Serra Niedda

x

x (a)

8. Irrù
13. Camposanto

x

x (a) and
Roman b

x

x

x (a)

x

x

x

x (a)

24. Sa Linnarta

x

x

26. Nurdole

x

x

x (a)

35. Abini

x

x

x (a and b)

36. Gremanu

x

x

19. Untana 'e Deu
20. Su Lumarzu

x

21. Su Tempiesu

x

37. Santa Cristina
38. Mitza Pidighi

x

x

x

x (a and b)

x

40. Perda 'e Floris

x

x (a)
x

x

x (a)

41. Padenti 'e Baccai

x

x (a)

42. Santu Antine

x

43. Coni

x (a)
x

x (a)

44. Orrì

x (b)

45. San Salvatore

x

46. Mont'e Nuxi

x

47. Su Presoni

x
x

48. Santa Vittoria

x

x

x

x (a)

x

50. Sa Breca

x

x

x

x (a and b)

x

53. ¤Is Clamoris

x

x

54. Sant'Anastasia

x

x
x

x

56. Funtana Coberta

x (a)

61. Su Musuleu

x

62. Matzanni

x

63. Cuccuru Nuraxi

x

x

x

x (a)
x (a)

x

x

131 Single unusual deposits, miniatures and/or otherwise extraordinary ceramic vessels (no common functional
pottery, even if decorated and/or thought to be imported).
132 Swords, daggers, blades, lance heads, stilettos and pins, miniature or full size; see Fig. 4 for examples.
133 Bracelets, rings, beads (amber, vitreous paste, stone), buttons, fibulae; see Fig. 4 for examples.
134 Ingots, pieces and scraps of copper, lead, bronze or iron.
135 Implements of stone, metal and clay: weights, spindle-whorls, grinding stones, pestles, hammers and axes.
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Fig. 4: Bronze votives from water-temples depicting weaponry, ornaments and figurines. Upper: pin or spillone
(Taramelli 1914, fig. 53), dagger (drawing by G. Webster after Lilliu 2008, no. 344), button (Taramelli 1914, fig.
41) and clasp or fibula (Taramelli 1918, fig. 53). Lower: bronzetti (drawings author after Lilliu 2008, nos. 194/69).

2.3.6. Funerary relation
Colin Renfrew noted that expressions used in funerary rites (and other rites of passage) may bear upon
"rituals of life" in a community,136 and leave traces also in cult sites not associated with tombs. As cult
correlates in the present context, such funerary references are best considered complementary rather
than indicative per se (see n. 113). The architectural relation to tombs noted by Lilliu at the font of Su
Tempiesu pertained to the monolithic arches in the temple ceiling, and to the slanting/ogival cut of the
opening and interior wall (see n. 95 and Fig. 3), which he thought reminiscent of Nuragic Giants' tombs
(see nn. 2 and 95). On closer inspection, the free arches at Su Tempiesu are not very similar to those
136 Renfrew 1985, 17 and 19.
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found in some Giants' tombs, where they served as roof caps for the cists (and arches are not present
in any other water-temples). But the ogival shape of this and some other water-chamber openings can
probably be seen as a reference to the mortuary mode observed inside some Giants' tomb
constructions. A stronger reference seems indicated in the markedly absidal rear of some water-temples
(27, 34, 61) and in the horse-shoe shape of some (12, 16, 27, 38, 51, 61), recalling Giants' tomb shapes.
Another such relation can be seen in the forecourts of six water-temples: Mitza Pidighi (38), Su Putzu
(51) and Funtana Coberta (56) are similar in layout to Giants' tomb exedrae (see Fig. 5), and the circular
courts at Sa Testa (2), Noddule (27) and Matzanni (62) bring to mind Giants' tomb 3 at Madau.137

Fig. 5. Left: Giants' tomb of Osono-Triei (photograph: F. Muggianu for Wikimedia Commons). Right:
plan of the remains of the well at Su Putzu-Orroli (from Lilliu 1958, 201).
2.3.7. Building investment/display
The water-temples vary in terms of the presence of isodomic masonry, imported stone, acroteria and a
depth/height exceeding five meters, all considered here as indicative of both "great investment or
wealth and resources […] reflected in the structure itself" and of efforts aiming at "conspicuous
display."138 At least eleven tholoi exceed five meters in height/depth from floor to ceiling, evincing a
considerable building effort.139 These are all found in wells rather than fonts (in most wells, the tholos is
the well; see Catalogue illustrations for clarification). At Cuccuru Nuraxi (63) and Funtana Coberta (56)
Moravetti 2012, 268–271. This site, not far from Gremanu (36), houses four majestic Giants’ tombs where some
present the ogival chamber cut seen also in some other tombs and in water-temple openings. Tomb 3 has a circular
forecourt, rare in Giants' tombs but indicated also at Porcu Abba-Villagrande Strisaili (Lilliu 1963, 269). Interred in
tomb 3 at Madau was a woman wearing a necklace of polychrome vitreous beads with parallels in Lipari, for which
an 11th century BC date has been suggested (Lilliu 1987b, 108).
138
Renfrew 1985, 19–20.
139 At 1.Milis, an original depth/height of 11m is indicated, and at 44.Orrì, 7m are estimated. At 37.Santa Cristina and
2.Sa Testa, the tholoi are 6,9 and 6,8m high respectively. 50.Sa Breca, 47.Su Presoni and 45.San Salvatore a Figu
are 6m deep/high, and 56.Funtana Coberta and 63.Cuccuru Nuraxi measure between 5,5 and 6m. 65.Tattinu and the
main well at 54.Sant'Anastasia are both 5m deep/high.
137
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there are also deep, vertical shafts below the already subterranean tholos floors, and at Santu Antine
(42) and Sant'Anastasia (54, well 2), such shafts are all that is left. Some fonts also evince notable
building investment, but in terms of superstructure elaboration. At the font of Su Tempiesu (21), as
well as at Abini (35) and Sa Breca (50), acroteria are evinced: stone blocks apparently carved to fit the
roof-tops, containing lead-filled holes with remains of votive bronze sword hafts still in place. As noted
with regards to Su Tempiesu (Section 2.1), the swords were fitted in upright and would have presented a
bristling display. Swords (and daggers) are also common as votive deposits (miniature and not), and
seem to have held great symbolic significance in the Nuragic context generally.
Sardinia is a geologically complex island featuring different types of bedrock,140 and most watertemples are built of the variable local stone, which was shaped into building blocks with hammers and
chisels. But at least 21 of the monuments consist partially or entirely of imported rock,141 with
transport distances ranging from three to 20 kilometers.142 The reasons for this extra effort were
perhaps manifold: from a functional point of view, the containment of water requires certain qualities
of the stone itself, as well as of its installation. In some cases, only the water-chamber and its facade are
built of imported rock while the rest of edifice is not (f. ex. 27; and 25 has an imported bottom conch);
elsewhere, the water-chamber is of local stone but built with more care than the rest (16, 38).
Where stone was imported, a preference for more impervious rock like basalt and trachyte may be
suggested, but not always.143 Some of the more elaborate water-temples are, in fact, built of rather soft
limestone. In any case, the labour invested in most import ventures seems to greatly supersede practical
considerations, and aim rather at extraordinary display – both of the special stone and, implicitly, of the
command involved in its transfer. At Abini (35), for example, the temple was built of dark basalt and
reddish trachyte brought in over some eight km of difficult terrain, to create a bichrome monument on
grey granite ground.144 At Is Clamoris (53), large amounts of unusual, orange travertine was brought in
over a considerable distance to be carved on the chosen site – a buttressed grey schist bank.145 Other
temples were built of rock brought in from nearer afield, like Predio Canopoli (5) and Irrù (8), whose
white limestone was quarried at Laerru a few kilometers away, creating a striking display at these sites
which are otherwise characterized by dark grey bedrock.
Beyond such particular efforts and materials, the isodomic building technique itself, with its
resulting display effect in this context, is commonly considered a ritual correlate for pre- and
protohistoric buildings in Sardinia146 (as suggested by Taramelli; see the discussion on extraordinariness
140
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Brigaglia 1987.
25.Lorana, 50.Sa Breca and 57.Is Pirois contain only single pieces of non-local stone and were not counted here.
Where monuments are built partially/entirely of imported rock, this is noted in the respective Catalogue entries.
Fadda 1992.
Fadda 2013, 16.
Fadda 2013, 16.
Fadda 2011.
See Lo Schiavo 2000 and Nieddu 2008 for brief discussions on isodomic masonry in Sardinia.
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in Section 1.4). Approximately isodomic masonry can be seen in the upper parts of some nuraghi, where
blocks were laid up in regular courses. But refined isodomic techniques – ashlar masonry with sharp
angles, tight fits and curved and oblique lines (see f. ex. 37) – were apparently reserved for cult locales:
rotundas, ritual saunas, cylinder vats, some tombs and some water-temples.147 While there is a general
consensus on considering refined ashlar an indication of cult status in pre- and protohistoric Sardinian
constructions, its absence does not necessarily mean that an edifice was profane – as in the cases of
stairs and imported stone and, again, as evinced by the (non-isodomic) megaron-temples.
Among the water-temples identified here, 35 of the 75 edifices present no isodomic masonry.
Some of them were grand monuments, like Sa Testa (2), where building investment is reflected rather in
size and layout. Others were crude buildings, however, apparently aiming at little or no display effect: Su
Runcu Mannu (49) stands out in this respect among the fonts and is, in fact, included here only on the
tentative basis of its reported staircase (see discussion in Section 2.3.3). Grutti Acqua (66) and Tattinu
(65) present the crudest masonry among the wells. The last, Tattinu, features a deep, elaborate staircase
but lacks evidence of any superstructure. Other entirely subterranean wells, i.e. with the staircase
opening flush to the ground, were in several cases covered by an additional tholos above ground. Their
functions are not known, but they would certainly have guaranteed the monuments' visibility. Remnants
of such upper tholoi are currently seen in four temples (2, 50, 54, 57), all of them non-isodomic.
Where isodomic masonry is present, it varies in terms of both extent and execution. At Su Putzu
(51), a well without isodomic masonry in the standing ruin, ashlar blocks found in the surrounding
village were ascribed to its fallen superstructure; this is the case also at Cuccuru Nuraxi (63) and
Matzanni (62). At Noddule (27) and Mitza Pidighi (38), isodomic applications were instead used inside
the chambers and in the lower facades; at Su Lumarzu (20), the facade and the rear canal are isodomic.
Other edifices are isodomic to a much greater extent, and two monuments stand out for superior
execution: the wells at Predio Canopoli (5) and Santa Cristina (37), that so impressed early 20th century
scholars, raise eyebrows still for the remarkable precision with which they were built.148 A few others
approximate this style, like Irrù (8) and Cuccuru Is Arrius (39).
In many isodomic water-temples (and in all cylinder vats, as well as sporadically in some rotundas;
see Appendix), there is a peculiar type of building block: the so-called T-block (concio a T or concio a coda).
These blocks have rectangular faces and are carved at the rear to explicit T-shapes – perhaps they
represent a stylized development of the wedge-shaped or roughly conical blocks used to close the
upper tholoi of nuraghi. T-blocks served as facade blocks in double-faced walls, straight and curved,
with fill in the middle (see Fig. 6 and Catalogue illustrations for 5, 8, 14, 26, 33, 36, 39 and 63). As far as
147

The extraordinary refinement of the isodomic ashlar masonry in the wells at Santa Cristina (37) and Predio Canopoli
(5), and in part in other water-temples (and some ritual saunas, see Salis 2013), must be considered a radical
departure from Nuragic masonry in general, even if some Nuragic buildings display near-isodomic techniques.
148 Some would add Su Tempiesu (21) to this rarefied group, but its blocks are much less uniform than Predio
Canopoli's and Santa Cristina's and not better cut than 22.Su Lidone's or 23.Su Notante's.
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is known, they are exclusive to Sardinia,149 and they apparently occur only in ritual contexts from the
Late Bronze- or Early Iron Age. Their presence is usually considered a cult correlate.150 Interestingly,
although the rear of a T-block was never visible in a finished monument, it was usually as carefully
carved as the face.151 This seems to indicate that the addressee of the special effort was not the human
eye, but rather an eye which sees what is hidden. Perhaps, then, this reflects what Renfrew felt was the
very essence of cult: "propitiation by the human celebrant towards the transcendent being".152

Fig. 6: Sardinian T-blocks in a straight wall (from Nieddu 2008, 390). For their use in curved walls, see
Catalogue illustrations for 5, 33 and 39.
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I have been unable to trace T-blocks outside Sardinia, a finding supported by the impressions of Dr. Fabio Nieddu,
archaeologist and collaborator to the University of Cagliari, and Dr. Maria Philokyprou, architect at the University
of Cyprus (pers. comm. 2013). Wedge-shaped rears to isodomic facade blocks have, however, been observed in
Greece, notably in the so-called Tomb of Clytemnestra at Mycenae (Hult 1983, 123: fig. 66).
150 Nieddu 2008, 383–384.
151
Some T-blocks found at Sant'Anastasia-Sardara (54) in the early 20th century were interpreted as stylized bull's head
sculptures; see Catalogue illustration below, Taramelli 1918, 55, and discussion contra in Contu 1999, 127.
152
Renfrew 1985, 20. This possible interpretation of T-blocks was suggested to me by my husband and colleague Gary
Webster, as was the possibility of their evolutionary development from the blocks observed in upper nuraghe tholoi.
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3. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
3.1. Methods, results and matters of definition
At the outset, the two principal aims of this study were stated to be the elaboration of a method for
identifying Sardinian water-temples among other fonts and wells in the island, and the application of it
to produce an inventory. Insofar as the first term, 'identifying', is defined not so much as 'recognizing' a
set of natural givens but rather as 'ascribing identity' to these temple sites, based on the original sense
of 'again and again the same' of the Latin identidem, this has been accomplished. It is hoped that it may
become a tool for future research and identifications of wells and fonts which have remained
uninvestigated (see f. ex. nn. 207–210). Such applications would be likely to increase the inventory
presented here in fulfillment of the second aim of the study. This term is also best considered with the
original in mind: invenire means to 'come upon' or 'find'. The present inventory (Section 5, Catalogue), is
thus a list of monuments which have been 'found' by applying the specified identification method.
In the course of this work, beyond these principal aims, several findings have been produced
which deserve additional consideration here. These pertain mainly to the observed differences between
fonts and wells and among their water-sources, and will be discussed and contextualized below.
Furthermore, the inventory of water-temples makes it possible to examine spatial, temporal and
cultural aspects of the constituted category as a whole. If explored in conjunction with each other, such
panoramas might shed further light on wider and at the same time more fundamental issues regarding
for example the origin and spread of the water-temple phenomenon as such. It is to this end that the
assembled data will be discussed along intersecting lines below (spatial, temporal, cultural), and brought
together in a provisional new reconstruction regarding the genesis of the water-temples.
3.2. Spatial, temporal and cultural aspects
As stated in the Introduction, it is hoped that the present investigation may clarify the contours of the
phenomenon under study, and suggest plausible lines of interpretation and inquiry. The evidence
considered here can now be considered an overall body and, as such, it allows for surveys pertaining to
at least three important aspects: space, time and cultural representation. Queries addressed below, in the
hopes of further situating the Sardinian water-temples, include how the monuments are distributed
across the island and what might be suggested by geographical contexts (3.2.1); which periods of time
the monuments are datable to and what might be gleaned from the chronological data at hand (3.2.2);
and which material cultures are represented in the monuments and what this might reflect (3.2.3).
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3.2.1. Geographical circumstances

Fig. 7: Map of water-temple ruins diff. as fonts/wells and by masonry type (drawing: G. & M. Webster).
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Distribution maps for past phenomena are, like lists and tables, intrinsically troublesome since
"archaeological data are, by definition, casual […] and patchy compared to the whole that they
constituted in antiquity".153 But while this limitation must be kept in mind, it should not prevent
consideration of potentially informative evidence. Toward this end, the distribution of known watertemple ruins has been mapped in Fig. 7 above, illustrating also the observable range of masonry styles
and differentiating fonts from wells (numbers correspond to those in the Catalogue and Tables 1 and 2).
The map shows that water-temple ruins occur in most regions, indicating that the practices
accommodated by the new installations met with wide-spread acceptance. But it seems that the island
'corners' are devoid of water-temple remnants, and whether these blanks reflect actual absence or poor
archaeological detection is difficult to say. Many are instead found in river valley areas, perhaps
reflecting social circumstances: it is a fact that Sardinia's vast landscape is particularly 'interrupted' by
tectonic junctures which have created severe barriers and broken up "human space into cantons, into
lots with cumbersome communications, into islets of land dispersed in a sort of archipelago of
anthropic experience".154 In this setting, rivers and their valleys provided for easier movement than
overland routes, at least before the Roman government implemented a capillary road network (and after
it disintegrated). But a few water-temple ruins do seem to be located 'off the beaten tracks'. Whether
this reflects a past reality or, again, is due to loss of contextual evidence over time, is uncertain. It is
also unclear why the main river valley in the south appears to have lacked water-temples.
Sardinia presents a number of hot and effervescent mineral springs, and it is probably significant
that these were not incorporated in water-temples anywhere (but see Appendix for Roman-period
installations). It should be noted, however, that at Sant'Anastasia (54) and at Cuccuru Nuraxi (63), the
water in the wells is slightly saline, but it is not known whether this was so when they were built or
might have resulted from geological shifts since. The latter well, along with that at Santu Antine-Genoni
(42), was furthermore dug to such depths as to suggest that the presence of sub-surface aquifers could
not have been indicated on the ground. This suggests that the impetus for building water-temples at
these particular locations was based on concerns other than that of evident or easy availability of water.
The differentiation between temple fonts (#) and wells (¤) reveals the former to be a minority.
This could reflect basic geo-hydrological realities to some extent: where water springs to the surface, a
shallow font suffices to capture it, while deep aquifers – indicated perhaps by vegetation – require shafts
for access. As noted, however, some sites raise sharper questions about past motives. The greatest
known sanctuary of south-central Sardinia, Santa Vittoria-Serri (48), centers on a temple whose water
seems to accumulate by simple filtration through holes in the well-shaft. This suggests that the
sanctuary did not develop on this particular site because of any visible natural phenomenon, but for
other reasons. This was apparently the case also at Is Clamoris (53), an elaborate temple built with
153
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Guzzo 2011, 16 (author's translation).
Brigaglia 1987, 2 (author's translation); ibid 3 and 14 for maps.
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evident effort on a buttressed slope by a river, whose water seems to have been channeled into the
temple-well. These examples seem to show that the nature of the water source was of secondary
importance, while the need for installing a water-temple on a particular spot was the primary concern.
This circumstance is also illustrated by the 'reverse' evidence of numerous plain fonts which, even if
rich in water, have no indications of ritual activity (see Appendix). At other sites, however, temples
seem to have been built on their spots precisely in order to use abundant aquifers there – Funtana
Coberta-Ballao (56) is probably an example of this, as its excavation necessitated continuous pumping.
Another significant finding concerns well-shafts as such: several circumstances strongly suggest
that dug wells met with greater regard than shallow fonts did. All eight water-temples located in view of
the sea, arguably a significant position (see below), held wells rather than fonts, and at least four of
them were apparently placed there in isolation.155 Of the eight known sanctuaries in the island which
featured water-temples, six house wells rather than fonts,156 and at the two font locations, purposeful
efforts to mimic wells are evinced: at Gremanu (36), the font collects water which is conducted by a
canal to a cistern built like a well-shaft – and the latter, not the former, was appointed with a vestibule
and a superstructure. At Romanzesu, the shallow font (18) was covered with a sizeable tholos very
similar to the subterranean tholoi typical of wells, and fitted with descending steps (steps were also
present in some other fonts, like Su Tempiesu [21]), and the font in nuraghe Nurdole (26) is built like
wells such as Cuccuru Is Arrius (39). Perhaps this apparent regard for wells was related to the relatively
greater construction effort – and to the depth itself, i.e. to a notion of reaching a netherworld.
Within the limits of the present study, it has not been possible to investigate the geographical
relationships between water-temples and nearby settlements, only briefly noted in the Catalogue entries.
The issue would deserve further exploration, however, since connections beyond the merely locational
may be suspected in cases of proximity. At Su Tempiesu, for example, a social nexus seemed confirmed
by finds of similar bronzetti in the water-temple and in the nearest nuraghe, Santa Lulla.157 Some watertemples appear to have been integral to villages (f. ex. 51, 65) and nuraghe complexes (f. ex. 27, 28). It is
important to remember, however, that most such settlements are unexcavated and their use undated (as
is the case also with several water-temples). Better site-specific evidence would be required in order to
establish or exclude contemporaneity, and possible social connections, between settlements and their
nearest water-temples. Vice-versa, the apparent or relative isolation of some temples (noted in Section
2.3.1 regarding 16, 20, 49, 55) is probably also a significant parameter for further study.
This last observation also applies to some water-temples erected on sea-shores. The fact that the
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1.Milis, 2.Sa Testa, 7.Serra Niedda, 30.S'Abba Druche, 31.Su Puttu, 39.Cuccuru is Arrius, 44.Orrì, 63.Cuccuru
Nuraxi. Among these, 1.Milis, 2.Sa Testa, 7.Serra Niedda and 44.Orrì were seemingly distant from settlements.
Some other temples on the map may seem to be located close to coasts, but are actually not in view of the sea.
7.Serra Niedda, 35.Abini (?), 37.Santa Cristina, 48.Santa Vittoria, 54.Sant'Anastasia and 62.Matzanni present wells;
18.Poddi Arvu at Romanzesu is a font, and 36.Gremanu presents a font and two well-like cisterns.
Fadda 1988; eadem 2006.
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temples of Milis, Sa Testa and Orrì (1, 2, 44) were built on shores far from contemporary settlements
has led to suggestions of functions directly related to maritime interactions, which are thought to have
increased at the end of the Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age (see Section 2.3.1). The
same could be argued for Cuccuru Is Arrius (39) on the western gulf and Cuccuru Nuraxi (63)
overlooking the south coast. In this regard, probable parallel developments of coastal sanctuaries as
contact-points elsewhere in the Mediterranean are of great interest. As noted in Section 2.3.1, the
excavators of the beach-side water-temple of Orrì (44; see also n. 118) have stressed the potential
importance of analogies with Cypriot communities engaged in transmarine ventures at the end of the
Bronze Age, when contacts between the two islands are well-attested (even if not well-defined). For the
Early Iron Age, potential analogies can be sought in Iberian sanctuaries established on coasts and banks
in connection with the arrival of Phoenician merchants and no doubt functioning as meeting-points
(see Section 3.2.3 below).
With regards to the relative geographical distribution concerning masonry variation (see also
Section 2.3.7), only a superficial review has been possible within the framework of this study. It is
probable that a more thorough investigation of local geographies could determine co-variations
between isodomic/non-isodomic styles and their incidence with regards to waterways (and other
significant features) – it does seem that isodomic water-temples were generally located closer to river
valleys than were polygonal temples.158 If this impression should prove substantiated, it would facilitate
estimations of how masonry styles spread through the island, since river valleys have functioned as
communication routes. Such findings would become salient if coupled with a more reliable chronology,
enabling a temple sequence.
To sum up: water-temples were built across much of Sardinia, suggesting that the underlying
motivations were wide-spread and the accompanying practices easily adaptable. The placement of the
temples was apparently conditioned mainly by social concerns: the presence of water was indeed
indispensable to the rites, but its quality or source was less important than the temple location. Unusual
water sources, like hot or effervescent springs, were not of interest, while there was apparently a
preference for dug well-shafts over shallow fonts. Co-variations between isodomic/non-isodomic styles
and their location relative to waterways appear to be indicated, and the placement of some watertemples on sea-shores suggests functions related to maritime interactions.
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On the map in Fig. 7, the architectural range is illustrated by symbols for "refined isodomic" (keyholes), "isodomic"
(triangles), "partially isodomic" (squares) and "non-isodomic" (unmarked).
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3.2.2. Chronological survey
The discussion of geographical circumstances thus comes to intersect with chronological issues: if the
water-temple ruins could be better dated, a sequence could be established among them that would
greatly help our understanding of how the phenomenon spread across the island, and also to situate
isodomic styles in relation to polygonal styles in terms of time. Unfortunately, patchiness characterizes
the chronological assignations for water-temples at least as much as it does their geographical
panorama, and radiocarbon dating has so far not been used at these sites.
At Su Lumarzu in the central north-west (20), a lime-based mortar was used in the tholos and in
the vestibule floor. This is exceptional not only for water-temples (although some mortar was present in
the stairs at Cuccuru Nuraxi as well), but for Nuragic architecture in general, which is characterized by
dry-laid stone. Here, the mortar helped date the building: mixed with it were ceramic fragments datable
to the end of the Final Bronze Age (10th century BC). Along with other data, this enabled the
excavators to date the font to the beginning of the Early Iron Age (10th/9th century BC).159 But most
water-temples are much more approximately dated, by artifact contents (mainly pottery and metal)
and/or architectural comparisons (mainly suggesting contemporaneousness in different constructions).
But assignations to the period in question here, the centuries bridging the end of the Bronze Age and
the beginning of the Iron Age, are uncertain (see Section 1.3). Also, some water-temples were installed
in or near older settlements, a fact which probably accounts for some surprisingly early dates proposed
for temples like Sa Breca (50) and Funtana Coberta (56), based on ceramic finds on these sites.
Regarding the find category of Nuragic bronzetti generally, some scholars argue that they were
produced already in the Late (or Final) Bronze Age (and tend to refer Nuragic temples to that period as
well).160 But there is no firm evidence to support this assertion. Bronzetti have been recovered from
numerous Early Iron Age contexts within and outside the island, however, and part of this body of
evidence reflects strong Phoenician influences. It seems safe to date Sardinian bronzetti generally to the
9th–6th centuries BC,161 but their presence in water-temples still does little more than establish temple
use during that period. Amber, too, has proven an imprecise temporal indicator. Some bead types found
in water-temples and elsewhere are known to be imported Late Bronze Age productions, but as they
are usually found in Iron Age contexts, most scholars disregard them as chronological markers.162
The chronological scheme proposed by Nicola Ialongo, and defaulted to here, posits the Sardinian
Late Bronze Age at 1350/1300–1200/1150 BC, its Final Bronze Age at 1200/1150–960/900 BC, and
the first half of its Early Iron Age to 960/900–720 BC (see Section 1.3 and n. 65). Based on the data at
159
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See Boninu et al. 2012 for a full discussion.
Lo Schiavo 2012, 25; Manunza 2008a, 20.
Bernardini & Botto 2010, 34.
A few Late Bronze Age amber beads were found at 36.Gremanu, in an Iron Age deposit. There was LBA amber at
48.Santa Vittoria and 18.Romanzesu as well, but not in the water-temples; see Ialongo 2011: 2, 152–154.
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hand for the water-temples, a chronological summary would run as follows: only two water-temple
ruins had firm evidence from the Late Bronze Age (stratified material, mainly pottery, not associable to
pre-existing settlement): the partially isodomic, coastal temples of Cuccuru Nuraxi (63) and Cuccuru is
Arrius (39).163 Similar dates suggested for the polygonal temples of Mont'e Nuxi (46), Sa Breca (50)
and Funtana Coberta (56) are more circumstantial and may relate to pre-existing settlements on these
sites. Final Bronze Age horizons have been reasonably proposed for the isodomic installations at Santa
Cristina (37), Nurdole (26) and Abini (35), based on rich and varied artifact repertories and perhaps
architectural evidence – which is, however, poorly published and therefore difficult to assess here.
Similar dates suggested for the earliest materials among the finds at Sa Testa (1, polygonal), Sa Linnarta
(24, isodomic) and Gremanu (36, isodomic) are more difficult to substantiate, since Nuragic pottery
from these periods can probably not be considered chronologically diagnostic (see Section 1.3).
The bulk of water-temple deposits appears to be dateable to the end of the Final Bronze Age
and/or the first half of the Early Iron Age (mainly ceramics and metal but also lithics and organic
remains; see Catalogue entries for specifics). This suggests that many temples were in
contemporaneous use across the island at that time.164 Most were abandoned in the latter half of the
Early Iron Age, following developments which fall outside the scope of this study. It is interesting to
note, however, that a few water-temples were re-used for Punic cults in the Late Iron Age, like Cuccuru
Is Arrius, Orrì and San Salvatore a Figu (39, 44, 45), and some attracted ritual deposits in the Roman
period, like La Purissima, Santa Cristina, Coni and Sa Breca (14, 37, 43, 50). By the Middle Ages,
temples which were still practicable were utilized mainly for their freshwater supply (like Irrù; 8), but
some temple sites were selected by Christian communities for the construction of modest churches.165
A few temple wells and fonts continued to be tapped in modern times (like Orrì, 44), before the 20th
century advent of aqueducts in Sardinia satisfied most people's freshwater needs. Today, some watertemple ruins are dry (like Su Presoni, 47), but many still hold water and continue to be used for
livestock – several were discovered (and modified) by shepherds looking for springs for their flocks.
To sum up: archaeological chronologies regarding the Late Bronze Age–Early Iron Age in Sardinia
are currently imprecise, and the data pertaining to water-temples is uneven. This said, however, two
water-temple ruins can be firmly dated to the Late Bronze Age, based on stratified contexts: the
partially isodomic, coastal temples of Cuccuru Nuraxi (63) and Cuccuru is Arrius (39). Most of the
other water-temples were probably erected after this time, in the Late–Final Bronze Age and the
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Mitza Pidighi (38) has yielded both Middle- and Late Bronze Age materials, but represents an unusual case of a
domestic Nuragic village font which was transformed into a cult locale in the Final Bronze Age or Early Iron Age.
According to Ialongo, the repertories from 21.Su Tempiesu and the sanctuaries of 36.Gremanu, 62.Matzanni,
54.Sant'Anastasia and 48.Santa Vittoria are circumscribed to the early part of the Early Iron Age (2011: 2, 352),
while the sanctuaries of 18.Romanzesu and 7.Serra Niedda have slightly later repertories (2011: 2, 367). Most of
the material from the sanctuary of 35.Abini is from the Early Iron Age as well, with some Final Bronze Age and
Roman evidence present (Fadda 2013, 72). For the other sites, see individual entries in the Catalogue.
See the discussion below on Medieval churches near prehistoric water-temples in the Appendix below.
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beginning of the Early Iron Age. This latter period is also when it seems that most temples were in use,
judging from the admittedly uneven data. Most temple-sites appear to have been abandoned in the
second half of the Early Iron Age, but several were re-used for ritual purposes in later periods.
3.2.3. Cultural signatures
The last aspect of the water-temples to be explored here pertains to cultural signatures which are
readable in the material repertories from water-temples. Artifacts are varied, not only in terms of object
ranges but also in terms of the different cultures that they represent, no doubt reflecting significant
social circumstances to do with temple functions (and perhaps origins). As specified in the Catalogue
entries, Nuragic materials (ceramics, lithics, metals) have been recovered at many sites. This seems to
require little further comment, as these materials represent the established island culture. But materials
of foreign description are also not uncommon in these contexts. They consist of generally modest
amounts of Cypriot, Aegean, Villanovan/Italic, Phoenician (and later Greek, Etruscan, Punic, Roman)
pottery, amber, copper, bronze and glass, suggesting long-distance transfers or contacts of some sort.
With regards to the prehistoric deposits, Cypriot artifacts have been recorded at very few watertemple sites: they are bronzes from Nurdole (26) and Sant'Anastasia (54) and perhaps the copper ingots
from Perda 'e Floris (40). Aegean and Villanovan/Italic materials have likewise been found in very small
amounts at some water-temple sites166 (larger amounts were recovered only at Nurdole [26]). LevantinePhoenician materials, however, have been unearthed at eleven water-temple sites.167 Significantly, all of
these are in coastal or river valley settings, and all but two (42, 44; the former held a Phoenician
bronzetto and the latter ceramic figures) are isodomic edifices – including the most refined wells in
Sardinia, Predio Canopoli and Santa Cristina (5, 37; the former yielded a Phoenician bone handle
depicting a feline and a lotus; the latter held four Phoenician bronzetti, and ceramic figures). From
Camposanto (13) came one of the three oldest known Phoenician bronzetti in the island.168 These finds
have been assigned to the 9th century BC, while the Phoenician pottery from Cuccuru Nuraxi (63) is
datable to the 8th century BC, and that from Irrù and Serra Niedda (5, 7) to the 7th century; the glass
from Gremanu (36) is of a similarly late date. At Abini (35), M.A. Fadda found the Phoenician-inspired
repertory suggestive of resident metallurgists from the Levant; at Nurdole (26), Levantine decorators
are thought to have been involved in the transformation of the nuraghe based on wall ornamentations.169
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See Catalogue Nos. 19, 40, 56 and 1, 26, 37, 62 respectively.
5.Predio Canopoli, 7.Serra Niedda, 8.Irrù (?), 13.Camposanto, 26.Nurdole, 35.Abini, 36.Gremanu, 37.Santa
Cristina, 42.Santu Antine, 44.Orrì, 63.Cuccuru Nuraxi.
These are all from north-west Sardinia, depict male figures, and may date as early as to the 10th century BC (even if
a 9th century date would seem safer): one was found in the cave of Su Mulinu near the water-temple of Su Lumarzu
(20), one came from nuraghe Flumenelongu-Alghero, and one came from Camposanto (13); see Unali 2010, 13.
Fadda 2013, 64 and 164. This exceptional temple also evinced of food-storage facilities suggestive to Fadda of
distribution practices like those ”connected to the religious world documented in eastern civilizations” (ibid 184;
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Attempting to situate evidence like this in an explanatory scenario, it may be helpful to consider
Paolo Bernardini's interpretation of the Phoenician bronzetti in the island (see Section 1.2, nn. 47–48).
His study of these led him to envision foreign bronze masters travelling in a Nuragic milieu already
characterized by change, and to explain the newcomers' apparent success by stressing:
[...] the enormously potent rôle of the Phoenician bronze workers as constructors and proposers of images,
as inspirators of models and tendencies, and the profound suggestion exercised by their baggage of
knowledge and traditions within a social structure in renewal and thus in search of formal models and
expressions to better suit the new ideologies.170

In this regard, evidence from elsewhere in the Mediterranean may be relevant. M. Botto has traced
Phoenician sanctuaries in Tartessian Iberia from the coasts and up the rivers, suggesting their pivotal
rôle in "the promotion of alliances and commercial transactions",171 and envisioning itinerant artisans
and intercultural synergies.172 In Sicily, S. Collin Bouffier argues that Greeks arriving in the 8th century
BC saw water as "essentially a way to penetrate the hinterlands (as regards the rivers) and to hellenize
the Elymian, Sicanian and Siculan people (as regards the springs), since rivers and springs are points of
encounter".173 It is tempting to suggest similar processes in Sardinia: the settings are comparable. But
did such interactions take place at already established sites of locally rooted devotion, as most Sardinian
scholars would have it? Or could the influx have motivated their construction as new meeting-points?
Here, indications might be sought in the very constructions, as cultural signatures can be read also
in material records other than that of object deposits. M.A. Fadda has compared the peculiar L-blocks
she found at Gremanu (36), Su Tempiesu (21) and Nurdole (26) to Villanovan installations (see Section
1.2). This type of corner block seems to be used also at Su Lidone (22) and Sa Linnarta (24) in the
same north-east region – open, probably, to interactions across the Tyrrhenian sea, amply suggested
also by finds of Nuragic bronzes in mainland sites. Contacts between Sardinia and Cyprus, attested for
the Late Bronze Age, may also have left architectural traces, even if this has so far not been suggested.
Cypriot introductions to Sardinia of techniques such as the lost wax method are indicated, and there is
no reason to think that masonry techniques, for example, were not also part of such transfers. Clearly,
the style of wells like Santa Cristina (37) must be considered a radical departure from Nuragic masonry
in general, even if some nuraghi present near-isodomic courses. While nothing quite similar to these
wells has been found outside Sardinia, it is worth noting that standard isodomic techniques were
practiced in Cyprus at this time, perhaps enriched by Levantine tradition (see Section 1.2).
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author's translation).
Bernardini & Botto 2010, 44 (author's translation).
Botto 2002, 60 (author's translation).
Botto 2013, 205–206.
Collin Bouffier 2013, 62 (author's translation).
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3.3. A new perspective on the genesis of the water-temples
Could the aspects discussed above help to shed light on questions about the origin and spread of the
water-temple phenomenon? As noted, the appearance of these temples en masse, without precedents
and only in Sardinia, still remains largely unexplained. It is not entirely without parallels, however: the
appearance of Christian churches some fifteen hundred years later presented a similar scenario. The
first began as martyrs' chapels during the period of the Roman Empire, when Christian groups were
exiled to the island and arrived at the major ports on the south, west, north and east coasts.174 The new
cult spread inland, and churches were built across the island that still constitute a relatively homogenous
category of recognizable monuments. The Christianization of Sardinia is, however, plainly traceable
(from Rome, Carthage, Constantinople), and the cult practiced in the new edifices is well known.
For the water-temples, there are neither parallels outside the island nor written documents to aid
our understanding of their genesis. M.A. Fadda is one of very few scholars to have proposed a
reconstruction of the phenomenon: she believes that a severe drought around 1200 BC raised the
status of water to that of a sacred element, leading to the architectural elaboration of springs and wells
mainly along "ancient roads of transhumance". Some of these new temples would then have developed
into sanctuaries where ritual practice fused with economic interests, against a religiously charged
backdrop characterized by a "need to resolve the grave problem of the scarcity of water which could
compromise local economies."175
Such a scenario might seem reasonable at a first glance. But the premise of a drought is
problematic: droughts have occurred throughout the island's history, and why such conditions would
have incited a new cult only in the Late/Final Bronze Age is not clear (see n. 12). Fadda furthermore
posits that this drought struck all of Europe, yet no water-cults have been documented outside
Sardinia. More importantly, the notion that water itself became sacred in Nuragic culture would imply
that any and all springs would have become places of worship. This is not supported by the evidence,
which shows that only some were given special features indicative of cult while others were apparently
used for domestic purposes only. Another problem pertains to the "ancient roads of transhumance"
cited to explain why many water-temples are found in valleys between coasts and uplands. The
projection of seasonal transhumance from its recent history into the remote past is commonplace in
Sardinian scholarship (and in the Mediterranean generally), but evidence for it is scarce. For the Nuragic
milieu, existing data on settlement patterns and subsistence rather suggest its unlikelihood.176
Other attempts at partial reconstructions of how the water-temple phenomenon developed have
involved the architectural variation among these buildings. The traditional stance taken by Lilliu and
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P. Meloni 1987, 291–295.
Fadda 2013, 11 (author's translation).
Pastoral practices were probably locally based rather than long-distance; see f. ex. Lai 2012, 188–189.
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others envisioned an evolution from polyhedric to isodomic masonry from the Bronze Age to the Iron
Age. In this scenario, a Nuragic devotion to water or water spirits would have originated in the
Sardinian heartland and been expressed in polyhedric temples similar in construction to other Nuragic
buildings. The cult would then have spread, and resulted in similar temples appearing across the island
over time. This model involves an evolution of increasingly skillful execution, eventually incorporating
foreign modes, and in the end culminating in masterful, isodomic edifices such as Santa Cristina (37).
But reliable data to support this model are scarce. The excavations of the emblematic well at Santa
Cristina have unfortunately (and inexplicably) remained unpublished, but scholars close to the
operations indicate a Final Bronze Age date – which would place Santa Cristina among the earlier
water-temples, rather than constituting an example of a late, evolutionary culmination. Fadda has
pointed out that sanctuaries (like that at Santa Cristina) brought together spiritual and material concerns
whose expressions would have had notable economic and social impact. It is in fact tempting to suggest
that such a blended rôle was basic to water-temple institutions, rather than subsequent or incidental.
This proposal is not contradicted by the location of some water-temples, which indicates a social
strategy, and the placement of many others in valleys which, whether or not they were used by
transhumant shepherds, no doubt constituted paths of transit and contact. River mouths would have
furthermore indicated these routes as the easiest ways inland to exploring crews landing on the coasts.
The timing of the water-temple phenomenon in relation to foreign contact thus becomes pivotal
to evaluations of their origin and spread. Were not water-temples already established when Phoenician
material first appeared in the island in the 9th century BC? Probably a few. But none had preceded
Cypriot contacts (whatever their nature). The temples of Cuccuru Nuraxi overlooking the south coast
(63) and Cuccuru Is Arrius to the west (39) were probably among the earliest, built in the Late Bronze
Age. It is interesting, then, that both evince a mixture of masonry styles (and T-blocks): the former
temple has a polyhedric interior with an isodomic superstructure; the latter a polyhedric casing over an
isodomic interior. Both are thus composed with different building techniques, probably reflecting
different traditions. The interior of Cuccuru Is Arrius is of the singular style that has neither
precedents in the island nor parallels outside it: its curvilinear form echoes the Nuragic tradition, while
its isodomic technique reflects practices like those attested in the Levant and in Cyprus at the time of
Nuragic contact. It seems plausible that knowledge of such ashlar masonry was introduced to Sardinia
through these contacts, and fused with local building tradition, producing the new style. The peculiar Tblock may also reflect such synergic combinations of Nuragic form (as in wedge-shaped nuraghe blocks)
and Levantine-Cypriot execution (as in the sharp ashlar facing).
Significantly, it seems that most temples with such masonry are located in river valleys, while
temples farther from waterways are more commonly non-isodomic, built with methods more typical of
Nuragic traditions. Although a closer investigation is called for, a superficial review also seems to
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suggest that isodomic temples more commonly yielded earlier deposits, and polyhedric temples rather
later materials. The main well at inland Sant'Anastasia (54), for instance, "cruder and more conforming
to the Nuragic technique",177 had evidence only from the Iron Age, when isodomic temples with
Bronze Age deposits were already in place near some coastlines and waterways (see Section 3.2.2).
Could it be, then, that isodomic masonry was not the end result of a long learning process, as is
generally assumed, but rather the very opposite? It seems quite possible that the isodomic watertemples built on coasts and banks at the end of the Bronze Age were actually the first of these edifices,
and that their new style – and the cult it denoted – caught hold, spread up the valleys, and only then
into the hinterlands where it was adapted to local traditions, i.e. polyhedric architecture of long
standing. In this view, Cuccuru Is Arrius (39) and its likes were prototypes. If this suggestion can be
substantiated, the common stance positing an evolution from polyhedric to isodomic masonry in watertemples would be overturned. Extra-insular inputs to their genesis would also become a likely
proposition, considering the wider contextual evidence.
But even if it seems more likely that the impetus to the new phenomenon arrived in the island
from without and then spread inland (like Christianity, for example), rather than generated within and
then spread to the coasts (as traditional interpretation would have it), some facts are difficult to account
for. The isodomic well at Predio Canopoli in the north (5) has not yielded particularly early data, despite
the appearance and location of a prototype, while the prominently coastal temples of Milis, Sa Testa
and Orrì (1, 2, 44) are traditionally polyhedric. None of these sites are well dated, however, and it must
be remembered that transmarine traffic was not restricted to the Final Bronze Age but continued for
centuries to provide conditions for later installations also on the coasts – Nuragic and synergic. Viceversa, inland water-temples seemingly echoing Middle Bronze Age tombs (f. ex. 34, Puntanarcu) and
Late Bronze Age megarons (12, Sos Nurattolos) could perhaps be thought of as early examples for that
very reason – Lilliu held Su Putzu (51) to be among the oldest water-temples, based mainly on such a
resemblance (see Fig. 5).178 But this notion can be quite deceptive: we have seen that the polyhedric
temple of Sant'Anastasia, resembling a Middle Bronze Age nuraghe, held exclusively Iron Age material.
Unfortunately, the excavations of neither Puntanarcu nor Sos Nurattolos have been published.
Awaiting records for these sites and others, we are left with an impression of complex contingencies.
But rather than reflecting mainly the patchiness of the archaeological record, this may well describe a
past reality in an island at a time of increasing social mobility. Without wishing to resort to an overly
simplistic explanation, it does seem warranted to take note of the possibility suggested by the evidence
emerging from this study: that the Sardinian water-temples reflect neither a Nuragic evolution nor a
foreign introduction per se, but an entanglement of both.179 This would validate the first impressions of
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Taramelli 1918, 37.
Lilliu 1958, 212; idem 1963, 275.
In the terms used by Russell (2011) and others, perhaps we are looking at hybrid objects/practices.
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the archaeologists who discovered these monuments a century ago, rather than the autochtonous stance
which followed and still informs current understandings.
In the view proposed here, the Sardinian water-temples would have originated in a new need for
sanctioned, intercultural meeting-places in the island, arising with Cypriot-mediated contacts initiated
on the south and west coasts at the end of the Bronze Age, and reflected in the installation of the
composite-style temples of Cuccuru Nuraxi (63) and Cuccuru Is Arrius (39). Such negotiated spaces,
and the practices they accommodated, would have found favour and the phenomenon would have
spread primarily along major waterways, resulting in ground-breaking temples such as Santa Cristina
(37); then it would have invested other areas along with increasing foreign presence and growing needs
for arenas of interaction in the Early Iron Age.180 Eventually, water-temples appeared also in remoter
hinterlands, where many bear only scarce, if any, echoes of architectural innovation and testify rather to
local tradition. Such a scenario would lead to the composite material record observable today. In order
to evaluate this and other reconstructive possibilities, a scholarly consensus regarding the consistency
of that record is a premise. It is hoped that this study may constitute a useful step in that direction.
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At Camposanto-Olmedo (13), to cite only one example, the very ancient Phoenician bronzetto was accompanied by
a select array of Nuragic bronzetti, and several bun-ingots of local copper, suggesting cross-cultural interactions
with a metallurgical/economical focus.
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4. SUMMARY
The Sardinian water-temples of late prehistory appear to represent a unique phenomenon, not
comparable to anything similar elsewhere in the contemporary Mediterranean. But criteria for their
identification among other archaeological remains in the island have so far not been explicitly discussed,
a circumstance which has prevented effective counts and limited the possibility of studying this
significant material category as such. In the belief that a standardized identification process is a
necessary premise for a better understanding of the monuments in question, and for future
investigations of any number of parameters pertaining to them, this study aims primarily at developing
a method for identifying water-temples and applying it to produce an inventory.
Following some contextualizing notes, criteria for assessing cult status in Sardinian edifices built on
water-sources are elaborated, based on Colin Renfrew's work. All investigable wells and fonts reported
for ancient Sardinia are then evaluated in terms of chronology and of defined cult correlates. Buildings
falling outside the prehistoric framework and/or lacking cult correlates are discussed along with
undeterminable cases in an Appendix, while prehistoric fonts and wells presenting cult correlates are
mapped and listed in a Catalogue. This inventory names and locates the monuments, describing their
architecture, settings and finds. A concluding discussion summarizes the results and explores spatial,
temporal and cultural aspects, leading to a new perspective on the genesis of the water-temples.
In the course of the study, 66 sites with remains of 75 cult edifices classifiable as water-temples
have been identified in the island, widely but not evenly distributed across the territory. Essential
similarities among them suggest common functions and origins, although differences are also observed.
More than half of the temples are centered on wells (shafts dug to capture subterranean water) rather
than on fonts (basins/chambers collecting superficial water). More than half of the temples present
variably isodomic architecture, while the others feature polygonal masonry. The earliest water-temples
appear to date to the Late Bronze Age, and the bulk of the deposits is referrable to the Final Bronze
Age and/or the Early Iron Age. Repertories include Nuragic as well as extra-insular materials with
different proveniences, among which Phoenician imports are notable.
Conclusions pertain to the evidence indicating that while water was certainly necessary for rituals
in this context, its visible presence or quality did not always determine temple location: other factors,
presumably social, were apparently more important. Furthermore, the traditional assumption of an
evolution from polygonal to isodomic masonry in water-temples is questioned, also because the earliest
materials were found in isodomic temples while some Iron Age repertories came from polygonal
temples. Considering the Mediterranean context of the times, the extra-insular traits of some deposits
and the composition of different techniques observed in the architecture of some temples, a renewed
discussion on intercultural dynamics as factors in their genesis is proposed.
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SOMMARIO ITALIANO
I templi ad acqua sardi della tarda preistoria sembrano rappresentare un fenomeno unico, non
paragonabile a nulla di simile altrove nel Mediterraneo coevo. Ma criteri per la loro identificazione fra
altri resti archeologici nell'isola non sono stati esplicitamente discussi fin'ora, una circostanza che ha
impedito di censirli effettivamente e di studiare questo significativo insieme di evidenze materiali come
tale. Partendo dal parere che un processo identificatorio standardizzato sia una premessa necessaria per
una migliore comprensione dei monumenti in questione, e per indagini future di qualsiasi parametro
pertinente ad essi, questo studio vuole principalmente sviluppare un metodo per identificare i templi ad
acqua e applicarlo per produrre un inventario.
Dopo alcune note contestualizzanti, criteri per valutare lo status cultuale di edifici sardi costruiti su
fonti d'acqua sono elaborati in base al lavoro di Colin Renfrew. Tutti gli indagabili pozzi e fonti segnalati
per la Sardegna antica sono poi valutati in termini di cronologia e di correlati di culto definiti. Edifici
risultando fuori dal quadro preistorico e/o mancanti di correlati di culto sono discussi insieme a casi
indeterminabili in un'Appendice, mentre pozzi e fonti preistorici che presentano correlati di culto sono
indicati su pianta ed elencati in un Catalogo. Questo inventario nomina e localizza i monumenti,
descrivendo architetture, contesti e reperti. Una discussione concludente riassume i risultati ed esplora
aspetti spaziali, temporali e culturali, portando ad una nuova prospettiva sulla genesi di questi templi.
Nel corso dello studio, 66 siti con resti di 75 edifici di culto classificabili come templi ad acqua
sono stati identificati nell'isola, largamente ma non uniformemente distribuiti sul territorio. Essenziali
somiglianze fra i templi suggeriscono funzioni e origini comuni, anche se sono osservate anche delle
differenze. Più della metà dei templi sono incentrati su pozzi (scavati per captare acque sotterranee)
piuttosto che su fonti (conche o camere per la raccolta di acque superficiali). Più della metà dei templi
presentano architetture variabilmente isodome, mentre gli altri manifestano murature poligonali. I
templi ad acqua più antichi sembrano datarsi all'Età del Bronzo Recente, e la maggior parte dei depositi
è riferibile all'Età del Bronzo Finale e/o la Prima Età del Ferro. I repertori includono materiali sia
nuragici che extra-insulari di provenienze diverse, fra cui le importazioni fenici sono notevoli.
Le conclusioni riguardano l'evidenza indicando che mentre l'acqua era certamente necessaria per i
rituali in questo contesto, la sua visibile presenza o qualità non determinava sempre la localizzazione dei
templi: altri fattori, presumibilmente sociali, erano apparentemente più importanti. Inoltre viente messo
in questione la tradizionale presupposizione di un'evoluzione da murature poligonali a murature
isodome nei templi ad acqua, anche dato che i materiali più antichi sono stati riscontrati in templi
isodomi mentre alcuni repertori dell'Età del Ferro provvengono da templi poligonali. Considerando il
contesto del Mediterraneo dell'epoca, i tratti extra-insulari di alcuni depositi e la composizione di
tecniche diverse osservata nell'architettura di alcuni templi, si propone una rinnovata discussione di
dinamiche inter-culturali come fattori nella loro genesi.
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5. CATALOGUE: WATER-TEMPLES OF PREHISTORIC SARDINIA
This catalogue is an inventory of the 66 sites with remains of 75 wells and fonts which, in the course of scrutiny
of available reports for fonts and wells in Sardinia, and with a prehistoric parameter, were found to hold cult
correlates as defined and are therefore classified as water-temples. Each numbered entry presents the named site
(where alternative place-names exist, these are noted in parentheses) with a minimal description of salient
features (structure, setting, interventions, finds and chronologies). Illustrations are given the same number as the
sites they depict. The presence/absence and relative quality of the illustrations have been determined by
availability. Each entry corresponds to a number on the Catalogue map below (Fig. 8; see also Fig. 7 for masonry
types). The map follows a rationale of reading from north to south and west to east. Temples with a well are
marked by a dot (¤) and temples with a font by a square (#). Where the typology is uncertain (11, 17, 35), the
most likely assignation has been indicated. The inventory is to be considered minimal (see also Appendix).
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4.
5.
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11.
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

¤Milis-Golfo Aranci
¤Sa Testa-Olbia
#Li Paladini-Calangianus
¤L'Aranciu-Olbia
¤Predio Canopoli-Perfugas
¤Su Trambuccone-Olbia
¤Serra Niedda-Sorso
¤Irrù-Nulvi
#Monzù-Ozieri
#Frades Mereos-Ploaghe
#Burghidu-Ozieri
#Sos Nurattolos-Alà dei Sardi
¤Camposanto-Olmedo
¤La Purissima-Alghero
#Sa Niera-Pattada
#Funtana 'e Baule-Ittireddu
¤Arvaras-Anela
#Poddi Arvu at Romanzesu-Bitti
#Untana 'e Deu-Lula
#Su Lumarzu-Bonorva
#Su Tempiesu-Orune
#Su Lidone-Orune
#Su Notante-Irgoli
¤Sa Linnarta-Onifai
¤Lorana-Orune
#Nurdole-Orani
#Noddule-Nuoro
#Su Pradu-Orune
¤Dugulana-Dorgali
¤S'Abba Druche-Bosa
¤Su Puttu-Magomadas
¤Su Cherchizzu-Silanus
#Uore-Borore

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
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#Puntanarcu-Sedilo
¤Abini-Teti
#¤¤Gremanu-Fonni
¤Santa Cristina-Paulilatino
#Mitza Pidighi-Solarussa
¤Cuccuru Is Arrius-Cabras
#Perda 'e Floris-Lanusei
¤Padenti 'e Baccai-Lanusei
¤Santu Antine-Genoni
¤Coni-Nuragus
¤Orrì-Arborea
¤San Salvatore a Figu-Gonnosnò
###Mont'e Nuxi-Esterzili
¤Su Presoni-Cardedu
¤Santa Vittoria-Serri
#Su Runcu Mannu-Orroli
¤Sa Breca-Tertenia
¤Su Putzu-Orroli
#Is Clamoris-Escalaplano
¤Is Clamoris-Escalaplano
¤¤¤Sant'Anastasia-Sardara
¤Mitza de Nieddinu-Guspini
¤Funtana Coberta-Ballao
¤Is Pirois-Villaputzu
¤Funtana Crobetta-Silius
¤¤Bau Crabas-San Basilio
#Is Molineddus-San Niccolò Gerrei
#Su Musuleu-San Niccolò Gerrei
¤¤¤Matzanni-Vallermosa
¤Cuccuru Nuraxi-Settimo San Pietro
¤Is Arenas a Nuraxi Figus-Gonnesa
¤Tattinu-Nuxis
¤Grutt'Acqua-Sant'Antioco

Fig. 8: Map of Sardinia showing water-temple locales with wells (¤) and fonts (#). Drawing: G. & M. Webster.
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1. ¤Milis-Golfo Aranci
Structure: Edifice built of granite, schist and limestone, partially extant. Elliptical well with a conical 'tholos' shaft
with a residual height of 9,3m and a base diameter of 3/2,4m. Rectangular staircase, 1,5m wide and 9,5m long,
with 40 steps under a stepped ceiling; architraved opening to the stairs. Roman period alterations are evident in
the concrete with Roman pottery inclusions under the architrave. Features in front (not found/documented)
would have been razed for the passage of the railway here in the 19th century.
Setting: North-east coast, apparently far from prehistoric settlements.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1937 (D. Levi).
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual deposits. Bronze bracelet, dagger, Italic fibula; gold ring with Latin letters.
Chronology: The finds appear to be datable to the Early Iron Age and to Roman periods.
Bibliography: Levi 1937, 197; Panedda 1954, 78–80; P. Melis 2012, 31.

1. Sketched plan and section of the remains of the well at Milis (Panedda 1954, No. 14).
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2. ¤Sa Testa-Olbia
Structure: Edifice built of granite and schist, partially extant. Circular well with an intact, conical 'tholos' shaft
with a height of 6,8m and a base diameter of 1,1m with a central depression. Above, another, wider tholos is
preserved to a height of 1,65m. Behind it is a stone-lined pit, 90cm in diameter and 1,18m deep. Narrow,
trapezoidal staircase, 95/40cm wide, 7,5m long and 5,75m deep with 17 steps under a narrow, stepped ceiling.
Grooved threshold and square, paved vestibule, 2,6x2,6m, with lateral benches and floor canal (paved over?). The
vestibule is accommodated at a lower level than the circular-elliptical forecourt, 7,8x7,3m, with lateral benches
and floor canal beneath the pavement. This court is in turn lower than the ground level around it and reached by
five descending steps. Surface length of the entire complex: 17,17m.
Setting: North-east coast, apparently far from prehistoric settlements.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1938 (D. Levi and F. Soldato); restoration 1968 (E. Contu) and 2002 (A.
Amucano).
Artifact survey: Some ritual deposits. Fragmentary Nuragic pottery, bronze arms and ornaments, lead plugs
(presumably from fixtures for votive displays); a figurine and two bowls of juniper wood (!), Punic, Greek and
Roman pottery fragments. The wooden figure is referred to as a small xoanon (cult image) of Punic or Aegean
type, dated to ca. 600 BC (Antona 1994, 33).
Chronology: A. Antona suggested a Late/Final Bronze Age date, mainly on the basis of the Nuragic pottery
(1994, 34–35). The other finds are dateable from the Late Iron Age to Roman periods.
Bibliography: Soldato 1938, Panedda 1954, 65–68; Antona 1994, 30–35; P. Melis 2012, 31.

2. Section and plan of the remains of the well of Sa Testa (Panedda 1954, No. 1).
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3. #Li Paladini-Calangianus
Structure: Edifice built of granite, partially extant, in hillside. Perfectly squared water-basin, 90x90cm and 60cm
deep, under a flat ceiling, 1,15m high. Ogival opening, once architraved, 90cm wide at the base and 47cm wide at
the top, 1,25m high. Rectangular threshold in three parts, of which the central slab is grooved. Paved, trapezoidal
vestibule, 2,6m wide, with lateral benches (recently altered).
Setting: North-central Sardinia, 650m from nuraghe Agnu.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1991 (A. Sanna).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The structure is not directly dated. The masonry suggests a Final Bronze Age or Early Iron Age
date.
Bibliography: A. Sanna 1992a; Moravetti 1993, 165–166.

3. Section, prospect and plan of the remains of the font at Li Paladini (Moravetti 1993, 165).

4. ¤L'Aranciu-Olbia
Structure: This edifice was destroyed in the 20th century. Recorded as a Nuragic well under a tholos, with a
staircase of 10 steps.
Setting: North-east Sardinia, at Monte a Telti, near remnants of prehistoric tombs, a hut and a font.
Archaeological interventions: None.
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice was not directly dated. The recorded similarity to other wells suggests a Final Bronze
Age or Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Panedda 1954, 13 and 83; Lilliu 1963, 275; P. Melis 2012, 32.
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5. ¤Predio Canopoli-Perfugas
Structure: Refined, isodomic edifice built of non-local white limestone, partially extant. Circular well paved with
diagonally set rectilinear flagstones under remnants of a tholos with a residual height of 2,75m and a base
diameter of 1,6m. Rectangular, paved vestibule, 2,4x1,88m, with lateral benches, floor canal and a central, raised,
perforated feature interpreted as an altar. Trapezoidal staircase, 90cm wide on the vestibule side, 2,3m long with 8
steps. T-blocks are found in the entire structure, some with external knobs.
Setting: Near the Rio Silanis and the Coghinas river near the north coast. The setting includes non-isodomic,
rectangular (megaron?) and circular structures built of local rock within a temenos.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1924 (A. Taramelli) and 1979, 1982, 1987, 1991 (G. Pitzalis).
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual deposits. In 1924, bronzetti depicting a bull and a cow; a bell (Punic?) and ceramics
("Nuragic" and "Punic") were reported. More recent excavations, in the adjacent megaron (?) area, unearthed
stone models of nuraghi, bronze daggers and a Phoenician handle of bone (for a razor?), depicting a feline and a
lotus, referred to as an athyrma (plaything, showpiece) from the 9th–8th century BC Levant (Pitzalis 2002).
Chronology: The finds are datable to the Early Iron Age (Taramelli 1924, 533; F. Campus & Pitzalis 2012, 160).
Bibliography: Taramelli 1924; Pitzalis 1982; 1992b; 2002; F. Campus & Pitzalis 2012.

5. Predio Canopoli. Upper left: section and plan of the remains of the well (Taramelli 1924, 524). Upper right:
updated plan with marked flooring and T-blocks (drawing: G. Webster after F. Campus & Pitzalis 2012, 158).
Lower: view of the remains (photograph: G. Careddu for Wikimedia Commons). See also Fig. 2.
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6. ¤Su Trambuccone-Olbia
Structure: Edifice built of schist and breccia, partially extant. Circular well under an intact tholos with a height of
3m and a base diameter of 2,5m. Rectangular staircase, 1,5m wide, 4,8m long and 3m deep with 14 steps.
Setting: North-east Sardinia, ca. one km from a Giants' tomb with the same name and a circular structure near
which was found an ingot of pure copper, a bronze ring and a coin.
Archaeological interventions: None.
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to other wells suggests a Final Bronze Age or Early
Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Panedda 1954, 13 and 110; Antona 1994, 59; Lo Schiavo 2009; P. Melis 2012, 31.
7. ¤Serra Niedda-Sorso
Structure: Edifice built of grey limestone, partially extant. Circular well under a nearly cylindrical tholos with a
residual height of 4,4m and a base diameter of 2m. Curved staircase, 1,2m wide and 3,3m long with 14 steps,
three of which are dug into the bedrock. A triangular block, presumably from a pent roof, was found nearby.
Setting: Near the north coast, part of a Nuragic sanctuary with a baetyl between the well and an isodomic
rotunda in a paved area. The latter features one T-block, apparently taken from elsewhere.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1985–88 (D. Rovina).
Artifact survey: Ample ritual deposits. Roman materials overlay two strata with Nuragic pottery, bronzetti, selected
and burned animal bones (ribs and crania), horns and snail shells, and amber of so-called Tiryns-type; also
Phoenician and Etruscan pottery. Around the rotunda, Nuragic, Greek and Roman pottery and coins, daggers,
pins (spilloni), ornaments including fibulae, and bronzetti were unearthed; other bronzetti were deposited around the
baetyl. They total 15 and depict mainly warriors and rams (one being led on a leash).
Chronology: The finds in the well are datable from the Early Iron Age (Ialongo 2011: 1, 21; 2, 367) through
Roman periods.
Bibliography: Rovina 1986; Ialongo 2011: 1, 21–29; Fadda 2013, 147–156.

7. Serra Niedda. Left: Plan of the remains of the well (Rovina 1986, 40; the scale indicates 1m). Center: view of
the remains. Right: sculpted element (photographs: G. Careddu for Wikimedia Commons).
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8. ¤Irrù-Nulvi
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local white limestone with visible fossil sea shells; partially extant.
Circular well under a nearly cylindrical tholos with a residual height of 4,5m and a base diameter of 95cm. Paved,
rectangular vestibule with lateral benches and a long floor canal within a larger structure, ca. 16x7,5m in extent,
with a small, external, quadrangular vat. T-blocks are found in the entire structure, some with external knobs.
Carved building blocks were recovered, including triangular blocks presumably from a pent roof, and blocks with
rams' heads in high relief. Some Roman restoration was evinced.
Setting: Northern Sardinia, near nuraghi Irrù and Figu Niedda.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1990–91 (G. Pitzalis).
Artifact survey: Ritual and non-ritual deposits.181 Fragmentary Nuragic pottery, a bronze piece and tools, models
of nuraghi carved of stone; Greek and Phoenician/Punic materials; plain Medieval pottery.
Chronology: On the basis of the finds, G. Pitzalis dated the well to the 10th–8th centuries BC, with renewed
activities attested from the 6th century BC through Roman times, and re-use in the 7th century AD (1992a, 204).
Bibliography: Pitzalis 1991; 1992a; F. Campus et al. 2012a.

8. Irrù. Upper: plan of the remains of the well (F. Campus et al. 2012, 167). Lower: sculpted elements (cone,
nuraghe model and ram's head) now at the museum of Perfugas (photo: DedaloNur for Wikimedia Commons).
181

"Ritual deposit" denotes objects not made for practical use in the context where they were found, and likely or
certain to have been placed there for symbolic reasons. "Non-ritual deposit" denotes objects considered by the
excavators as unlikely to have had any symbolic/votive connotations and probably resulting rather from non-ritual
use of the well/font (plain pottery cup fragments and the like). See also above, Section 2.3.5 including n.130.
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9. #Monzù-Ozieri
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of trachyte (?), partially extant. Circular water-basin in a tholos chamber with an
ogival opening and a grooved threshold. Rectangular vestibule with lateral benches and floor canal; pits for
overflow.
Setting: North-central Sardinia, near nuraghe Monzù.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1969 (E. Contu) and 1985 (P. Basoli).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to some other fonts suggests a Final Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Contu 1969; Basoli 1985.
10. #Frades Mereos-Ploaghe
Structure: Edifice built of trachyte, partially extant, in hillside. Circular water-basin with a diameter of ca. 1,8m
under an intact tholos with a height of ca. 2m. Threshold and indications of a rectangular-trapezoidal vestibule
with lateral benches, recently altered with cement.
Setting: North-west Sardinia, on a slope topped by a nuraghe.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1979 (A. Moravetti).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The masonry suggests a Final Bronze Age or Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Moravetti 1979, 28–29.

10. Section and plan of the remains of the font at Frades Mereos (Moravetti 1979). The scale indicates 2m.
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11. #Burghidu-Ozieri
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local stone with a bichrome effect (white limestone casing, threshold of
dark basalt and benches of trachyte); partially extant. Remnants of a trapezoidal vestibule with lateral benches
and floor canal. Uncertainty persists as to whether this is a font or possibly a well, as it has not been sounded.
Setting: North-central Sardinia, near nuraghe Burghidu.
Archaeological interventions: None.
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The masonry suggests a Final Bronze Age or Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Basoli 1985.
12. #Sos Nurattolos-Alà dei Sardi
Structure: Edifice built of granite, partially extant. Rectangular water-basin, 0,75x1m, in a tholoid chamber with a
residual height of 1,5m; architrave and threshold. Bisected, rectangular vestibule within walls externally formed
like a horse-shoe and internally reminiscent of a megaron, 2x4m, within a temenos.
Setting: Northern Sardinia, near a megaron-temple and two huts, one of which has internal benches.
Archaeological interventions: Intermittently ongoing excavations (P. Basoli, unpublished).
Artifact survey: No artifacts have been reported as yet.
Chronology: Dates have not been reported as yet. The similarity to some other wells suggests a Final Bronze Age
or Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: A. Sanna 1990a, 12–17; Moravetti 1993, 167–169.

12. Plan and section of the remains of the font at Sos Nurattolos (Moravetti 1993, 168).
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13. ¤Camposanto-Olmedo
Structure: This edifice was destroyed in 1926. Recorded as a Nuragic well "similar in all to those at Nuragus and
Santa Lulla"182 (i.e. the isodomic remains of Coni and Su Lidone, Nos. 43 and 22).
Setting: North-west Sardinia, in an area with Roman and Medieval remains and a modern cemetery.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study in 1926 (A. Taramelli).
Artifact survey: Ritual deposits. Nuragic copper bun ingots, bronzetti including one each of a bull, a ram and a
nuraghe; fragmentary daggers and swords, one very early Phoenician bronzetto, and Roman ceramic figurines.
Chronology: The finds appear to be datable to the Early Iron Age, and to the Roman Imperial period.
Bibliography: Taramelli 1933a.
14. ¤La Purissima-Alghero
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of sandstone, partially extant (currently filled in and covered). Circular well
under remnants of a tholos with a residual height of 4,5m. Staircase with four steps. Paved, rectangular vestibule
with lateral benches and floor canal; T-blocks in the well-casing. Alterations/additions of Roman date.
Setting: Not far from the north-west coast at Monte Carru, with nuraghi nearby and an adjacent Roman cemetery.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1999 (D. Rovina, P. Alfonso and A. La Fragola; unpublished).
Artifact survey: Ritual deposits of Roman Republican date (anatomical ceramic votives) and animal bones.
Chronology: P. Alfonso suggests a 10th–9th centuries BC original date, with evidence of ritual re-use from the 1st
century BC, and of domestic use later (pers. comm. May 2013).
Bibliography: Rovina & LaFragola 2008; Masala 2012.

14. Plan of the remains of the well of La Purissima (Rovina & La Fragola 2008).
15. #Sa Niera-Pattada
Structure: Edifice built of tufa and non-local basalt, in hillside; partially extant, but incorporated into a cement
casing in the 20th century. Cylindrical water-basin, 80cm deep with a diameter of 1,28m, under an intact tholos
with a height of 1,75m (total 2,55m). Rectilinear facade, 1,77m wide with a slightly trapezoidal opening and an
architrave of basalt; grooved threshold. Paved, rectangular vestibule, 1,52x1,23m, with lateral benches. Carved
out of the vestibule floor is a raised, circular basin with a diameter of 29cm and a central hole opening into a
canal running below, carved into a large slab of tufa beneath the vestibule pavement.
Setting: North-west Sardinia, on the lower slopes of Monte Sa Niera with a nuraghe above.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 2007 (M. Campus).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to other fonts suggests a Final Bronze Age or Early
Iron Age date.
Bibliography: M. Campus 2008, 165–168.
182

Taramelli 1933a, 112 (author's translation).
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16. #Funtana 'e Baule-Ittireddu
Structure: Edifice built of trachyte, partially extant. Trapezoidal water-basin with notably tighter masonry than
that seen in the superstructure; overall horse-shoe shape. Staircase with five steps. Rectangular vestibule,
1,5x0,8m, originally paved, within lateral walls.
Setting: North-central Sardinia, apparently far from prehistoric settlements.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1991 (F. Galli).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to some other fonts suggests a Final Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Galli 1991a.

16. Section and plan of the remains of the font of Funtana 'e Baule (Galli 1991a, 38). The scale indicates 100cm.
17. ¤Arvaras (Funtana 'e Avara)-Anela.
Structure: This edifice was destroyed in the 1990's. Recorded as an isodomic well (or possibly font) built of nonlocal basalt and trachyte with a bichrome effect. The water-chamber was tholoid with a base diameter of 95cm.
Numerous T-blocks and carved canal parts were found.
Setting: North-central Sardinia, near a nuraghe. The Nuragic sanctuary of Cuccuru Mudeju-Nughedu di San
Nicolo, known for its isodomic rotunda, is in the same region.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1991 (G. Tanda).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice was not directly dated. The similarity to other wells suggests a Final Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Depalmas 1992, 60–61; G. Marras 1992, 123–124.

17. Plan and section of the remains of the well (?) of Arvaras (G. Marras 1992, 124). The scale indicates 30cm.
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18. #Poddi Arvu at Romanzesu-Bitti
Structure: Edifice built of granite, partially extant. Circular water-basin with a ledge and central depression, under
a tholos with a residual height of 3,6m and a base diameter of 3,4m. Trapezoidal staircase 1/1,3m wide and 1,6m
long with an unknown but small number of original steps. Paved vestibule with lateral benches leading into a
corridor-canal, flanked by baetyls, where water overflow is conducted to a pool.
Setting: North-east Sardinia. Part of the Nuragic sanctuary of Romanzesu with ca. 100 huts including a council
hut, three megaron-temples and other features.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1919 (A. Taramelli); excavations 1986–2000 (M.A. Fadda).
Artifact survey: Fragmentary Nuragic pottery was reported in 1919. Notable ritual deposits have since been
recovered from the megaron-temples in the sanctuary, but not from the font area.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to many wells suggests a Final Bronze Age or Early
Iron Age date. Finds from the structures nearest the font date to the Early Iron Age (Ialongo 2011: 2, 367 and
379).
Bibliography: Taramelli 1919d; Fadda & Posi 2006; Ialongo 2011: 1, 233–259; Fadda 2013, 124–144.

18. Plan and section of the pool, corridor-canal and font (Poddi Arvu) at Romanzesu (Fadda 2013, 126).

19. #Untana 'e Deu (Funtana 'e Deus)-Lula
Structure: Edifice built of non-local trachyte, nearly destroyed in the late 20th century, within a curvilinear
limestone wall/temenos. Water-basin originally under a tholos; remains of a floor canal.
Setting: North-east Sardinia, on a slope.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study (M.A. Fadda).
Artifact survey: Ritual deposits. Nuragic pottery, bronze fragments and a bracelet, and several dozen bronze- and
lead figurines depicting bulls (and other quadrupeds?).
Chronology: M.A. Fadda suggests a Final Bronze Age date for the pottery and an Iron Age date for the bronzes,
some of which she refers to Aegean influence.
Bibliography: Fadda 2013, 145.
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20. #Su Lumarzu (Cantaru Addes/Rebeccu)-Bonorva
Structure: Partially isodomic edifice built of basalt, partially extant, in a hillside which was cut vertically for the
implementation of the font. Circular water-basin with a monolithic bottom conch in an intact tholoid chamber,
1,6m high with a base diameter of 97cm. This construction employs mortar (clay- and lime-based). Water is
channeled in from the rear through a canal with T-blocks. Rectilinear facade, architraved opening and grooved
threshold. Paved, rectangular vestibule, 5,15x1,8m, with lateral and frontal benches, wall niche on the left, and
overflow canal beneath the floor.
Setting: West-central Sardinia, not far from a cave where a very early Phoenician bronzetto was recovered.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1919 (A. Taramelli); restoration 2004–2005 (A. Boninu).
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual (and non-ritual?) deposits. Nuragic pottery was reported in 1919, including an
unknown number of fine, miniature jars of which one remains; Roman coins of Imperial date were recovered in
the vestibule. Some decorated Nuragic sherds were found in the mortar during restorations in 2004.
Chronology: Boninu et al. date the building to the Early Iron Age (2012, 1460).
Bibliography: Taramelli 1919e; Boninu et al. 2012.

20. Plan, prospect and section of the remains of the font of Su Lumarzu (Taramelli 1919e, 58–59). Scales
indicate 3m.
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21. #Su Tempiesu-Orune
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local trachyte and basalt, partially extant, in hillside. Circular water-basin
under an intact tholos, 1,82m high, with a base diameter of 90cm. Rectilinear facade with inward sloping walls
and L-shaped blocks, architraved opening with niche above, and grooved threshold (see Fig. 3). Trapezoidal
staircase, 87/45cm wide and 80cm deep with four steps under a stepped 'ceiling'. The superstructure is a
6,65/6,85m tall building with a pent roof, evinced by a triangular block, and presumed to have held an acroterion
of bronze swords. Paved, trapezoidal vestibule, 1,3/1,85x1,6m, within walls 4,5m high with lateral benches and
wall niches on both sides. From the spouted threshold, a canal conducts overflow diagonally across the floor to a
steatite spout in a second font in a curved wall in front. This is similar to the main temple font, with architrave
and grooved threshold, but smaller: the tholos, 90cm high, covers a nearly cylindrical water-chamber with a base
diameter of 65cm. Another canal takes overflow to an underground pit or cistern.
Setting: North-east Sardinia, above the Isalle valley, not far from nuraghe Santa Lulla and Su Lidone (22).
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1953 (G. Davoli); excavation and restoration 1981–86 and 1998 (M.A.
Fadda).
Artifact survey: Ample ritual deposits. Inside the temple water-chamber: one ceramic bowl decorated with a
knob. In the vestibule: bronze pins (spilloni), stilettos, daggers, swords, buttons; beads and pottery fragments. In
side rooms under the eaves: sword, pin, daggers. In the second font: bronze daggers, pins, bracelets and bronzetti
depicting men. Externally: fibulae.
Chronology: The materials are datable to the Early Iron Age (Ialongo 2011: 1, 272). M.A. Fadda refers the
temple construction to ca. 1000 BC (2013, 53).
Bibliography: Lilliu 1958, 216–280; Fadda 1988; Fadda & Lo Schiavo 1992, Ialongo 2011: 1, 272–296; 2, 415–
417; Fadda 2013, 47–57.

21. Su Tempiesu. Left: plan of the remains of the font (Fadda 1988, 16; the scale indicates 2m). Right: view
(photograph: R. Brix for Wikimedia Commons). Note the secondary font in front; see also Fig. 3.
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22. #Su Lidone (Santa Lulla)-Orune
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local basalt, partially extant, in hillside. Rectangular-trapezoidal waterbasin, 45/50x90cm, 55cm deep, within sloping walls closing at a height of 1,3m from the bottom of the basin.
Some blocks appear to be carved to an L-shape for the rear corners. The paved, trapezoidal vestibule with lateral
benches observed in 1919 was later destroyed.
Setting: North-east Sardinia, near nuraghe Santa Lulla and the Medieval church ruin of Santa Giulia; not far from
Su Tempiesu (21).
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1919 (A. Taramelli) and 1988 (M.A. Fadda).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: M.A. Fadda quotes close architectural comparisons to Su Tempiesu nearby and suggests they are
contemporary (see above, 21).
Bibliography: Taramelli 1919c; Fadda 1988, 35 and 37.

22. Sections and plan of the remains of the font of Su Lidone (Taramelli 1919c, 122–123).

23. #Su Notante (Zigante)-Irgoli
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local basalt, partially extant, in hillside. Rectangular water-basin,
1,15x0,7m, with a monolithic bottom conch, within sloping walls closing at a height of 1,4m. Rectangular
vestibule on a walled terrace, destroyed in the 20th century. 32 T-blocks were recovered on the site.
Setting: North-east Sardinia, near the Rio Remulis, 100m from two non-isodomic monumental buildings: one is
circular with a diameter of 8,5m and a wall niche, the other is rectangular, 9,3x5,4m, with one side constituted by
three steps. Nearby is the Nuragic sacred area of Janna 'e Pruna.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1994 (S. Massetti).
Artifact survey: Very few Nuragic pottery fragments from the font. From the circular hut not far away came a
fragment of a votive bronze sword and a few Nuragic sherds.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The architecture is similar to that of Su Tempiesu and, especially,
Su Lidone, datable to the Final Bronze Age or Early Iron Age (see 22 and 21 above).
Bibliography: Massetti 1997a.
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24. ¤Sa Linnarta-Onifai
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local basalt, partially extant, apparently affected by a minor earthquake.
The well (or water-basin?) is trapezoidal with a rounded rear, 45/60x90cm, under a flat (?) ceiling, 1,85m high.
Some blocks are carved to an L-shape for the rear corners. Rectilinear facade with architraved opening and a
small, semi-circular vestibule, 1,4x0,8m, with lateral benches. Irregular staircase, 1,45/0,45m wide and 3,2m long
with five steps and a landing carved out of the bedrock; wall niche on the left. A non-isodomic, circular building
with lateral benches, 4,7m in diameter, surrounds the edifice and may be of a later date (see illustration below).
Setting: Not far from the north-east coast, adjacent to the Nuragic village of Osana.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1997 (S. Massetti and F. Posi).
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual and non-ritual deposits. In the well: fragmentary Nuragic and Roman pottery, one
bronze pin and two lead plaques with curses inscribed in Latin. In the immediate vicinity: plain Nuragic and
Roman pottery, a spindle-whorl and a bronze bracelet, clay lumps (stucco?), loom weights, obsidian, a stone
basin, and a stone slab with holes, one of which held the haft of a bronze dagger set in lead.
Chronology: S. Massetti suggested a Final Bronze Age date based on the dagger haft and on Nuragic pottery
with comb-punctate decorations (1997, 199–201). The well and the adjacent village were used in Roman periods.
Bibliography: Massetti 1997b; and Fadda 2006, 82–83 for the Latin plaques.

24. Sa Linnarta. Left: plan of the remains of the well (Massetti 1997b, 200). Right: view (drawing: G. Webster).
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25. ¤Lorana-Orune
Structure: Edifice built of schist, partially extant, in hillside. Circular well with a ledge demarking the
subterranean part from the superstructure, remnants of a tholos 2,5m high above the ledge (diameter 2m), and a
monolithic bottom conch of non-local basalt, 50cm deep. The opening is 1m wide with a threshold, while the
staircase is extremely narrow, descending 3m with 15 steps less than 10cm long. Paved vestibule, 2,5x3,8m, within
lateral walls.
Setting: North-east Sardinia, apparently far from prehistoric settlements.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1919 (A. Taramelli).
Artifact survey: Fragmentary Nuragic pottery was reported in 1919.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to other wells suggests a Final Bronze Age or Early
Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Taramelli 1919c.

25. Section and plan of the remains of the well at Lorana (Taramelli 1919c, 124).
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26. #Nurdole-Orani
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local trachyte, partially extant, inside the nuraghe-complex of Nurdole.
Circular water-basin under remnants of a tholos with T-blocks. A 5,5m long, raised canal with external knobs
and spout conducted overflow to an external vat, 6,6x7,4m and 1,2m deep, built with T-blocks and blocks carved
to an L-shape for corners. The nuraghe also contained grain-storage facilities, and was appointed with architectural
decorations featuring incised geometric patterns and a trident in relief in connection to the temple installation.
Setting: North-central Sardinia.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1988–89 (M.A. Fadda).
Artifact survey: Abundant ritual deposits. In the font: decorated pottery fragments, bronze pins (spilloni) and
dagger blades. In and around the vat: thousands of votive bronzes (weapons, statuettes and ornaments) of both
Nuragic and foreign descriptions; stone slabs with holes and lead fixtures; Cypriot fibulae. Two bronzetti are
Phoenician; much of the material is Villanovan, Etruscan, Aegean, Phoenician and Punic.
Chronology: The nuraghe is probably of Middle and/or Late Bronze Age date, and was adapted to hold the watertemple at a later time: this event or development is dated, on the basis of materials in and around the font, to the
11th century BC by M.A. Fadda (1991, 116) and to the 10th century BC by M. Madau (2002). The temple was used
as such through the 5th century BC.
Bibliography: Fadda 1990; 1991; 2006, 63–73; 2013, 163–184; Madau 1997; 2002.

26. Plan of the remains of the font in nuraghe Nurdole, note the canal and the external vat (drawing: G. Webster
after Fadda 1990, 309 and 2013, 167). The scale indicates 5m.
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27. #Noddule-Nuoro
Structure: Partially isodomic edifice built of granite and non-local trachyte, partially extant. Circular water-basin
under an intact tholos, 1m high with a base diameter of 27cm and a small depression in the bottom. Rectilinear
facade with architraved opening under a niche; absidal rear and overall horse-shoe shape. Paved, rectangular
vestibule, 3,6x1,7m within walls with a residual height of 3,3m, lateral benches and a wall niche on the left. The
vestibule constitutes a staircase: the sloping ground is terraced with four ledges and, immediately in front of the
water-chamber, three steps, a bench and remains of a hearth. A semi-circular court precedes the building, a
temenos (with remains of another hearth) encloses the complex; a canal conducted overflow to an external vat.
The disproportion in size between the complex as a whole and the water-chamber it surrounds is notable.
Setting: North-east Sardinia, near the Sologo river, 100m from nuraghe Noddule and a Giants' tomb (now razed).
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1961 (E. Contu) and 2008–2009 (G. Congiu).
Artifact survey: Fragmentary Nuragic pottery.
Chronology: Based on the ceramic finds in the temenos hearth, G. Congiu suggests a foundation in the Final
Bronze Age or the Early Iron Age. The water-chamber is similar to that of the secondary font at Su TempiesuOrune, datable to the Early Iron Age (see 21 above).
Bibliography: Fadda 1988, 8–11; Congiu 2012.

27. Section and plan of the remains of the font at Noddule (Fadda 1988, 11). The scale indicates 100cm.
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28. #Su Pradu (Su Pedru)-Orune.
Structure: Edifice built of granite, partially extant. Semi-circular water-basin under a flat ceiling, 2,2m high.
Rectangular staircase, 70cm wide and 1,66m long with four steps. The paved, rectangular vestibule with lateral
benches and canal was destroyed in the 20th century.
Setting: East-central Sardinia, near the Sologo valley by the Nuragic village of Su Pradu.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1985 (A. Sanna).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to some other fonts suggests a Final Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: A. Sanna 1985; Fadda 1988, 12–14.

28. Plan and section of the remains of the font at Su Pradu (Fadda 1988, 12). The scale indicates 100 cm.

29. ¤Dugulana-Dorgali
Structure: Edifice built of basalt, partially extant, but with its superstructure severely altered in 1880. Well under a
tholos, staircase with seven steps under a stepped ceiling; exterior superstructure now partially under cement.
Setting: North-east Sardinia, near the Nuragic village of Dugulana.
Archaeological interventions: None.
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to other wells suggests a Final Bronze Age or Early
Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Manunza 1995, 146–147.
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30. ¤S'Abba Druche-Bosa
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local limestone, partially extant. Nearly circular well with a base diameter
of 1,18/1,1m and three symmetrical, angular niches within. Stairs are presumed on the basis of one visible step.
The sharply trapezoidal/triangular vestibule appears to be a late addition.
Setting: West coast, near a Nuragic village, a Giants' tomb, and a Roman settlement and production plant with the
same name.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 2000 (A. Moravetti).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The masonry is reminiscent of that in the wells of Irrù, Predio
Canopoli and Cuccuru Is Arrius (Nos. 8, 5 and 39), datable to the Final Bronze Age or Early Iron Age.
Bibliography: Moravetti 2000, 165–168.

30. S'Abba Druche. Left: plan of the remains of the well (the scale indicates 100cm; Moravetti 2000, 166). Right:
view (Moravetti 2000, 168).

31. ¤Su Puttu (Santa Maria del Mare)-Magomadas
Structure: This edifice was destroyed in the 20th century. Its scattered remains attest to an isodomic, circular well
built of basalt. 30 T-blocks were noted on the site; carved canal elements are also present.
Setting: West coast, 600m from nuraghe San Nicola and the Medieval church ruin of San Nicola. The area has
yielded evidence of Punic and Roman materials, as well as Medieval remains.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial studies 1994 (M. Biagini) and 2000 (A. Moravetti).
Artifact survey: 151 fragments of Roman pottery of Imperial date.
Chronology: The edifice was not directly dated. The masonry blocks are similar to those in other wells and fonts
and suggest a Final Bronze Age or Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Biagini 1998, 678; Moravetti 2000, 482.
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32. ¤Su Cherchizzu (Su Laccheddu/S'Abbasantera)-Silanus
Structure: Edifice built of basalt, partially extant. Circular well under a tholos with a residual height of 2m and a
base diameter of 1,5m. Irregular staircase, 50-70cm wide and 5m long with 20 steps under a stepped ceiling.
Setting: West-central Sardinia, 400m from nuraghe Santa Sabina and the Medieval church of Santa Sabina.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1881 (F. Vivanet); partial excavation 1982 (A. Foschi).
Artifact survey: A few pottery fragments characterized as "atypical" (Foschi 1982).
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to other wells suggests a Final Bronze Age or Early
Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Foschi 1982; Moravetti 1998, 532.
33. #Uore-Borore
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of basalt, partially extant, but largely dismantled in the 20th century and fitted
with a concrete canal slab. Nearly circular water-basin under a tholos indicated by two wall courses to a residual
height of 40cm, with a base diameter of ca. 1,5m, abutting a wall of unknown description. T-blocks are present
in the font construction; carved canal elements were recovered on the site.
Setting: West-central Sardinia, 400m from nuraghe Uore and 200m from a Giants' tomb with the same name.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1998 (A. Moravetti).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to some other fonts suggests a Final Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Moravetti 1998, 393–395.

33. Section and plan of the remains of the font at Uore (Moravetti 1998, 394). The scale indicates 100cm.
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34. #Puntanarcu (Funtan'Arcu/Funtana 'e S'Arcu)-Sedilo
Structure: Isodomic megalithic edifice built of basalt, partially extant. Rectangular water-basin, 100x90cm with a
monolithic bottom conch under a flat ceiling. Rectilinear facade with architraved opening and a threshold with
three grooves; sharply carved, distinctly absidal rear. Rectangular vestibule with lateral benches and floor canal. A
triangular block, presumably from a pent roof, was recovered on the site.
Setting: Central Sardinia, not far from the Tirso river near the Giants' tombs of S'Adde and nuraghe Montemajore.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1994 and 1998–2000 (V. Santoni and G. Bacco; unpublished).
Artifact survey: No artifacts have been reported as yet.
Chronology: Dates have not been reported as yet. The similarity to other fonts suggests a Final Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Tanda 1996, 58–59.
35. ¤Abini-Teti
Structure: Partially isodomic edifice built of granite and non-local basalt and trachyte with a bichrome effect,
partially extant. Circular well (or perhaps font), originally under a tholos with a base diameter of 2,5m, in a paved,
bisected elliptical temenos with lateral benches, two secondary wells/pits and a Phoenician-style baetyl. Scattered
building blocks allowed for a partial reconstruction in 2000–2002, suggesting an original tholos surmounted by a
cylindrical acroterion, and a rectangular vestibule covered by a pent roof with an acroterion with upright swords.
Setting: Central Sardinia, near the Taloro river valley. Part of a Nuragic sanctuary with numerous round huts and
at least one ritual sauna. A cyclopean wall section testifies to earlier settlement.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1878 (F. Vivanet & A. Crispi), excavations 1882 (L. Gouin) and
1929–30 (A. Taramelli); excavation and restoration 1981, 2000–2002 (M.A. Fadda).
Artifact survey: Abundant ritual deposits. In the well: swords and bronzetti. In the surrounding area: more than a
thousand bronze artifacts (weapons, especially swords; statuettes, ornaments, bowls), some of which were
stashed in a stone box and a ceramic vase; amber, copper ingots, decorated pottery, balance weights,183 ceramic
figurines with Phoenician characteristics, a stone model of a nuraghe; numerous slabs with holes and lead plugs.
Chronology: The bronze material is datable from the Final Bronze Age to the latter part of the Early Iron Age
(Ialongo 2011: 2, 329). The ceramics are datable from the Final Bronze Age through Roman periods.
Bibliography: Taramelli 1931a; Ialongo 2011: 1, 329–339; Fadda 2013, 59–72: Puddu 2013.

35. Plan of the temenos at Abini where "F" = well/font (Taramelli 1931a, 51). The scale indicates 20m.
183 On the weights of Nuragic Sardinia, see Ialongo 2011: 2, 387 –400.
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36. #¤¤Gremanu-Fonni
Structure: A complex of isodomic edifices built of granite and non-local basalt and trachyte within a buttressing
temenos accessed by ascending side stairs on sloping ground; partially extant. A circular water-basin under
remnants of a small, finely carved tholos collects water which is conducted by a 6,2m long, covered canal to a
circular, stone-lined cistern/well, 1m in diameter. This has a rectangular vestibule, 3,5x1m, with a floor canal.
Adjacent to it is a rectangular vat, 3,5x1,75m, built with T-blocks and an L-shaped corner block, next to a paved,
circular hut with a circular well inside. Scattered blocks indicate that the cistern/well with a vestibule had a pent
roof; another block preserves a carved image of a ram's head. From the font, another canal leads down-hill.
Setting: East-central Sardinia, near the Gremanu river valley. Down-hill from the water-temple area, there is a
Nuragic village and a walled Nuragic sanctuary with a round temple and a megaron-temple. These locales have
received water from the main canal in the water-complex. The Giants' tombs of Madau are located not far away.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1989/1993 (M.A. Fadda).
Artifact survey: Ritual deposits. In the circular hut by the vat: bronze daggers and pins; beads of amber, rock
crystal and vitreous paste; in its well: pottery. By the access stairs: a bronze dagger, pin and bracelet; decorated
pottery and part of a Phoenician bottle of coloured vitreous paste.
Chronology: M.A. Fadda refers part of the ceramic repertory to the 11th–10th centuries BC and the Phoenician
glass to the 7th century BC (2013, 99–100).
Bibliography: Fadda 1993; Fadda & Posi 2008; Fadda 2013, 95–109.

36. Plan of the remains of the complex of font, 'wells' and vat at Gremanu (Fadda 2013, 97).
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37. ¤Santa Cristina-Paulilatino
Structure: Refined isodomic edifice built of basalt, partially extant. Circular well with a ledge and central
depression under an intact tholos with a height of 6,9m and a base diameter of 2,54m. Trapezoidal staircase,
3,47x1,4m, 8,5m long and 6,5m deep with 25 steps under a stepped ceiling. Rectangular vestibule, 5x4,5m with
lateral benches, within a temenos.
Setting: West-central Sardinia, part of a Nuragic sanctuary including a council house, near a nuraghe and a village,
later the site of a Medieval church and a subsequent church-village (still active).
Archaeological interventions: Excavation and restoration 1967–73 (E. Atzeni; unpublished) and 1977–83 (E.
Atzeni; partially published); 1989–90 (P. Bernardini; unpublished) and 2001 (E. Atzeni; unpublished).
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual deposits are reported: four Phoenician bronzetti and several ceramic figurines; two
Italic fibulae; also Roman glass and pottery. From the sanctuary area: decorated Nuragic pottery.
Chronology: A. Moravetti suggests an 11th century BC installation (2003, 19). For the village-sanctuary, E. Atzeni
and S. Sebis suggest the 12th–8th centuries BC (2012, 891). The Roman materials are of Republican date.
Bibliography: Lo Schiavo 2000, 106; Moravetti 2003; Atzeni & Sebis 2012.

37. Santa Cristina. Above: sections of the staircase and well (Lo Schiavo 2000, 106). Next page: view of the
staircase opening, the water-chamber and the tholos interior (photographs: Aga Khan, Wikimedia Commons).
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37. Santa Cristina. Upper: view of the staircase opening. Lower left: view of the water-chamber. Lower right:
view of the tholos interior (photographs: Aga Khan for Wikimedia Commons).
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38. #Mitza Pidighi-Solarussa
Structure: Partially isodomic edifice built of basalt; partially extant. Rectangular water-chamber, 35x55cm with a
circular bottom conch with a diameter of 33cm, under a flat ceiling. Water is channeled in from the rear.
Rectilinear facade with architraved opening; overall horse-shoe shape. Paved, rectangular vestibule, 2,4x5,2m with
lateral benches and a long floor canal (once paved over?). Semi-circular forecourt (later addition?) with a hearth
and a slab with a cavity interpreted as an altar. The disproportion in size between the complex and the waterchamber it surrounds is notable.
Setting: Western Sardinia, between the Tirso and the Cispiri rivers, next to the Nuragic village of Pidighi.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1994–1999 (A. Usai).
Artifact survey: Ample non-ritual and some ritual deposits. Nuragic, Roman and Medieval pottery, some of it
miniaturistic; obsidian flakes, lead plugs, fragment of a bronzetto depicting wagon wheels, lamps. Along the left
side of the vestibule was a row of Nuragic pots 10 meters long. The forecourt hearth held burned animal bones.
Chronology: The ceramic material dates from the Middle–Late Bronze Age through early Medieval periods (Usai
2000; Ialongo 2011: 2, 343). The ritual finds are referrable to the Final Bronze Age–Early Iron Age (Usai 1996).
Bibliography: A. Usai 1996; idem 2000.

38. Plan of the remains of the font at Mitza Pidighi (A. Usai 1996, Tav. 4).
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39. ¤Cuccuru Is Arrius (Cuccuru S'Arriu)-Cabras
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of limestone; partially extant. Circular well with a monolithic floor and a base
diameter of 1m under remnants of a tholos; staircase with five steps and rectangular vestibule; T-blocks in the
well-casing. On and in the vestibule, a Punic shrine was built in the 3rd century BC with an altar, a votive pit or
favissa, four stelae (two or three bearing the sign of the goddess Tanit) and a cippus. A seemingly Nuragic, paved,
round hut with lateral benches has been unearthed in the vicinity.
Setting: West coast, today on an islet at the northern end of the Gulf of Oristano, in an area with remains of
habitation and burial from the Middle Neolithic through Roman Imperial times.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1978–80 (V. Santoni and S. Sebis).
Artifact survey: Fragmentary Nuragic pottery in the well; Punic and Roman ritual deposits including pottery,
burned animal bones (prevalently of birds), and ceramic anatomical votives in the vestibule.
Chronology: S. Sebis referred the Nuragic repertory to the 9th–7th centuries BC (Santoni 1982, 113) but related it
to the Bronze-to-Iron Age transition. B. Sanna suggests a Final Bronze Age date (2009, 241); N. Ialongo
indicates the Late–Final Bronze Age (2011: 2, 343). The most recent material is of Roman Republican date.
Bibliography: Santoni 1982; Sebis 1998; B. Sanna et al. 2009.

39. Cuccuru Is Arrius. Left: plan and section of the remains of the well (Santoni 1982, Tav. XLI; the scale
indicates 5m.). Right: view (drawing: G. Webster).
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40. #Perda 'e Floris (Froris)-Lanusei
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local basalt, partially extant, described as a font with steps. Numerous Tblocks were noted on the site.
Setting: East Sardinia, near the Selene (or Seleni) area with the Nuragic village of Gennucili including another
font (Sipari) and two Giants' tombs.
Archaelogical interventions: Excavation 1883 (G. Fiorelli).
Artifact survey: Ritual deposit nearby. Beads of amber and vitreous paste, lead- and pottery fragments, Aegean or
Cypriot ingots of pure copper, fragments of bronze weaponry and bronzetti were recovered.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The finds nearby are datable to the Final Bronze Age or the Early
Iron Age.
Bibliography: Lo Schiavo 1978; Salis 2012b, 4–5.
41. ¤Padenti de Baccai-Lanusei
Structure: This edifice was destroyed by the turn of the 20th century. Recorded as an isodomic well similar to that
at Santa Cristina-Paulilatino (37).
Setting: East Sardinia, in the general Selene (or Seleni) area with the Nuragic village of Gennucili including a font
(Sipari) and two Giants' tombs.
Archaeological interventions: None.
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual deposits. Three bronzetti, conical blocks with holes and lead plugs; Punic coins.
Chronology: The finds are datable from the Early Iron Age to the Punic period.
Bibliography: Moravetti 2003, 5 and 9 (with ref. to earlier studies); Salis 2012b, 4–5.
42. ¤Santu Antine-Genoni
Structure: Well-shaft built of trachyte (upper part) and non-local limestone (lower part), with a diameter of 75cm
at the mouth and 1,2m at the depth of 6,5m, where the limestone lining begins. The total depth is 39m (!).
Superstructures are not documented, but decorated building- and canal blocks were found in the vicinity.
Setting: Central Sardinia, on the Santu Antine plateau with remains of a Nuragic village transformed into a Punic
fort; near the Medieval church ruin of Sant'Elena e San Costantino (Santu Antine).
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1982 and 1991–92 (F. Guido).
Artifact survey: Ample ritual and accidental deposits: one Phoenician and one Nuragic bronzetto, a scepter-head
of bronze depicting a dressed (!) animal, daggers, lances, part of a votive sword, dozens of bronze-, lead- and
copper vessels (some on chains), a bronze pitcher with a votive sword for a handle; stone models of nuraghi and
decorated pottery; 1300 Roman coins of Imperial date, an ivory haft and a winch/capstan; various animal and
human bones from individuals thought to have fallen in and died accidentally in the deep shaft. Ample evidence
also of Roman-period wood riggings presumably constructed to facilitate reaching the water.
Chronology: The materials appear to be datable from the Early Iron Age through Roman Imperial times.
Bibliography: Taramelli 1907; Guido 1992; idem 1993; Guido & I. Sanna 2012; Fadda 2013, 161–162.
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43. ¤Coni-Nuragus
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local basalt; partially extant. Circular well with deeply rounded bottom
and ledge under a tholos with a residual height of 2m above the ledge (diameter 1,33m; depth below: 1,15m).
Trapezoidal staircase, 1/0,7m wide and 1,1m long with five steps. A paved, rectangular vestibule, 4x5m, with a
second pavement of Roman date and a dromos 2,6m long were destroyed in the 20th century.
Setting: Central Sardinia, not far from nuraghe Santu Millanu, the Roman settlement of Valentia, the Medieval
church ruin of Santa Maria Valenza, and Forraxi Nioi where a Nuragic metal stash was found.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1914 (A. Taramelli).
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual deposits. A bronzetto depicting a woman in a mantle, and vitreous beads were found
in the well; Roman pottery fragments were found in association with the second vestibule pavement.
Chronology: The finds appear to be datable from the Early Iron Age to Roman times.
Bibliography: Taramelli 1915.

43. View from above and section of the remains of the well of Coni (Taramelli 1915, 100–101).

44. ¤Orrì-Arborea
Structure: Partially extant edifice. Well under remnants of a tholos estimated to an original height of ca. 7m.
Rectangular staircase with an unknown number of steps; indications of a rectangular vestibule.
Setting: West coast, on the beach of Marceddì (south end of the Gulf of Oristano) near the mouth of the river
Sitzerri (or Matta).
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 2006–2007 and 2009 (B. Sanna, E. Usai and R. Zucca).
Artifact survey: Ritual and non-ritual deposits. Nuragic pottery and fragments of ca. 100 ceramic figurines of
Phoenician description; Punic ceramic figurines, bird bones and rooster feet; Roman coins and amphora
fragments. Modern materials including broken receptacles were also recovered.
Chronology: The prehistoric materials are datable to the Early Iron Age; intermittent re-use is attested until
modern times. B. Sanna et al. suggest a Final Bronze Age date on the basis of traditional assumptions positing
that polyhedric wells such as this preceded isodomic edifices (2009, 243).
Bibliography: B. Sanna et al. 2009; B. Sanna 2011.
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45. ¤San Salvatore a Figu-Gonnosnò
Structure: Edifice built of marl, partially extant. Circular well under an intact tholos with a height of 6m of
which the lower 2m are rock-cut, with a base diameter of 2,4m and a small depression in the bottom.
Rectangular staircase, 1m wide and 6m long with an unknown number of steps of which the lower five are rockcut, under a stepped ceiling. Ogival opening and trapezoidal passageway with architrave between the stairs and
the paved, rectangular vestibule with lateral benches and floor canal. A central baetyl stone and stone box are
thought to pertain to a Punic context in the 3rd century BC; other alterations are Medieval. Surface length: 13m.
Setting: West Sardinia, on a low hill, near the Medieval church ruin of San Salvatore and 300m from the three
Giants' tombs of Is Lapideddas.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations and stabilization 2001–2002 and 2007 (E. Usai and M.C. Ciccone).
Artifact survey: Ritual deposits. Decorated Nuragic pottery fragments and part of a votive bronze sword; Greek
and Punic pottery, coloured vitreous paste ornaments, sea shells, fragments of ceramic anatomical votives, one
Punic coin; burned animal bones (those in the stone box are likely from birds).
Chronology: Materials are datable to the Early Iron Age, the Punic period and the late Middle Ages. The sword
fragment, found out of context, may be of Late–Final Bronze Age date. Ciccone & Usai suggest a Late Bronze
Age date based on traditional assumptions positing that polyhedric wells such as this preceded isodomic edifices.
Bibliography: Ciccone & E. Usai 2011.

45. Section and plan of the remains of the well at San Salvatore a Figu (Ciccone & E. Usai 2011, 445).
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46. ###Mont'e Nuxi (Monte Santa Vittoria)-Esterzili
Structure: A complex of edifices built of schist and non-local limestone; partially extant. Two fonts (A and B)
and a hut with lateral benches and a cistern under the floor (C), are connected by canals and integrated in a semicircular prospect facing a paved court. The temenos wall masonry presents a fish-spine pattern; a separate font (D),
with a long dromos, is located some 300m away.
Font A: Water-basin under a tholos, with architraved opening and threshold.
Font B: Squared water-basin under a tholos, with architraved opening and threshold, and a staircase of four steps
under a stepped ceiling.
Hut C: Circular hut with lateral benches, entered by three descending steps (council house?). Parts of the wall and
the pavement are built of non-local limestone; a tholoid water cistern opens beneath the floor.
Font D: Separate from the others; circular water-basin under an intact tholoid ceiling 2,1m high with a base
diameter of 1,65m. Architraved opening, paved rectangular vestibule, 1,9x2,5m, and along, paved dromos.
Setting: South-east Sardinia, at Monte di Santa Vittoria where springs rise to feed the Rio Mont'e Nuxi. In the
area, there are also remains of a megalithic enclosure, a Nuragic village and the Medieval church ruin of Santa
Vittoria. One km away is the largest known megaron-temple in Sardinia (Sa Domu 'e Orgia).
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 2005–2008 (M.A. Fadda and G. Salis) and 2008–2009 (A. Saba).
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual deposits. In association with the hut with a cistern beneath the floor, there were
fragments of Nuragic bronze swords, pins and sheets; in and around the court, there was fragmentary pottery.
Chronology: G. Salis suggests the Late Bronze Age for the oldest finds (Salis 2012a). The fish-spine masonry
motif compares to Early Iron Age masonry at Su Nuraxi-Barumini (see Lilliu & Zucca 2005, 118–121) and SiraiCarbonia (see Perra 2012, 282–283). Roman, Medieval and modern finds attest to a long use-period.
Bibliography: A. Sanna 1992b; Moravetti 1993, 205–206 (for Font D); Salis 2010; 2012a. A report of the
excavations by A. Saba was presented at the conference Ricerca e confronti VII at the university of Cagliari in March
2010 but remains unpublished. The presentation was, however, reviewed and illustrated by F. Selis and M.
Cabriolu for www.ilpopoloshardana.blogspot.com in Feb. 2013 (accessed 2014-06-10).

46. Sections and plan of the remains of Font D at Mont'e Nuxi (Moravetti 1993, 206).
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47. ¤Su Presoni (Presoneddu/Cuguddadas)-Cardedu
Structure: Edifice built of granite; partially extant. Circular well under an intact tholos, 6m high with a base
diameter of 1,7m. Rectangular staircase, 90cm wide and 3,5m deep with indications of nine steps, under a
stepped ceiling. Architraved opening and rectangular vestibule 2m wide within walls with a residual height of 2m.
Wall niche on the right.
Setting: Not far from the east coast, 300m from nuraghe Is Follas, near remnants of village huts and the Giants'
tomb of Cuguddadas (now razed).
Archaeological interventions: Superficial studies 1954 (F. Carta) and 2000 (M.A. Fadda).
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual deposits: beads of amber and vitreous paste, a bronze bracelet and a ring.
Chronology: The finds are datable to the Final Bronze Age or Early Iron Age.
Bibliography: Lilliu 1958, 213–216; Fadda 2004, 39–40.

47. Plan and section of the remains of the well of Su Presoni (Fadda 2004, 39).
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48. ¤Santa Vittoria-Serri
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of basalt and limestone with a bichrome effect, partially extant, within a temenos.
Circular well with a rounded bottom in a nearly cylindrical tholos shaft with a residual height of 3m and a base
diameter of 2,15m. Narrow, slightly trapezoidal staircase, 50cm wide at the bottom, with 13 steps. Paved, square
vestibule, 2x2m, with lateral benches, a diagonal floor canal on a double pavement and a perforated altar.
Externally, there was a rectangular vat and a circular basin on either side of the entrance. Blocks indicative of a
pent roof were found, as were carved stone bull heads and baetyls. Surface length: 11m. Behind the well is a
cylindrical, stone-lined pit, ca. 5m deep.
Setting: Central Sardinia, on the plateau of Serri, with remains of a large Nuragic sanctuary which included other
monumental buildings, a council hut, hut conglomerates and enclosures with stalls and courts. One building
housed a shrine with a double-axe altar reminiscent of Cretan motifs. On the edge, by the ruins of a probable
nuraghe, stands the Medieval church of Santa Maria della Vittoria and remnants of its early cemetery.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1909–1929 (A. Taramelli); in the sanctuary generally also 1985–86
(M.G. Puddu) and intermittently since 2002 (M.A. Fadda).
Artifact survey: Ample ritual deposits. From the area around the well: plain and decorated Nuragic pottery
including miniatures, spindle-whorls and a lamp; bronze statuettes, weapons and ornaments; lead plugs, stone
slabs with holes, hammer-heads and stone- and ceramic models of nuraghi. In the vestibule canal: an iron spike
and a fragment of black-gloss pottery. In the pit: plain, lighter-coloured pottery. The sanctuary as a whole has
yielded copious amounts of materials dating from the Middle–Late Bronze Age through the Middle Ages.
Chronology: The finds in/around the well are datable to the Early Iron Age and to Roman times.
Bibliography: Taramelli 1914; 1922; 1931b; Zucca 1988; Ialongo 2011: 1, 372–427; L. Usai 2012; Fadda 2013,
111–124.

48. Plan and section of the remains of the well at Santa Vittoria (Taramelli 1914, Tav. III).
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49. #Su Runcu Mannu (Brunku Mannu)-Orroli
Structure: Edifice built of schist; partially extant. Elliptical water-chamber, 2,3x0,75m, under a flat ceiling ca.
1,6m high. Staircase with three steps.
Setting: South-east Sardinia, apparently far from prehistoric settlements (?).
Archaeological interventions: Restoration 1971 (E. Contu).
Artifact survey: Fragmentary Nuragic pottery.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The pottery and the similarity to some other fonts suggest a Final
Bronze Age or Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Contu 1971; Ugas 2006, 85 and 125.
50. ¤Sa Breca (Sa Brecca)-Tertenia
Structure: Edifice built of schist, porphyry and some non-local basalt for interstices; partially extant. Circular well
under an intact tholos, 6m high with a base diameter of ca. 4m, the widest of those known. Irregular staircase,
<2m wide, with an estimated 34–40 steps of which 11 are visible, under a stepped, narrow ceiling. Above the
well are the remnants of a second tholos with a residual height of 5m and a base diameter of 3,85m. Carved
slabs found in the immediate vicinity may indicate a roof with votive fittings or acroterion. Trapezoidal vestibule,
2,2/3,3m wide and 3,4m long, with lateral benches, altered in Roman times for a more rectangular shape. Surface
length: 20,5m. Forecourt (?) with a hut with lateral benches and a hearth, built over an older hut, within a temenos.
Setting: Not far from the south-east coast, by a Nuragic village, a Roman settlement and a Medieval shrine.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 2006 (P. Basoli and S. Crispu).
Artifact survey: Ritual deposits. In and around the well, there were fragments of votive bronze swords,
ornaments and statuettes; a hammer, grinding stones and pestles; ceramic vessels (miniature and not) and
figurines, lead plugs; 230 vitreous beads, fragments of black-gloss plates and cups, 580 Roman coins, and iron
spikes presumably from a wooden door of Roman date. From the hut: Roman coins and Byzantine objects.
Chronology: Based on finds behind the well, P. Basoli and S. Crispu suggest a construction date in the Late or
Final Bronze Age (2012, 1498). The finds in the well and the vestibule are datable from the Final Bronze Age
through Roman Imperial times. The hut in front was used in the Middle Ages.
Bibliography: Basoli & Crispu 2012.

50. Section and plan of the remains of the well at Sa Breca (Basoli & Crispu 2012, 1499).
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51. ¤Su Putzu-Orroli
Structure: Edifice presumed to have been partially isodomic, built of basalt; partially extant. Circular well under
remnants of a tholos with a residual height of 4m and a base diameter of 2,4m. Trapezoidal staircase, originally
with 13 steps under a stepped ceiling, altered in Roman times to four large steps in a rectangular-trapezoidal
vestibule, ca. 2x4m. The walls are externally formed like a horse-shoe with three internal wall niches on the left.
Semi-circular forecourt. Surface length: 11,1m. Ashlar blocks recovered in nearby village huts are thought to have
come from the fallen superstructure of the water-temple.
Setting: South-east Sardinia, in a large Nuragic village one km from nuraghe Arrubiu.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1950 (G. Lilliu).
Artifact survey: Apparently non-ritual deposits. Fragmentary Nuragic pottery, pestles and grinding stones;
fragmentary Roman pottery.
Chronology: G. Lilliu suggested a date in the Late Bronze Age on the basis of traditional architectural notions.
Bibliography: Lilliu 1958, 200–213.

51. Plan and section of the remains of the well at Su Putzu (Lilliu 1958, 201; see also Fig. 5).
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52 #Is Clamoris (Is Crammoris/Scrammori)-Escalaplano
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local, pale orange travertine, partially extant, in hillside. Circular waterbasin under an intact tholos sealed by a green stone slab; ogival opening. A small staircase and vestibule were
destroyed in the 20th century.
Setting: South-east Sardinia, near the Riu Flumineddu, a Nuragic village, and not far from water-temple No. 53.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study (M.A. Fadda 2010).
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The font is thought to be contemporary with water-temple No. 53.
Bibliography: Fadda 2011, 97.
53. ¤Is Clamoris (Is Crammoris/Scrammori)-Escalaplano
Structure: Isodomic edifice built of non-local, pale orange travertine, partially extant. Circular well originally
under a tholos reported as 3m high but now destroyed. Rectangular staircase, 1,1m wide, 8,5m long and 4,5m
deep with 19 steps remaining of an original 22, under a stepped ceiling. Rectangular vestibule, 2,6x3m with
remnants of lateral benches and a diagonal floor canal. Blocks indicative of a pent roof were recovered on the
site. The structure is enclosed within a paved, elliptical temenos, 13m wide, built of schist, with lateral benches and
an architraved entrance. The complex was constructed on a platform with a cyclopean revetment wall
above/beside the river Flumineddu (now shifted) which is thought to have provided the well with water.
Setting: South-east Sardinia, on a flank of the Riu Flumineddu slope, near a Nuragic village and not far from the
small water-temple No. 52 (above).
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1964 (E. Contu); excavation and stabilization 2010 (G. Cabras and
M.A. Fadda).
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual deposits. In the vestibule, there was fragmentary Nuragic pottery including
miniatures and numerous bronze fragments including a pin (spillone) with square section.
Chronology: E. Contu referred this well to the "late" Nuragic period, i.e. the Iron Age, based on traditional
architectural notions positing that isodomic edifices such as this represented an evolved masonry style. M.A.
Fadda suggests a Final Bronze Age date based on finds including the bronze pin (2011); while N. Ialongo dates
such pins to the Early Iron Age (2011: 2, 52–54).
Bibliography: Contu 1964; Fadda 2004; 2011.
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54. ¤¤¤Sant'Anastasia-Sardara
Structure: Three edifices built of basalt and limestone, partially extant. T-blocks and decorated facade blocks
with carved patterns and knobs were found on the site.
Well 1: Circular well under a nearly intact tholos with a height of 5m and a base diameter of 3,35m. The water,
slightly saline, is channeled in from the rear through a six meter long canal. Rectangular staircase, 2,2m long with
12 steps under a stepped ceiling. Above the well, there are indications of a second tholos. Paved, rectangular
vestibule, 3,5x2,2m with lateral benches and a pit, all within a temenos.
Well 2: Isodomic, conical well-shaft with a diameter of 70cm at the mouth and 1,5m at the base, partially dug into
the bedrock to a depth of 5m, ca. 10 meters from Well 1 (the main water-temple) and currently beneath the
Medieval church of Sant'Anastasia (part of which was dismantled by Taramelli for the investigation). A paved
court was reported.
Well 3: An unexcavated monument in the immediate vicinity, thought to be another water-temple.
Setting: South-central Sardinia, in the town of Sardara. Part of a Nuragic sanctuary with round huts including a
council house and probable metallurgical facilities; later the site of a Medieval church (still active).
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1913 and on, in the main water-temple and the votive well (A.
Taramelli); excavations in the sanctuary 1980–84, 1988 and 2001 (G. Ugas, L. Usai and D. Cocco).
Artifact survey: Ritual deposits. In the main water-temple, a single ceramic bowl was found; in the vestibule there
were fragments of bronze, vitreous beads and lead plugs. In the votive well, there were abundant ceramic finds,
many of them unique objects (f. ex. a vase depicting a human figure, exceedingly rare in Sardinia, and a likewise
exceptional phallic vase); some hammer heads. In village huts 1 and 5, there were Cypriot-style bronze artifacts.
Chronology: The materials are datable to the Early Iron Age (Ialongo 2011: 1, 432; 2, 352).
Bibliography: Taramelli 1918; Ugas & L. Usai 1987; Ialongo 2011: 1, 432–458.

54. Sant'Anastasia. Left (upper and lower): plan and section of the main well (B); right: the votive well (A) in
profile (Taramelli 1918, Figs. 11, 14 and 60). Next page: sculpted elements (ibid 53–54).
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54. Sant'Anastasia: sculpted elements (Taramelli 1818, 53–54).

55. ¤Mitza de Nieddinu (San Simplicio)-Guspini
Structure: Edifice built of trachyte, partially extant. Circular well under a tholos with a residual height of 2,5m
and a base diameter of 2,25. A revetment wall encloses this together with the rectangular staircase, 2,8m long
with nine steps.
Setting: South-west Sardinia. The alternative name San Simplicio refers to a modern church nearby.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 1946 (G. Congiu).
Artifact survey: Fragmentary Nuragic pottery.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The pottery and the similarity to other wells suggest the Final
Bronze Age or Early Iron Age.
Bibliography: Lilliu 1958, 198–200.

55. Plan and section of the remains of the well of Mitza de Nieddinu (Lilliu 1958, 199).
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56. ¤Funtana Coberta-Ballao
Structure: Edifice built of grey limestone, partially extant. Circular well under a nearly intact tholos with a
residual height of 5,5m and a base diameter of 3,5 meters, of which a well mouth takes up 1,35m in a pavement
made of radially placed slabs. This well has a stone-lined shaft beneath the floor descending to a depth of 5,2m.
Rectangular staircase, 90cm wide and 2,7m deep with 12 steps under a stepped ceiling; architraved opening.
Paved, rectangular vestibule, 3,5x1,5m, and remains of a semi-circular forecourt.
Setting: South-east Sardinia, near the Flumendosa river valley, by a Nuragic village and a Roman settlement.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1918 (A. Taramelli), 1994–98 and 2003 (M.R. Manunza).
Artifact survey: Ritual (and non-ritual?) deposits. From the well came mill-stones, pestles, a hammer head and
fragmentary pottery; from the vestibule area and front of the building came fragmentary pottery, bits of bronzetti
and bones of small animals which had been butchered and burned at high temperatures; Roman amphorae were
found in Room Alpha beside the well casing. Here, a purposefully buried Nuragic pot contained a metal stash
including Aegean copper oxhide ingot fragments and broken bronze weaponry.
Chronology: M.R. Manunza suggests the well was built between the Middle and Late Bronze Age, ca. 1350 BC
(2008, 7 and 283); F. Campus et al. suggest it was built between the Late and Final Bronze Age (2010, 70); N.
Ialongo states that the stratigraphy does not allow for a construction date, and refers the material repertory to the
Final Bronze Age–Early Iron Age (2011: 1, 459; 2, 456). The amphorae are of early Roman Republican date.
Bibliography: Taramelli 1919b; Manunza 2008a; 2008b; Ialongo 2011: 1, 459–468; 2, 456–457.

56. Funtana Coberta. Upper: sections of the remains of the well (Taramelli 1919b, 176–177; the scale indicates
5m). Lower left: view; lower right: tholos interior (photographs: Aga Khan for Wikimedia Commons).
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57. ¤Is Pirois-Villaputzu
Structure: Edifice built of schist; partially extant. Circular well in an intact, conical 'tholos' shaft with a height of
4m and a base diameter estimated to 75cm. Narrow staircase with eight steps under a very narrow stepped
ceiling; opening under an architrave slab of contrasting (non-local?) stone. Above the well are remnants of
another, wider tholos, paved and with a base diameter of 2,8m and a central hole into the well below. Its function
is not known. Rectangular vestibule, ca. 2x3,5m.
Setting: Not far from the south-east coast, opposite a hill with the Nuragic village of Nurresu.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 1982 (M.L. Ferrarese Ceruti); stabilization 2002 (D. Salvi).
Artifact survey: Fragmentary Nuragic and Roman pottery.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to other wells indicates the Final Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age.
Bibliography: Salvi 2008.

57. Plan and section of the remains of the well of Is Pirois (Salvi 2008, 411).

58. ¤Funtana Crobetta-Silius
Structure: Edifice built of grey limestone, partially extant. Circular well under an intact tholos with a height of
3,8m and a base diameter of 1,5m. Narrow, trapezoidal staircase, 80/45cm wide and 2m long, under a stepped
ceiling. Slightly ogival, architraved opening; rectangular vestibule/dromos, ca. 10x1m.
Setting: South-east Sardinia.
Archaeological interventions: None.
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to other wells indicates the Final Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age.
Bibliography: Forci 2008, 421 and 429; Manunza 2008b, 92–94.
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59. ¤¤Bau Crabas-San Basilio
Structure: Two edifices, 150m apart, partially extant. Well 1 is largely filled with debris; Well 2 reveals a rectangular
staircase, 3m deep, under a stepped ceiling, leading to a circular well in a nearly cylindrical tholos chamber.
Setting: South-central Sardinia, not far from the Rio Cardaxius.
Archaeological interventions: None.
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifices are not directly dated. The similarity to other wells indicates the Final Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age.
Bibliography: Santoni 1990, 22.
60. #Is Molineddus-San Niccolò Gerrei
Structure: Megalithic edifice built of sandstone, partially extant. Circular water-basin in an intact tholoid
chamber, 1,6m high with a base diameter of 80cm. Rectilinear facade and architraved opening with grooved
threshold; large, paved rectilinear vestibule with lateral benches and floor canal.
Setting: South-east Sardinia.
Archaeological interventions: None.
Artifact survey: Fragmentary pottery and bronze scraps.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to other fonts indicates the Final Bronze Age or
Early Iron Age.
Bibliography: Forci 2008, 420–421 and 428; Manunza 2008b, 96–97; Cicilloni & Forci 2012, 1209–1211.
61. #Su Musuleu-San Niccolò Gerrei
Structure: Edifice built of sandstone, partially extant. Circular water-basin in an intact tholoid chamber, ca. 1m
high with a base diameter of ca. 75cm. Partially absidal rear and horse-shoe shape. Paved vestibule, 2,5m wide,
with floor canal.
Setting: South-east Sardinia. Remnants of round stone buildings are reported nearby.
Archaeological interventions: Superficial study 2008 (M.R. Manunza).
Artifact survey: Scarce ritual deposits. Two lance-points of bronze, lead plugs, beads of vitreous paste and
amber, fragments of bronzetti.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The finds and the similarity to other fonts suggests a Final Bronze
Age or Early Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Forci 2008, 421 and 428; Manunza 2008b, 94–96; Cicilloni & Forci 2012, 1209–1211.

61. Section and plan of the remains of the font of Su Musuleu (Manunza 2008b, 94).
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62. ¤¤¤Matzanni (Mazzani)-Vallermosa
Structure: Three edifices built of schist, partially extant, in a temenos. The many T-blocks found in the area may be
residual from isodomic superstructures.
Well 1 (or A): Well with a currently inaccessible water-chamber under a tholos with a residual height of 2,75m and
an estimated base diameter of 3m. Trapezoidal staircase, 1,4/0,9m wide and 4,1m deep with 12 steps, originally
under a stepped ceiling (partially collapsed). Rectangular vestibule, 2,5m wide, and elliptical-circular forecourt, ca.
10m in diameter, with lateral benches/steps. Scattered building blocks indicating a pent roof were found.
Well 2 (or B): Circular well under remnants of a tholos, with staircase and vestibule, 50m from Well 1. This edifice
is currently inaccessible and filled with its own fallen masonry.
Well 3 (or C): Circular well under remnants of a tholos, 300m from Well 1. Trapezoidal staircase, 2/1,4m wide
with 14 steps under a stepped ceiling. Paved, slightly trapezoidal vestibule, 3,2m long and 2,6/2,2m wide with
lateral benches within 2m high walls. Many scattered ashlar blocks were found.
Setting: South-west Sardinia, on a height apparently far from prehistoric settlements; thought to have constituted
a Nuragic sanctuary. Around the three wells are remnants of at least 12 huts, one of which may have been a
ceramic workshop. Nearby are the ruins of a Punic temple called Genna Cantoni (or Genn'e Cantois).
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1900 (D. Lovisato) and 2004–2007 (F. Nieddu).
Artifact survey: Ample ritual deposits, mainly from the area of Well 1. Abundant decorated Nuragic pottery,
bronzetti including one depicting a man with a pointed beard proffering bread (?) and one depicting a small ram
with its feet set in lead, a bronze blade, 20 slabs of non-local stone with holes, lead plugs and fragments of votive
bronze sword hafts (one block presents fish-spine motifs); an Italic bronze bowl; three stone models of nuraghi.
Chronology: F. Nieddu suggested a Late or Final Bronze Age date for the complex, based on the Nuragic pottery
(2008, 20). N. Ialongo circumscribes the finds to the Early Iron Age (Ialongo 2011: 1, 469; 2, 352).
Bibliography: Taramelli 1914; Nieddu 2007; Ialongo 2011: 1, 469–480.

62. Section and plan of the remains of Well 1 at Matzanni (Taramelli 1914, 341).
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63. ¤Cuccuru Nuraxi-Settimo San Pietro
Structure: Partially isodomic edifice built of sandstone and marl; partially extant. Circular well with a singular,
monolithic mouth-piece (upper diameter: 1m, base diameter: 2m, height: 1,5m) on a paved floor under an intact
tholos with a height of 5,75m and a base diameter of 2,55m. Next to the mouth-piece was a hearth with charcoal
and animal bone remains. Beneath the pavement, a stone-lined shaft with a diameter of 1,5m descends by 12m
and then turns into a narrow siphon which descends another 10m (!) to tap a slightly saline water vein. Irregular
staircase, ca. 1m wide, in two parts: first, a rectangular descent by several steps to a small landing with a window
above; then 15 steps in a curved staircase descending under a stepped ceiling to the lower part of the tholos but
opening there at a level of 1,75m above its floor. Traces of a sandy mortar were found in the upper staircase, and
traces of painted wall-plaster were noted externally. The tholos was filled with shaped blocks including T-blocks
from its fallen superstructure (see illustration on next page). The entrance is in a circular structure of a ruined
nuraghe. A cylindrical/elliptical, stone-lined and plastered pit, 3m deep with a diameter of 1,5m, is in front.
Setting: On a hill overlooking the Gulf of Cagliari on the south coast, in a ruined Nuragic complex.
Archaeological interventions: Excavations 1960–61 (E. Atzeni) and 1998/2001 (S. Angiolillo).
Artifact survey: Ritual deposits. In the well: decorated Nuragic, Phoenician, Greek and Etruscan pottery; shells,
animal bones, bone implements, a green stone axe and a phallic stone. On top of the debris in the tholos, a bowl
with charred grain had been deposited. In the pit: plain Nuragic pottery, shells and bones.
Chronology: The oldest Nuragic ceramics in the well and the pit are datable to the Late–Final Bronze Age; the
imported materials from the well are from the Early Iron Age (Atzeni et al. 1987, 15–17).
Bibliography: Atzeni et al. 1987; Angiolillo et al. 2008; Ialongo 2011: 1, 491–495.

63. Cuccuru Nuraxi. Above: plan of the remains of the well (b) and pit (a) in reconstructed setting (drawing: G.
Webster based on Angiolillo et al. 2008, 128). Next page: section of the well and pit and drawing of the T-blocks
(Atzeni et al. 1987, 9).
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63. Cuccuru Nuraxi. Section of the well and pit and drawing of the T-blocks (Atzeni et al. 1987, 9).
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64. ¤Is Arenas a Nuraxi Figus-Gonnesa
Structure: Edifice built of rhyolite; partially extant. Circular well under remnants of a tholos; rectangular staircase
of 11 steps.
Setting: South-east Sardinia, with several nuraghi in the vicinity.
Archaeological interventions: None.
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to other wells suggests a Final Bronze Age or early
Iron Age date.
Bibliography: None. The edifice is illustrated on the website www.suscruxoxu.it (accessed 2014-06-10).
65. ¤Tattinu-Nuxis
Structure: Edifice built of grey limestone, partially extant. Elliptical well with a base diameter of 1,8/1,2m under
an intact bottle-shaped 'tholos', 5,1m high. Rectangular staircase, ca. 1,2m wide, with 28 steps and two architraves.
Setting: South-west Sardinia, in a Nuragic village near the Medieval church of Sant'Elia.
Archaeological interventions: Excavation 2002–2003 (F. Nieddu and V. Santoni; unpublished).
Artifact survey: Exclusively Nuragic pottery (F. Nieddu, pers. comm. Oct. 2013).
Chronology: The finds are datable to the Final Bronze Age or Early Iron Age (F. Nieddu, pers. comm. Oct.
2013).
Bibliography: Nieddu 2008, 381.
66. ¤Grutt'Acqua (Grutti Acqua)-Sant'Antioco
Structure: Edifice built of trachyte, partially extant but largely filled by its own fallen blocks. Well under a tholos;
staircase with an architraved opening; indications of a vestibule and/or court.
Setting: On the south-western island of Sant'Antioco, near a Nuragic village and pond.
Archaeological interventions: None.
Artifact survey: No artifacts are reported.
Chronology: The edifice is not directly dated. The similarity to other wells suggests a Final Bronze Age or Early
Iron Age date.
Bibliography: Pesce 1958; Nieddu 2008, 381.
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APPENDIX: Monuments excluded from the Catalogue
In the course of this study, many reported edifices were found to fall outside the framework established
for the identification of prehistoric water-temple remains: those without wells or fonts, those datable to
historic periods, and those without cult correlates. Numerous edifices are, however, difficult or
impossible to identify at present, and they will be discussed below. Furthermore, some monuments
which have been excluded from the Catalogue are locally well-known and sometimes called pozzi sacri. It
therefore seems warranted to make a special note of these, and of the reasons for their exclusion.184
Plain wells and fonts for ordinary water needs are found in or near almost every settlement from
every period. In Nuragic villages, they are usually cylindrical shafts, but sometimes shallower fonts, in
some cases protected by tholoid covers. In the countryside among and between settlements, springs
were widened for access and covered with stone slabs for protection (see Fig. 9).185 Neither kind have
vestibules, stairs or other indications of having answered to needs beyond that of potable water for
people and animals, and it would be unnecessary (and impossible) to list them here. In a few instances,
however, single finds of unusual materials or circumstances suggest that some plain wells next to nuraghi
may have been consecrated in some way, at some point, and future study of these may reveal important
data. At present, however, they cannot be considered water-temples.186
The sacred fonts of Sa Mitza-Villaurbana and Mitza Salamu-Dolianova are excluded here for
chronological reasons, as they are Punic foundations.187 The cult connotations at the well of BanatouNarbolia and the font of S'Issizzu-Seneghe are likewise Punic (and the original Nuragic edifices were in
all likelihood domestic).188 At Is Murdegus-Nurri, building remnants with evidence of Punic cult
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In addition to those discussed here, many edifices have been excluded because of lacking cult correlates, like the
interesting font and pool at Monte Ultana-Laerru (D. Marras 2011) and the font at Cugnana-Olbia (P. Melis 2012).
The unusual vat of Sos Ampridorzos-Norbello is ambiguous in terms of both chronology and typology (Manca
2001). The following unpublished fonts and wells are often called pozzi sacri but have been excluded here because
of uncertainties regarding correlates and/or chronology: Su Putzu 'e Padenti-Villa Verde, Sa Roda-Flussio, Nanni
Ecca-Santadì, Spadula-Gonnosfanadiga, Lurdagu-Sant'Antioco, Pedru Cossu-Domusnovas, Nieddiu-Nurallao,
Santa Rosa-Selargius, Perdu Iso-Gairo, Enas-Onifai, Orgioloniga-Seui, Zeppara-Ales, Pistidduri-Piscinas,
Perdaxius-Carbonia, Monte Claro-Cagliari.
Many of these are still utilized, and commonly noted in archaeological bulletins. Cubas-Dualchi (see Fig. 9 below;
Sanna 1990b; Moravetti 1998, 625–626) and Putzu Iu-Dualchi (Moravetti 1998, 658–659) exemplify a simple
kind of covered spring or font; more substantial edifices are extant for example at Li Fitteddi-Olbia (P. Melis 2012,
32) and Su Olosti-Orgosolo (Fadda 1986, 432).
At Cabu Abbas-Olbia, a bronzetto was found in association with a plain well shaft next to the nuraghe (Levi 1937,
196–197; Antona 1994, 25–29). At nuraghe Santu Antine-Torralba, the courtyard well was sealed by an unusual
ceramic pot (F. Campus & L. Usai 2012). At nuraghe Serucci-Gonnesa, the courtyard well may be associated with
wide, ascending terrace-steps described by the excavator as ”scenic” and possibly indicative of communal ritual
(Santoni & Sabatini 2010, 27). At nuraghe Prisciona-Arzachena, the courtyard well yielded ceramics not
commonly associated with water use (Antona et al. 2010). In two instances, nuraghi (or their ruins) were
transformed into water-temples (26.Nurdole-Orani and 63.Cuccuru Nuraxi-Settimo San Pietro; see the Catalogue).
Garbati & Peri 2008, 385–395.
A. Usai 2005, 34; Stiglitz 2005b, 61–62; Garbati & Peri 2008, 387.
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deposits were noted by Lilliu as a Nuragic water-temple, but this identification now appears doubtful.189
At Santu Iacci-San Niccolò Gerrei, the nature of the original font could not be determined when
Taramelli saw it in 1919, as it had been profoundly altered in antiquity when the site housed a PunicRoman sanctuary.190 In another early historic sanctuary, a hypogeum beneath the church of San
Salvatore-Cabras, there is a Nuragic well often referred to as a pozzo sacro. It likely did serve cult
purposes in classical antiquity, when Herakles was venerated here as Soter (healer), but its original status
is difficult to determine. A baetyl is the only cult indicator, not easily dated; the well itself consists of a
plain shaft.191 It might be noted that the Punic-Roman healing cult in this locale has parallels near other
Sardinian wells, fonts and springs: some have yielded anatomical votives indicating ailing body parts.192
In Roman Sardinia, mineral water springs (hot and effervescent) were exploited and architecturally
elaborated.193 This seems not to have been the case in prehistory, however, when use of 'extraordinary'
waters appears to be attested only in one case.194 But there are uncertain instances. From the hot springs
of Acqua Cotta-Villasor, where Roman-period use is documented, there have been unsubstantiated
reports of Nuragic remains as well.195 At Mudeju-Romana, an area with effervescent springs, there are
several large vats of Roman date – and one elongated, isodomic cistern or well which appears more
ancient. It is known as S'Abbarghente and has been excavated, but the results are unpublished.196
The Christian focus on healing was (and is) more comprehensive than that encountered in most
ancient pagan cults, as it involves the notion of a soul transcending death even more than a body
overcoming disease. Among the ritual expressions of Christianity, baptism is central. Perhaps it was a
need for accessible water for this rite that led several early Christian communities in Sardinia to build
their churches near the ruins of water-temples; perhaps it was instead a wish to suppress pagan memory
or appropriate its sacred places.197 Practical and spiritual motivations probably combined to different
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Lilliu 1958, 285; Stiglitz 2005a, 729. A few other monuments noted as water-temples by Lilliu in 1958 and 1963
have later been otherwise classified: Corona Arrubia is a rotunda, and the now interred edifice near nuraghe LosaAbbasanta is a cylindrical vat (see below); both are isodomic.
Taramelli 1919b, 169–170.
For San Salvatore-Cabras, see Levi 1949 for the original excavation, Donati & Zucca 1992 for a synthesis of that
and later interventions, and Melucco Vaccaro 1994 for an updated reflection.
Sa Mitza and Mitza Salamu, mentioned above, are Punic examples; for Punic- and Roman-period re-use of
prehistoric water-temples for cult purposes, see the individual entries in the Catalogue; notably 14.La Purissima.
Roman remains are attested at the hot springs at Santa Maria Is Aquas-Sardara (where there is a spa today); at
Acqua Cotta-Villasor, and at Fordongianus (where the Roman baths and a forum are extant and the hot springs are
still used for laundry). Roman canals are extant at the effervescent springs of San Martino-Sassari (now tapped for
the bottled table water of that name), and there are Roman vats at Mudeju-Romana (used informally today). See
also Solinus, 4,6 for a Roman-period note on the use of ”salubrious” waters in Sardinia.
At Funtana Sansa-Bonorva, there are ruins of a large, concentric enclosure thought to be Nuragic. The area is rich in
effervescent springs, currently tapped for the table water called Santa Lucia.
Nieddu 2007, 25.
Gabriella Gasperetti of the Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici di Sassari e Nuoro directed investigations in
2005 and 2010. Reports are said to be forthcoming.
The issue falls outside the scope here, but it can be noted that 10 water-temples in the Catalogue have a Medieval
church (or a later church with Medieval foundations) within 5–500 meters. They are as follows (with saints' names
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degrees at different sites: several other Sardinian churches stand on plain Nuragic wells.198 A substantial
Nuragic edifice beneath the church of Sant'Antonio-Segariu is locally said to be the remnant of a watertemple, but has not been investigated. From a remote mountain area once home to the Medieval
Christian community of San Basilio-Ollolai, there are also reports of a Nuragic well.199
Other monuments are excluded from the Catalogue for typological reasons, as they hold neither
wells nor fonts (although they are commonly said to do so): in the sanctuary of Monte Sant'AntonioSiligo, the so-called pozzo sacro is a large isodomic cylinder without any natural hydrography.200 At
Niedda-Perfugas, the so-called fonte sacra is a large, boat-shaped, isodomic vat set on ground which
floods seasonally.201 The unusual ruin on the beach at Sa Rocca Tunda-San Vero Milis, commonly called
a pozzo sacro, has defied scholarly classification but is in any case not a well or a font.202 The same seems
to apply at Su Posidu-Alà dei Sardi, where five stone steps lead to an underground pit with no evidence
of any water source.203 These monuments were probably cult locales but, again, without fonts or wells.
Some sites which may once have featured water-temples can no longer be traced: at Sos Cunzados
or Funtana Coberta-Padria, extraordinary ceremonial bronze objects have come to light, but only the
toponym indicates that there may have been a water edifice here of some kind.204 At Gonone-Dorgali,
ashlar blocks reminiscent of those seen in some water-temples were found by Taramelli in the 1930's, in
and around two Roman-period structures. Lilliu later noted this as representing a water-temple, but no
well or font was ever identified.205 Other monuments said to have been remnants of water-temples were
destroyed in the 20th century without sufficient description for an identification. This is the case with
the locally famous font at Sos Malavidos-Orani, for example, where people afflicted by disease sought
relief in the water until not so long ago (and where Early Bronze Age pottery was found), and with the
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in parentheses if other than that of the site): 31.Su Puttu (San Nicola), 32.Su Cherchizzu (Santa Sabina), 37.Santa
Cristina, 42.Santu Antine (Sant'Elena & San Costantino), 43.Coni (Santa Maria Valenza), 45.San Salvatore,
46.Mont'e Nuxi (Santa Vittoria), 48.Santa Vittoria (Santa Maria), 54.Sant'Anastasia, 65.Tattinu (Sant'Elia).
San Salvatore-Cabras, mentioned above, is probably an example; another is the Nuragic well beneath the church of
La Maddalena-Guamaggiore, which has been excavated and found to contain large amounts of pottery but no
indications of ritual use in either architecture or material repertory (Canino 2008). The Nuragic well near the
church of Cosma and Damiano at Suelli (Taramelli 1915, 105) also appears to be a plain shaft related to a Nuragic
village.
Moravetti 1993, 199. This site has also yielded prehistoric deposits of a ritual nature.
Nieddu 2008; Ialongo 2011. Very similar edifices have been found at Riu Salliu-Guasila, Losa-Abbasanta and
Majore-Ittiri. The latter is an isodomic cylinder built on the ruin of a nuraghe (unpublished). The example at
nuraghe Losa is no longer visible but was documented by Taramelli (1916, 250 –252; Santoni 2004, 34–36) and
discussed by Nieddu (2008, 381–382). For the example at Riu Salliu, variously called Gutturu Caddi or Guttini
Cadda, with especially visible T-blocks, see Nieddu 2008.
Lo Schiavo & Pitzalis 1983.
Stiglitz 1984.
Sanna 1990a, 18.
Galli 1991b, 5–15.
Taramelli 1933b, 365; Lilliu 1963, 277. From Taramelli's notes, Lilliu also mapped Calegastea-Abbasanta and Is
Trigas-Guspini as water-temples, and they seem to be untraceable today (Taramelli 1915, 116; Manning Urquhart
2010, 185; Lilliu 1963, 277). Lilliu's Paui Atzuvau also eludes detection at present.
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less known well which was once traced at Su Anzu 'e S'Olomo-Sindia.206
Other wells and fonts which may carry cult correlates must await investigation and publication
before they can be taken into account.207 Future excavation might clarify the nature also of other fonts
and wells which simply cannot be classified at present. The likely significance of a descending staircase
as a cult indicator has been discussed above (see Section 2.3.3), and at the wells of Ponte-Dualchi and
Sorgolitta-Dorgali, such stairs may be present but are not confirmed, as the monuments have not been
closely investigated.208 In the absence of stairs and votive deposits, fonts tend to be even more difficult
to identify as cult locales. The intramural tholos fonts of S'Ulumu-Dorgali and S'Ena 'e S'Olomo-Sindia
present inconclusive indications of vestibules and no other cult indicators.209 The same is true for some
slab-covered fonts like Sos Padres-Dualchi.210 Unfortunately, little more can be said of them at present.

Fig. 9: Section, plan and prospect of the remains of the plain font at Cubas-Dualchi (from Moravetti
1998, 625).
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Moravetti 1993, 173–174; idem 2000, 335.
Su Cungiau 'e Funtà-Nuraxinieddu (Sebis 1994); Muru Accas-Solarussa (A. Usai 1996, 46); Sa Gora 'e sa ScafaCabras (Sebis 1998); Nora-Pula (Tronchetti 2001, 9–11); Santa Chiara-Ballao (Manunza 2008b, 91-92); Bruncu
S'Omu-Villaverde (E. Usai & Locci 2008, 522); Sipari-Lanusei (Salis 2012b, 4). An apparently monumental,
subterranean ruin near nuraghe Corona Saltaina-Ozieri may be a water edifice, but has not been unearthed (Basoli
1985, 50); likewise at Carreghera di Ardasai-Seui. Remains at Monte Zara-Monastir, previously reported as a well
with likely cult correlates, has now been investigated and proved not to be a well (E. Atzeni, pers. comm. Feb 2014).
For Ponte, see Moravetti 1998, 653–654; for Sorgolitta, see Manunza 1995, 107 and Moravetti 2005, 30/32. At
Ruinas-Arzana, a Nuragic village well is apparently fitted with a few steps but not described as yet (Salis & Fadda
2012).
For S'Ulumu, see Moravetti 1980 and 2005, 31; for S'Ena 'e S'Olomo, idem 2000, 356 –357.
A. Sanna 1990b; Moravetti 1998, 664–666.
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